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One day 

a while ago 

after the body 

limp 

on a cross 

was molded into 

dollar sign 

and the earth 

turned flat 

and began to 

fold itself 
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up 

(an action which was halted by an executive order from 

the lord high god great white father almighty at the desk) 

after the night the tide came in 

and 

would not go out 

and dissolved 

new jersey and long island 

and 

part of florida 

i woke up 

and 

the sky was 

not blue 

and 

not grey 

and not white 

and 

not brown 

and 

not black 

and 

not puce 

it was not 

the re 

assuming i had got up at a 

bad time 

i went 

back to sleep 

until 

things 

could rectify 

themselve s 
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derm in tcalsh 

untitled 

a big blue neon 

cross 

sneaks in my window 

at night 

blinking "jesus 

saves" not 

who o r 

how 

i wonder sometimes 

many blocks away 

it must be very large 

at least 

sixteen feet 

if i hold my thumb next to my eye 

the blinking cross is 

bigger than my thumb 

and it helps to 

determine 

if it is foggy 

or clear on a 

particular night 

it can be a very handy 

thing to have 

around 

sometimes 

i think 

it must have cost a 

great deal 

that blinking cross 

blinking cross 

blinking cross 
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chris jossi 

3 

1 i rose from the 

crouch of day 

shedding tigers 

from my smile 

my maddening claws 

tearing at the sky 

footed voice running 

in the roar of fear, 

i was afraid 

you came; you sat 

thighs crossed 

before my barred mouth 

limbs kissing the 

cap 

cage of stripes 

fingers stroking 

contrasts into circle, 

you traced seaweed 

with a tide hand 

on the rich bottom 

of my feline eye 

you traced the sea 

ran round the globe 

you touched the sun 

in my eye 

bulged the pounce 

with light 

you touched 

my eye 

and my cat knees 

prancelike 

uncrouched 

2 the bone of love 

builds no ribs 

no rock bound ribs round 

the sea breast morning 

man rock houses 

chested in light 

there shall be stars 

in our bodies 

until our heads 

rest in rock 

dumb to earth 

dumb to earth 

and sky 

stay not in your room 

loneline s s, 

open your casements 

let the ivy remember 

the 

the day you saw it 

cry morning tears 
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James cloud 

& 3 

I look in the mirror 

of your eyes to tell you 

you have a strong face 

you don't need 

to make it strong 

or try to shape 

the rain's skin 

2 I come looking for you again 

beneath the slanting 

salting sky. 

Days are out of breath 

among things undone 

hide and seeking with 

new needs I prop against 

the mustard seed of sleep 

when dreams won't come, 

leaping out eyes first for 

anything to tough 

anything to touch, scream 

almost to hit, 

an inch away from you 

3 I rest my head against 

midnight as blue and sliver 

midnight as blue and silver 

buttoned dreams undress, 

bodies full of stars 

hips and ribs silent 

as flesh, 

fleet of my mind full of bone, 

small of my back against 

my bed, 

and outside, rain 
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a. mctighe 

porcia poems 

i saw a woman with one leg 

she made my third leg grow 

to spurt inside her passion vault 

to germinate within her flesh; 

porcia, porcia 

why do you fuck? 

why does the wind blow you down like an elevator 

II 
porcia, porcia 

i have placed the lilac strands 

of nylon torniquet bands 

under dams 

as we're listing leeward; 

i shall spread and open 

all your treasurie 

all your treasures- 

in heat- you are 

and grayish 

blue bonnets adorn your womb, 

whistle - whistle - 

your thighs surprise 

i am wise and guise 

as bold intruder. 



no telling who will gather forth and perch upon the 

fluent fucking filter's nectar rich necrosis 

humidor its own deceptive firth daemons 

kettle's water frozen grease planted soon 

inverted coleslaw taunt and memorial in 

butter wings and temple creature crested sayings 

billboard tatterings 

shillalah- la 

woven under and between the tissue crows 

are eyeing dots in salad bowls; 

whose bowels, haysus, remedy the 

ultrasonic half-tone rhythm chanting 

as eulogies and harmonies and 

astral distance prayers bereave, 

halo dogs in blue bag harness — 

render some in potter's luck 

when puberty and reptiles strain the clavicords and 

scrotum lips/ 

so delicate as frowns and ashes 

the pipe-lock wizard rattles pattern caked to 

structurize the steed of mirth — 

gone and undulating far astray as 

martian prophylaxis hymen busting clay-tip bones 

massacred and defacated 

pioneered, asphyxiated 

feeding phallic festers of 

Venetian 

blind/ 





NO STRINGS COULD SECURE YOU 

Todd Zimmerman 

At the station I see little that I haven’t seen before. Of course the tracks still 

run parallel to the all-but-motionless canal and the same impotent carcasses of 

factories lean over the opposite bank. The station itself must have been built and 

then immediately neglected—left for the thousands of prep school boys who have 

stood in casual anticipation of a glorious New York weekend, or who, the glory 

past, have vomited the last drop of it on this platform and here crushed out the 

last fearless cigarette for perhaps a month. The wooden sign that designates this 

particular knot on the long thread, that slowly winds down from Hartford, 

through New Haven, to New York, as Windsor Locks is a bit less legible-further 

obscured and fouled by the scratchings of those same boys. 

There is no humor in this place for me. I had thought of buying some 

scotch—legally this time—from the old Jew who had made such a profit from us in 

those spring years. Boards cover the windows of his store now—windows which 



once displayed the dulled effigies of Johnnie Walker and Old Granddad. The 

manufactured drabness of new plywood shrouds the old drabness of timeless 

accumulations of dust, as my newly acquired snobbery isolates me from the 

memories better left undusted. 

This is for you, Cynthia, who will not leave my bed-simply because you glory 

so in your own body. And for you, Sally, who mock me from the grave-another 

bed permanently occupied and constantly reminding me of the failures of this 

facet of my life. You who know me so well, you who are both victims of my 

murderous ego—one done with kindness, the other just done, you who, even now, 

feed from me, shall know what you and your feeble barbituate and contraceptive 

retaliation...but this is not for you at all. This really belongs to one eternally 

nameless and now faceless young girl I never met. 

In the dubious fastness of my self-conscious snobbery I must now deny 

this—that our lives are touched—I mean permanently moved-more by chance 

than by contrivance, more by coincidence than habit. But every waking houring, 

and most of those spent in the ultimate reality of active sleep, is dominated by 

the truth of that statement which I necessarily refute. I am not now, nor can I 

ever be, in complete control of the goodness that sometimes brushes tangent to 

my existence. To reject this softly is preferable to any bitter acceptance logic 

might require. 

During the fall of my springtime, when the sun was still rising, but with the 

apex becoming uncomfortably near, I took a train. It was literally fall-the last 

one I would know as a schoolboy. The smell in Greenwich, where I was visiting 

my parents, was of old Austin Healeys—you must know-with a few scattered 

crisp brown oak leaves on the cracked leather seats. The tattered fools-those 

leaves-now skipping, now spinning with the gentle breeze on the smooth tar of 

my parents’ circular drive. 

The smell of leather could not overpower the Connecticut fall as the driver ran 

me, in isolated silence, to the heart of New York City. Half an hour after I 

arrived, we were six, or so, in Charlie Brown’s, upstairs from the station. We were 

there for an hour dressed with studied carlessness—Brooks Brothers from neck to 

toe jarred only by faded levis from waist to taped weejun. Half an hour again and 

we were on the platform, some of us with our ties flipped over our shoulders, all 

of us consciously smelling of scotch or bourbon or whatever. 

There were girls—girls that I had known, those that I would meet, and those 

very special ones whom I would never touch—out of some future shyness. But I 

was more aware then—more in possession of that precious self-confidence-than I 

would ever be again. Still, we were oblivious of them, and they of us, for any 
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contact-any real contact—made on that joyless ride back, could only serve to 

haunt us in the lonely dormitory hours to come. No one, at least no one in his last 

year, made that mistake. 

There was always much singing, at the outset, which somehow inevitably 

slipped into the busy rhythm of the train. We were all drunk, some on the liquor 

of the present, a few on that of the past, but most of us on the drunkenness of 

others. The songs died with the debarking of the Choate boys at Wallingford. Not 

that it was necessarily they alone who sang, but with the number more sparse, so 

became the desperate hilarity. At Wallingford the camaraderie ended; groups 

became apparent, separated by the vacated seats: the drinkers together, the 

braggers together, the rest of us alone with ourselves and with our memories. 

I thought over and over about the blonde and our hour under the clock: her 

deep blue eyes, the hair style I hated on sight, and her quiet persistence that 

flattered me so. As an insular experience it fascinated and charmed me, but the 

truth, the destructive reality, was that I had known her, and, even more 

important, she knew me. The relationship intruded on the moment. But her knees 

together and so small, and the palm of her cigarette hand facing skywards as if 

toward some huge puppeteer whose invisible wire attached at the bending of her 

wrist...ah, but no. 

The train banked into a slow curve and I got up to go into the next car. 

Against the door, with a London Fog carelessly draped over the bag at her feet, 

leaned a girl. She has no face for me now, but it struck me then as...but no—as the 

face of the girl I sometimes date, who doesn’t know me, who listens but doesn’t 

hear. She was the remote made meaninglessly near. I excused my way into the 

next car. She smiled for an instant and then returned her gaze to the streaked 

window at her right. Could I risk the error in an encounter? Dare I leave the train 

without ever having known her voice? Decisions were not made that day. The 

train slowed, but not to Windsor Locks; not just yet. I stood in the doorway and 

looked at her as she was waiting to get off. I looked at her with an expression that 

is foreign to me now. We smiled. She stepped off onto the platform and faced 

about. Somehow the tips of our outstretched fingers touched, for only a moment, 

as the train hunched forward again into the night. I saw her lips move through the 

window. I think...I think they said, “I love you.” Mine said nothing. 

I stared back, out that window, until long after the lights of the station had 

dissolved into the grey fall dark. In my dreams, both waking and asleep, that 

window framed my consciousness. I am now away from that, but returned to my 

own station, where four years later...I cannot even remember her face. 

Oh my God.... 
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jeff van pelt 

The Last Time I Saw Him 

The last time I saw him 

Sitting near the fairway 

Erect, and not portly 

Like the others 

Smoking--a king I think 

I believe he coughed some 

When I told him what I had come 

To bring. 

And I sliced apart the shiny cover 

(White and hardly pocked or soiled) 

Unravelled every gummy rubber strand 

At the core I found 

All the sticky paint 

The thick, white paint. . . 

Where did he go, then, 

When I called across the hazard water: 

"Arise 

Take up thy bag 

And walk! " ? 
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robin wakeland 

untitled 

Well now to figure out yes 

what/ to do 

crouched on my 

bed feeling lust thoughts 

of endless caves--murk 

eyes seeing luminations as 

filtering in vitressant 

smooth sheets and a warm 

awakening. 

Spangles on my thighs and 

breasts I sway in smokes: 

you know. how its circuit¬ 

ous ness weighs heavily on 

the limbs. 

You know how it is to gulp in 

more than whole air but e- 

ven flesh? 
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ruj.tvestbrook 

untitled 

march is a season of my mind. 

where troubles break like lychee nuts 

and I am a white unicorn 

hunted by the shoe wearing, grey-coated 

dark tied, vaseline ass. 

from underneath 

the pincushions of conformity 

I peer, 

while march storms within me 

tearing up the asphalt 

ripping through the sewers 

to the raw dirt, 

climb from within me 

out onto the yellow dandelion, 

the most shoddy of flowers 

from there, 

you can see the giant's eye. 
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titan's monolog 

alex raybin 

I have stolen the sun from the moon's black mouth 

But not without some loss of innocence. 

Be not against me, old Herodotus 

For when the wind whistles among the silent winter oaks 

A man must do 

What a man must do 

I know only 

That in the dark 

In the cool darkness 

There came a voice unlike any. . . 

And I was afraid. 

The sun / is everything 

It is more than light 

More than the image 

Which chases oblivion from the edges of the world. 

It is the heart 

Of the new embryo, 

Is Life. 

Yet innocence abides only as long 

As the waking moment 

In the presence of death 

And to find 

(In the moon's black shadow) 

That the presence 

Is real, relevant, a part, is 

A disappointment. 
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I live in the midst of all 

That is hidden in the shadow of the moon's black mouth 

But I have stolen the sun. 

mike jones 

Poem 

A short and personal reply to the temporary silences 

discovered in the Marabar caves upon my first visit. 

(From the memoirs of Leroi VanDijk, 1901-1950) 

When I had withdrawn my eyes from them, 

turning for a moment to the south 

and staring full into the sun 

and speaking nonsense, 

The desolation grew close, 

gray but beautiful in the white light 

which I could only feel 

and spoke to me of brothers and vinyards 

and wrapped itself about me 

I arose to go blindly about the city in the streets 

hearing one word, 

silent with the beating of my heart. 

First came the small biting flies: 

unhoping small flies came to lick sweat and bite. 

Banners appeared as I ascended. 

The universe resounded with my Joyful cry. 
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vicki white 

“I never asked for your crutch” 

Mrs . D . said 

fortune creates 

something of a plan, 

it is not allowed to 

begin the 

beginning at 

the start without, 

without losing the 

source 

of the discovery 

of the beginning. she said 

("my boys are being kind to me now") 

What say the crew who had fallen from grace, 

with those who had been felled by grace. 

it is not appropriate 

to begin the source 

at the end of time 

said Mr. K. , 

for the end of time 
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is no time at all, 

is all time alone 

("my children visiting and smiling") 

so i also thought staleness could be removed 

in the wash of a hydrophobe, eclipsed as motive or moved 

so it is not time 

to think of all i am losing 

for i am losing 

all that i have never gained, 

lost every hour, 

every moment with or 

without you a thousand times 

the crew can stare quite dead with hands gripped apart 

but its a fact that centuries repeat themselves with 

uncanny belligerency)_ 

as i said he said 

the time when they were close 

came clanging through their minds 

like black day, 

unpredictable, unplanned 

wild and without context, 

unemployed death then 

looked up and down 

and faced the time crystal smashed., 

groaning loud. 

(so 

we earned our ambiguity). 
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buck morgan 

conversation with the artist as a young fatality 

we lit cigarettes over old wine. . . 

why do you write? i asked, 

after cautious musing, inspiration: 

its the only way i can change my fate 

he answered. 

how? how do you know? 

he smiled and swallowed wine 

i'm on to something 

he was sure. 

but are you sure? i was; 

no pause-- 

no 

he wasn't. 

you cant be too sure, i said for the silence. 

do you have anymore questions? 

no, i said. 

my writing, does it surprise you 

does it baffle you 

does it assure you 

does it change you? 

your writing is indeed capable of these things, i answered, 

we are drunk. 

ah, my man knows how to answer, not question. 

but you, you are not so sure. you said so. .. about fate- 

fate, i salute you. you are a bottle of wine. 

we finished, the hour late. 
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The Locusts Have No King 

by Mike Brondoti 

His heart quivered. 

Quit quivering, Quentin, he told himself. Be still now and suck yourself in 

from the borders of your body to a small hot core deep inside. Concentrated me. 

Walk today a ghostly shell because nothing here is real or matters and it’s cold. 

Thick cold air whooshed against him like wind from a passing truck. You’ve left 

them, Caster. This is the last time you’ll straddle these boulders where you can 

feel all the mountain stretching up. You feel empty. Well, pack dreams into all 

those spaces. He rolled up his yellow blanket with satin edges, walked the path 

down catching limbs and vines to keep to keep balance, tied the bundle to his 

motorcycle. It was raining. 

Weeks later he did go back to Cow Mountain, not knowing he had been there 

before, thought, Maybe a belch, a really splendid belch that starts deep and twists 

all your insides into a convulsing upward spiral, just that belch if you’re giddy 

(balanced on the tip of stone where wind has scraped off forest skin) and you’ll 

fall, float silently, bounce once on gelled clouds, then pop through, drift to a 

smokestack as if a rope from inside were kiting you, then you’re in Parallel, which 

lines the land wrinkle at the mountain’s base. 

A. Faik Jennings walked on buoyant carpet to his aluminum-gilded green 

window in the Smerck Chemical Company’s office building. “Rain,” he said to 

the vast glass. 

“It’s wet out there all right,” said Perry, who came in suddenly. 

“All the world’s a toilet,” A. Faik said, “and rain is the world flushing itself.” 

“I brought you a popsicle.” 
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“I’m going to run for mayor.” Faik turned from his oval of breath frost. “I 

want this whole goddam town. You ever feel crazy like that? Like you want to 

squeeze a whole town against you?” Perry said nothing. “I deserve it: I made 

Smerck and Smerck supports this town and even its hundred columns of thick 

black smoke hold up the sky. There was nothing in this ditch until I made this 

monstrous plant, until it began to fester, to send out its acrid aroma of sulfur and 

urine.” 

“It’s a new kind with crushed nuts and sprinkled,” Perry said. 

“Nothing here but asshole grits and now scientists from all the world.” His 

right arm jabbed, flicked the ice cream to him like a frog’s tongue. Faik was a 

short man with nervous fat whose body punctuated his words. He'd come to 

America from the University of Ankara when he was twenty-eight and had 

discovered a synthetic mold that grew like black cotton candy which he milked 

and made a new girdle fiber. As soon as he came (on a thickly hot overcast day on 

the C&O) to Parallel, he decided to marry, to replace his mother as cook and to 

provide himself with a ready depository for mortal tensions that often tangled his 

mind. In his way (impatient yet patronizing) he loved his wives. 

“He loves me best,” Baby would say. 

“Who gives a good goddam?” Belle would say. 

“It’s all of us for what each is,” Bonnie would say. 

He fell in love with the triplet daughters of Major Koogler the moment they 

walked grim and graceless into the stale dusty parlor of carved black furniture and 

a faded rug and lace curtains and light through yellow shades of the rotted 

mansion that had heaved a sigh of surrender twenty years before and relaxed 

against a row of maple trees in back. The girls, Bonnie, Belle, and Babe, born in 

that order on February 21, 1930, were the Major’s last assets when he fated them 

to Faik who said, “I’ll pay you anything.” The girls were seventeen the frantic 

rainy night they drove in Faik's Packard to the Justice of the Peace in Carroll 

County. Legally, Faik was married only to Bonnie, but Babe and Belle were 

bound to him by their father's word and the Moslem ceremony performed later 

by Ahmet Aaoglu, a holy man who had fled Turkey during the 1960 riots and had 

gone into seclusion in the St. John’s Hotel in Gainesborough, subsisting meagerly 

be selling holy relics which he’d brought from his mosque to an eager market of 

New York brokers who used them as paperweights. After Faik’s marriage to 

Bonnie was announced, Major Koogler let it be known that his other two 

daughters had secretly hitchhiked one night to Long Island to be in television 

commercials and, he feared, to find authentic sexual experiences. His wives were 

physically identical and for nineteen years Faik had been successful in allowing 
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only one out of the house at a time. When guests came it was Belle and Babe who 

were locked in their rooms. Although Faik slept most with Babe, he’d never 

gotten her pregnant; he let Belle and Bonnie each have a child, both boys, born 

three weeks apart in April and now college freshman; Chris (who was Bonnie’s) at 

Grinnell and Mark at William and Mary. 

Through coffee fog at breakfast Babe told Faik, “Won't be long now til my old 

man kicks off and I get the hell outa this hole." 

Belle rasped, “Goddam straight. I get down on my knees and pray to Jesus 

Christ to throttle his heart and squeeze it til it bursts one night when the bastard 

lays him down to sleep. And Mary and the Holy Ghost and anybody else who’ll 

listen.” 

“You’re both obscene,” Faik said, feeling for Babe’s leg with his. Bonnie was 

at the stove. 

Faik was saying to Perry, “Call the radio station and the paper and tell them 

I'm running,” when he glanced out and saw a person with one of the chimmeys in 

his gut flailing his legs. “Look up there at the top of that smokestack,” he said, 

but Perry saw nothing and Faik took it for an unclean sign. He thought of his 

sons. “I hope those damn fool kids of mine don’t try coming down Cow 

Mountain Road too fast today.” 

“They coming home?” Perry rubbed his right hand across his mouth. 

“I hope that their goddam schools have taught them something besides 

fucking, although Chris, God knows, sure needed that.” Faik motioned Perry to 

huddle beside him in the window frame and they gazed at the mountain sloping 

back. “I’ll strip every tree from that forest and then not one goddam soul will 

know if it’s spring or fall and won't need to.” Faik smiled which for him was to 

tilt the right side of clenched lips up. 

By the next day enough clouds had drained from the ditch so that gray light 

could seep through to the houses that scabbed its sides. Mildred Johnson woke 

early, turned her face toward the window, saw with a happy chill around her 

heart that the fog had lifted and through a hazy aperture a wall of melted reds 

and yellows. Excitedly, she pressed her head against the warm pillow. Slippery 

Rock Teachers College was gone now and she was warm in her bed at home. She 

wanted to tell her mother that and got out of bed and skittered to the kitchen 

laughing. “Mom, the leaves have changed,” she said to her heavy-lidded hairless 

mother at the table. 

“Wonderful,” her mother said still caressing her coffee with her breath. “You 

think maybe it’s fall? You think maybe that’s it, huh?” 

“Oh, Mom.” Mildred sat opposite her mother. “Where did Daddy go?” 
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“To Schenectady to buy relays.” 

“How long will he be gone.” 

“This is your egg morning. I’ll fix it for you.” 

“Don’t make it so greasy.” 

Her mother moved to the stove in her red-checked flannel robe. “I'll wipe it 

off with a paper towel when it’s finished.” 

“Is Chris Jennings home?” 

Her mother turned. “Why? You still love him? I thought you’d get over that.” 

Mildred shook her head slowly. 

“That’s absurd,” her mother said and started scraping coffee grounds and egg 

shells into the sink. She had the habit of crushing egg shells under her fist before 

committing them to the garbage. “You’re not a damn thing to Chris but the girl 

next door and you never will be so face that, huh?” Mildred hadn’t wanted to cry 

this soon. “And stop that damn bawling. I’m up to here with all your crap about 

love. That's all I ever get from you.” Mildred stared at her empty plate. 

She said, “You're wrong, Mom,” and swept out of the kitchen. 

Her mother smashed an egg shell. 

Mildred did not pull down her shade while she dressed, and A. Faik, as usual, 

watched her from his bedroom window next door. He stood back of the line to 

which he knew light penetrated and watched her with a mixture of desire and 

sadness. Then she did a wonderful thing. She combed her long blond hair and 

then lay on the bed and stretched her legs and arms and trunk and back 

exquisitely. Faik called Babe to his room and carefully closed the curtains before 

becoming amorous. 

Bonnie came in and saw them both under the blanket but said anyway, “They 

haven’t come yet, Faik. What could take them this long?” 

Faik propped himself on his elbows. “Maybe they had the sense to realize it 

was too damn slick to ride motorcycles yesterday. I don’t know. How am I 

supposed to know, for God’s sake?” 

Bonnie touched the curl of hair over her left ear. “I’m going to call the police.” 

‘ Don’t be a goddam fool,” Faik said wearily. As Bonnie turned to go Faik 

said, “Wait. Let's go on a picnic today, Bonnie. See the leaves and all. Way up in 

the mountains.” 

“I’m really not up to it,” she said softly. “Take Belle. She needs attention. I’ll 

wait for our sons.” 

“Suit yourself.” He crawled out of bed. He looked up and said, “But Belle 

doesn’t understand anything,” and Bonnie left. Naked, Faik lumbered out of the 
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bedroom, across the living room and into the bath, leaving Babe on the bed, only 

her round white face exposed, blinking at the ceiling. After his bath Faik asked 

Belle to go on the picnic. 

She said, “If it makes you happy, I'll go. I don’t want to see the leaves, though, 

I hate dying.” 

Faik walked softly to her, put his hands around her elbows, felt the intense 

attraction of her dark eyes and skin and hair and voice, said, “Bonnie, fix 

something for us to eat. And get some wine.” 

Startled and held by his fascinated eyes, Belle said, “You always like leaves and 

things. You always have.” 

“Yes, nature is incorrigibly beautiful. Men never are. They are ugly and I am 

ugly and you, dear, are ugly,” he said tracing the lines of her face with his right 

index finger. “Our only beauty is in aspiring to be uglier than anybody else.” 

“Here you go,” Bonnie said handing him a crumpled Leggett’s sack. They left, 

Faik bulging profanely in green Levi's. Through the living room window Bonnie 

watched the Pontiac station wagon until it turned right down White Oak Lane and 

then she could hear the soft clicking of Babe’s breathing as she slept. Bonnie 

walked to the upright walnut piano against the left wall. It was a birthday present 

from Faik, that and lessons she had wanted to take since she was eleven and had 

to watch two workmen in blue shirts with their embroidered names cart away her 

first piano. As Bonnie hestiantly pressed keys Faik cut through the last cloud and 

into bright sunshine. The telephone rang. Bonnie pressed her right fingers against 

her lips, pushed her hair in the back and walked into the kitchen to answer the 

phone beside the oven. It was a breathy stupid voice that told her to come to the 

hospital. “What is it?” Bonnie said. It hung up. Bonnie went to Faik’s room and 

shook Babe awake. 

“Yea, yea, what?” Babe said. 

“I’ve got to go to the hospital.” 

“Ooohum?” She smiled hugely and it spread to a yawn. “I didn’t even notice 

you were plump, honey.” 

“I’ve got to get there fast. Don’t leave the house.” Babe pulled the blanket to 

her chin, looked seriously at Bonnie a moment and then laughed uproariously still 

staring wide at Bonnie. 

Bonnie called a taxi. The driver was a grizzled stump women with kinky white 

olive-oiled hair who sputtered through her cigarette. “Where to, Mrs. Jennings?” 

“You know me?” 

“Hell, everybody knows you. Y’all sure got back fast. Seem like I just passed 
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you heading up the mountain.” 

‘‘We went to look at the leaves. They were quite beautiful. The hospital.” 

‘‘Always is this time of the year. Oughta go. Help my grieving.” Her hands 

tightened on the wheel. 

Bonnie said, ‘‘Grieving?” 

“My boy was killed yesterday in Vietnam.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“They ain’t sure what did it. He just up and died. They think maybe he caught 

a virus in the latrine.” 

“I’m very, very sorry,” Bonnie said in a broken voice, then clicked the handle. 

The door to the hospital reception room opened with a sound like that of 

someone sucking through pursed lips. She walked to the reception desk, where a 

nurse beckoned her to follow. The nurse had red hair and looked boiled. 

“I took off my girdle after lunch,” she said. “Them things gets so tight and 

ikky in the afternoon, so I generally take it off in the restroom and put it in my 

pocketbook. It don’t hurt nothing, except maybe the eyes of some of the young 

fellows.” She laughed raucously and the elevator rose, buzzing. When the doors 

opened the two women walked down a pale green corridor to room 406. “Here he 

is,” the nurse said. 

“Who is it?” Bonnie said weakly. 

“Here comes Dr. Lang.” 

Dr. Lang glanced up intently, tripped on the front edge of his lab coat, made a 

quick smile, and said, “Mrs. Jennings, it's good of you to come. He hath sent me 

to heal the brokenhearted. Let’s go in.” They entered and stood looking across 

the room to the small bed by the window and the figure lying on it wrapped in 

bandages from head to toe. “They wrapped him in swaddling clothes and lay him 

in a manger.” 

Bonnie said, “Who is it?” But she knew because she knew the form of his body. 

“I’ll be blunt. It’s one of your sons. We don’t know which.” 

“It’s Chris. It must be Chris.” She squeezed her eyelids together. 

“There was an accident right past Howard Johnson’s on Cow Mountain and we 

found them under their motorcycles in a ditch. One was dead. We just can't tell 

which because they're so much alike physically and all of their clothing and 

identification was charred beyond recognition in the fire. And their skin.” 

Bonnie was crying but kept her arms stiffly by her sides and started to the bed. 

Dr. Lang came to her. “He hasn’t been conscious yet.” A moan came from 

inside the bandage. Bonnie put her face in her hands. Dr. Lang said, “He’s done 

that before. Leave, woman, before your heart is rent asunder.” 
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Bonnie leaned and searched the eye holes. “Chris, Chris, can you hear me? 

Honey, you’ll be all right.” Silence and she turned away weeping softly, “Oh God, 

that woman in the cab and now me. Oh God please help us.” 

Another hoarse sound from the bandage and then, “Who are you?” 

Bonnie leaned to the white face again. “Chris, Chris, I’m your mother.” 

It whispered, “Mother?” 

Bonnie said urgently, “Don't you know me? Chris?” 

“No. I don’t know anything. I can’t think.” 

Bonnie kissed the face all over. Dr. Lang said, “Don’t talk anymore. He’s had a 

severe concussion. It’ll take him a while to come around.” 

Bonnie said, “How soon?” and grasped the arm of the bandage. 

“You can't tell about these things.” 

They heard the bandage draw a long breath then giggle softly. “That’s great,” 

it muttered. “I have no memory. I’m completely without knowledge of my past. I 

don't even know who I am.” 

“You’re Chris,” Bonnie said. “My son.” 

“Then my name is Chris and you're my mother. But everything else that ever 

was is gone, everything good and everything bad. You say you're my mother and I 

accept that, but nothing else. I’m new and untouched by the world and my name 

is Chris and what more do I need.” 

Dr. Lang whispered, “They were astonished at his doctrine.” 

“How old am I?” 

Bonnie said to him, “You’re nineteen.” 

“Nineteen. Good. There’s nothing but exhiliration in me.” Then his head 

flicked and they could hear he was asleep. 

“When can he come home?” Bonnie said and dabbed tears off his chest with 

her fingers. 

“There’s no telling about these things.” Dr. Lang put his arm around Bonnie 

and led her from the room noticing that hers was a firm young back. He had long 

ago lost faith in breasts because he thought them whimsical. Backs you could 

count on. 

As they left the figure on the bed suddenly whimpered hysterically, singing 

“Happy Birthday to Me.” Bonnie cried all the way home in the taxi. Faik and 

Belle met her at the door and they sat on the couch and Bonnie related what she 

knew, Faik staring at his fingers as he knotted them. 

Belle challenged her furiously. “You don’t know whether it’s Chris or not, you 

goddam liar.” 

“It’s Chris. I know my own son.” 
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“How in hell could you know it? You can't know it. We used to get them 

confused all the damn time. Even when they talked. Mark had narrower hips. Did 

you see his hips?” 

“No, of course...” 

“See, goddammit, you’re lying!” 

Bonnie’s voice was taut and controlled. “I know it’s Chris. But it really doesn't 

matter, because I was the mother to both of them.” 

Belle shrieked, “What in hell is that supposed to mean?” and Bonnie left and 

walked to her bedroom, Faik watching her intently. Faik drove to Forbes Funeral 

Home and positively identified the body as Mark’s. Belle's cloud of hate settled 

into every corner of the house. Babe awoke in time for dinner and the four sat in 

uneasy silence at the kitchen table. Finally Belle glared at Bonnie, said, “You 

know goddam well I hate Brussells sprouts.” 

Bonnie said icily, “Goodness, I forgot,” then with bared passion she stuffed six 

sprouts into her mouth, said, “Yum, yum, yum, goddam are these Brussels 

sprouts good! ” 

Babe slapped her hands over her ears. “God, I can’t stand this,” she said. 

Faik said, “Shut up both of you. They could both be dead.” 

The shock of the words sunk deep into Bonnie who shook her head back and 

forth, saying, “I'm sorry. I'm sorry.” 

After dinner Belle took the car to the hospital. When she saw the bandaged 

figure she ran to hug it, crying and rubbing her head over its chest area. The 

bandage moaned in pain and Dr. Lang grasped Belle from behind by her shoulders 

and pulled her away. He positioned his face on the bandage's and peered straight 

into the eyeholes. He said, “Wilt thou be made whole?” 

“When can I go home, Mother?” the bandage asked Belle. 

Belle said, “Do you remember anything yet?” 

“No.” 

Dr. Lang said, “Tomorrow. I’ll show you how to change the bandages.” 

Belle knelt beside the bed. “I know you're Mark, not Chris.” 

“I’m not Chris?” 

“No, you’re Mark. Say you’re Mark.” 

“I’m Mark.” 

“I knew it,” Belle said fiercely, rising to leave. 

“Go in peace,” Dr. Lang said. 

The next day he came home suspended on a coarse stretcher between Faik and 

the pallid ambulance driver. They put him on the living room sofa. Bonnie kissed 

him on the forehead and said, “Welcome home." 



Belle screamed at her, "You're blind! I sure as hell know my son...” 

"I didn’t say...” 

"That's my son. It's Mark. You said you were Mark, didn’t you?” 

Babe came out of Faik’s room blinking and yawning. The bandage's voice was 

new, deep and strange, muffled even more by fresh wrappings. He said, "I don’t 

know who I am but it doesn't matter. I’m the most free human being in existence. 

I mean, I'm completely free of you and everybody-but myself, I guess. And 

maybe I’ve even escaped most of myself.” He began to pant. 

Faik said, "You’re not free of the bandages.” 

"Well, I don’t even need that.” His breathing was labored. “Maybe it's better 

that people can’t relate to anything about me but my, you know, spirit. Listen, 

I'm tired.” 

"Yes,” Bonnie said, "we’ll carry you up to bed. We've had a hard day, and a 

harder one tomorrow. Your brother's funeral. We’d all better get to bed. I’m all 

out of things to give this day.” The others nodded. 

Faik, who awoke at six, peeled his moist arm from Babe’s belly, and could see 

through his window that Mildred, having just gotten up, was sitting on the edge of 

the bed, her arms crossed over her lap, staring at her thighs. The whiteness of her 

legs struck him. He looked at the darkness of his own. Her legs were hesitant and 

thin but their whiteness was all he wanted, lovely white pathways; lovely white 

that was young and sensitive, that he could clench and knead against him, that 

would sop all the pain he could give, take it away from him. 

Dressed for the funeral by ten, they sat in wait in the living room until noon, 

not speaking. Bonnie took food once on a clear plastic tray to Chris in the room 

upstairs. By one o’clock the graveside service had ended. Planes of sunlight 

squeezed through the trees around the grave and Bonnie could not take her eyes 

off the minister’s spit of dirt on the dark coffin lid below. After the final prayer 

Faik climbed somberly to the tailgate of his car and motioned the people to 

surround him. There were almost two hundred people. 

Faik said, "This grief that you come to share with me today will last in me 

forever. But I know that Mark would want no tears, no sorrow. Above all, Mark 

really knew how to live, and it is to him that I dedicate my intention to fulfill a 

dream he always wanted me to pursue. I announce my candidacy for mayor of 

Parallel.” Bonnie stared at him unbelieving and the crowd fell painfully silent. 

Then two hands snapped together, then four, then a dozen scattered claps 

touched off spiraling applause that echoed from the marble forest and surged at 

the station wagon where Bonnie lay screaming on the front seat. The solemn 

applause died and the people left and Faik climbed down and got into the front 
ll 

seat. He started the car and reached for Bonnie's hand. She recoiled. Don’t touch 



me. I despise myself for ever having let you touch me with your hands, your lips, 

your naked flesh, every part of you.” The car lurched violently on the mud road 

out of the cemetery. “You’re a Godless, loveless man. I hate your guts, Faik.” She 

turned her head away from him. 

He said, “We need new shocks.” 

By the time they got home Babe and Belle were sprawled in silk robes and 

smoke-clouded yellow faces in the hazy living room. Faik sat to tell them what 

they would need to know about the funeral and Bonnie went upstairs. She saw 

that Chris was awake, the radio on. She sat on a chair beside his bed. 

Chris said, “My brother’s just been buried and I don’t even know him.” 

“You’ll remember him soon. The way he used to look up to you.” She told 

him what Faik had done. 

Chris was silent for a time, then said, “Why have you stayed with him?” 

“He’s my husband and I’m bound to him by my father’s word.” She shook her 

head. “No, that’s not true. I used to think he needed me. I thought I could help 

him become a human being but I’ve failed. Maybe anybody would've. I've let him 

destroy me instead.” 

“No, he hasn’t.” 

“I don’t know.” She scanned his stiff white frame. “Fight him, Chris.” 

"I will. It’ll be my first mission, my first chance to use my new life.” 

“I’ll let you rest. Would you like anything special for dinner?” 

“How about chicken?” 

She smiled. “You never used to like it.” She turned to leave. “Oh, by the way, 

I meant to tell you that Mildred came to see you.” 

“Mildred?” 

“She lives next door. She's nineteen and has loved you for six years and three 

months but you never noticed.” 

“Can you dress me in new bandages for her?” 

“Yes. I’ll turn out the lights now.” She did and left. 

It grew dark soon after dinner and Faik took Babe to his bedroom and Belle 

drove to the shopping center and Bonnie sat on the redwood picnic table bench 

on the patio in back, crying. Mildred entered the front door, saw no one in the 

blackened house, walked softly up the stairs and tapped on Chris’s door. He 

moaned for her to come in. Inside the bandage Chris had been asleep and now 

only half-awake eyes would not focus her face. She leaned over his face and a 

strand of hair dropped through the left eyehole into his eye. He shuddered and 

she pulled her head back. She said, “I’m sorry.” 



“Don’t be.” 

“Chris?” 

“Yes.” 

“Are you in there?” 

“Yes, of course I am.” She sat on the edge of the bed. “Lean back so I can see 

you. You have a very lovely face and hair and expectant eyes. I mean, you’re very 

pretty.” 

She held her breath a moment, then said, “Do you love me?” 

“Yes, I think so, although I don’t remember many girls. I don't remember 

you.” 

She hugged him excitedly, and the bandages scraped across his bare nerves. She 

said, “I've loved you for six years.” 

“Lean back again.” He exhaled. “There's something you’ve got to realize. 

Mildred, honey, darling, baby. Inside this tough exterior facade of purity, I’m one 

hell of a mess. You might not even be able to look at me when I get out. My body 

is blackened with great slashing scars across it and oozing welts.” 

“I don’t care.” She flung herself on top of him. 

“Another thing, Mildred, I really do love you, but the weight of your body is 

shooting excruciating pain through me.” 

“Impossible,” she said. “I’m scrawny, like my father, tall, blond and scrawny. 

My mother hates us both. Well, not because of that.” 

“I just don't want to start dripping again,” he gasped. 

“I'm sorry,” she said and placed her hands on the bed and did a pushup off 

him. Chris felt his body sign in ecstasy. She crawled down and walked to the 

window, looked out. She said, “It’s raining.” 

“I can hear it on the roof.” 

“I can see the streetlight. Raindrops are swarming to it like half-crazy bees. 

They’re flung by black clouds you can’t even see because they’re dissolved in 

night. It's funny.” 

“Night?” 

“No, the light. It’s feeble. It hardly gets to the street on nights like this, but 

you’ve got to know it’s there.” 

“Yes.” 

“Yes?” 

“Yes, you can be that for me,” he said. 

She turned and walked to the bed and knelt beside him. “Where is your 

mouth?” Her fingers nervously searched the face bandages. 

“About an inch below my nose. There, where the hole is.” 



“Can I open it more?” 

“Why?” 

“I want you to kiss me.” 

“Yes.” She peeled back the bandage and exposed his mouth, puffed and 

oozing. She kissed him fervently and the pressure of her lips sent paralyzing 

shivers of pain through him but he would not tell her to stop. 

“I hope I didn’t hurt.” 

“No.” The light came on, and Chris saw Faik’s shadow thrown against the wall 

beside the window. Mildred got up and Chris heard her feet scraping across the 

rug then going down the steps. 

Faik said, “You know what that girl needs? She needs to be raped. Bad.” He 

turned off the light and Chris watched the trapezoid of hall light move across the 

wall as the door closed. He couldn’t sleep because even the urgent demands of his 

body could not take his mind from Mildred, who had blond hair. 

The next morning was Sunday and Faik took Belle (because Bonnie refused) to 

late service at First Baptist Church, a colonial style edifice built of authentic brick 

and Faik's money. The sermon was called “Making God Relevant to Today's 

World.” In the pew ahead sat Bob Duncan, Faik’s opponent for mayor, with his 

wife Susan and their two sons Robert, five, and Doug, four, dressed in matching 

blue suits, red ties, and stiff blond flattops. The boys sat attentively during the 

sermon. “Christians don’t make good politicians,” Faik told Duncan after the 

service as they stood outside the church and their wives smiled at each other. 

Duncan said, “You’re right. I guess this'll be a dull campaign. (How are you, 

George. Good to see you.) Good luck.” They shook hands and parted. 

As they walked to the car Belle told Faik, “He’s stunning. You ought to get 

some sun. You look so damn anemic beside him.” 

The next week passed quietly except for Wednesday dinner when Belle went 

for Bonnie’s face with a steel steak knife screaming, “My son isn’t dead. It’s your 

goddam kid out there in the dirt!” But Faik caught the silver arc in time to 

deflect the six-inch gash to his own right forearm, and Bonnie cried more than if 

she had been wounded. Chris learned to hobble about with crutches and spent 

every day at Mildred's. Faik was on edge because he feared a blunder would 

expose his secret, more fragile than ever now that Major Birnley was on his 

deathbed and had revised his will for the last time. Chris and Bonnie talked long 

into every night. 

It was Saturday that Mildred's mother said “Sit down”, and they faced each 

other across the kitchen table, her mother’s cheek twitching, and she hardly able 

to keep from laughing with all the joy inside her. “You've been seeing a lot of 
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Chris?” 

“Yes. I’m making some soup for our picnic tomorrow. Weil need something 

hot. I’ll have to cut the chicken tiny so it can get through his straw.” 

“I want to talk to you.” She nervously lit a cigarette, stabbed the match into 

the Holiday Inn ashtray, inhaled deeply. “There’s one damn detail you’ve got to 

get me straight on. What in hell is there to do with a guy who’s trapped inside a 

bandage?” 

“He’s not trapped, Mom, he's liberated of everything people usually hide 

behind. And they won’t last forever. His soul has exploded from them already.” 

Her mother gestured vaguely. “I hope nobody was hurt.” She moved her 

cigarette in a small circle. “You know, I was your age once and I know the 

feelings you’re having.” 

“Which ones?” 

“It's irrelevant, but what I mean is don't get involved with him, for God’s sake, 

emotionally or physically, especially physically, although God knows that’d be 

damn near impossible. Which is maybe a good thing knowing how you feel at 

your age.” She took a pensive drag. 

“I am involved emotionally because he's expanded all my emotions.” She 

searched her mother’s face for a sign. 

“Well, let me put it this way, Mildred, I don’t object to this sort of strange 

relationship-well, it’s weird, that's all you can say, weird—but don’t let yourself 

get serious, you know what I mean?” 

“You mean married.” 

“Something along those lines, not that you’ve really thought about it yet, or 

anything, but at your age the whole thing can happen right out of the goddam 

blue-and I’m a great one to warn you, really a great one—but it's not what you 

think it’s going to be.” She propped her forehead on the heel of the hand that 

held her cigarette. 

Mildred said hesitantly, “We thought maybe next month.” 

Her mother froze in that position. After a silent minute she said, “Let me give 

you this to consider and it's that your father is coming home tonight and this 

house is a wreck and I’m a wreck and his daughter’s getting married to a bandage, 

which I'll have to tell him. What we thought was that this break would maybe 

work out some of the hell we’ve been having together the last ten years and now 

I've got to tell him this.” 

Mildred said, “I’m sorry,” but would not let herself cry. “You should hear 

Chris talk about the air before it rains.” 

“I know, realize, appreciate, but the fact remains your father’s coming home 
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tonight and then it'll all be over. God help me.” 

“Wait a while to tell him.” 

“Yea, I’ll wait, but it's so short. A month. Just like (finger snap). You’re my 

only kid and you’ll be over too,” she said and kept pulling hair down with her left 

hand then palming it up. “Hell, I’m going to lie down.” She pushed the chair back 

and left. 

The next afternoon Mildred drove Chris to the mountain and they pulled off 

the road onto an outcrop of rock above the valley. She propped him against the 

side of the car and sat beside him. He looked below at the trough of land in which 

Parallel bristled. “That’s a good name,” he said. “Parallel.” 

She smiled. “It's not named for the way it looks, you know.” 

“Really?” 

“No, they named it in honor of the town’s first priest, a grotesque knotted 

man whose right shoulder blade stuck out so far they though he'd once been an 

angel. So the town fathers called their hamlet Pere a l’Aile-which, I guess, was 

pretentious for a bunch of hide tanners. It got corrupted later-the name, I mean. 

The wind whipped hair across her face when she looked 

at him until she anchored it with her right hand behind her neck. 

“Don’t,” he said. 

“Don’t look at you?” 

“Don’t hold you hair. I like to watch it snake across you.” 

“Then I’m Medusa.” She let it go. 

“No, not you. But my father trapped her evil inside him. But I can stop him.” 

She leaned to kiss him then pulled him over and held his head in her lap until 

dark. “The clouds have turned off,” she said. She helped him to his feet. 

“Be careful,” he said. “It's so windy that even a belch could topple you and I’d 

never be able to watch you again except that moment flying.” 

They spiraled, a night spark, down the mountain. Mildred said, “You know 

Bonnie has always been my real mother.” 

Chris said, “Everybody’s.” A huge orange light saying caution swept over them 

and Chris told her to turn left down White Oak Lane. She stopped and he hobbled 

to the door of the flat brick house, she close behind but not daring to touch him. 

Bob Duncan came to the door in a yellow golf shirt and White Levi’s. 

Startled, Duncan said, “You're Chris Jennings, aren’t you?” 

“Yea. And this is Mildred Johnson. We’ve got to come in.” 

“Yea, sure. What is it?” 

Chris scuffled to a chair in the living room and Mildred sat on the footstool in 

front of him. Duncan sat on his purple cantilevered love seat. His wife Susan 
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materialized from dinning room darkness and stood behind him. 

“I want to help you defeat my father,” Chris said. 

“What?” Duncan’s face showed all the amazement his wife’s lacked. 

Susan said, “All right, but it’s pretty damn late. The election’s next Thursday. 

I don’t give a damn about motives. Just tell me what you’re offering.” She kept 

rhythmically jabbing at her husband’s back with spread fingers as if playing a 

piano there. 

Chris said, “My ties to him are chemical, involuntary. I can destroy him with 

what I know. But I’d only do it to save what’s left of this town.” 

Duncan said, “For God’s sake tell us what it is.” 

“First, I've got to know if you're any less dangerous than he is.” 

“What in hell is that supposed to mean?” Duncan said and stood, glaring, but 

Susan firmly grabbed his hips and pushed him down. 

Susan said, “He's right, of course, dear. Go fix us drinks.” 

intellectual capacity for evil. My husband’s quite attractive, though, isn't he 

“All right, stay, for all I care.” She walked around to sit on the stool beside 

Mildred. “God, this is like talking to a snowman. I look at it like this way, Chris, 

that your father is a genius and my husband is at the other end of the intelligence 

spectrum...” 

“Now, wait.. ” Duncan began. 

“All right, so it's not that bad, but the fact is your father has the greater 

intellectual capacity for evil. My husband’s quite attractive, though, isn't he, 

Mildred?” 

Mildred nodded. Duncan started to speak. 

Chris said, “But what about you?” 

“I’m the reason my husband wants to be mayor.” 

Duncan said, “What in hell..9” 

“I told you to leave, dear. He’s never really believed I married him and he can’t 

stop trying to prove himself worthy of the honor, you know?” 

Duncan said, “Shut up.” 

“He hasn’t proved it yet, and that's why he’s harmless: because I want to see 

him fail as mayor.” 

Chris said, “And failure would be destruction of present ideals.” 
“Of course.” 

“That’s all I needed to know. Let’s go, Mildred.” He pulled himself onto the 

crutches. They walked past Duncan who was still staring at the footstool. 

At the door Susan said, “Chris, under all that garbage you have curly hair, 

don’t you?” 
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“Yes.” 

“I thought so, because I think you’re an artist - Artists have curly hair because 

the molten creativity inside their heads frizzes it. You’re sensitive and 

courageous. I once loved an artist, a painter, in Marseille. I was his lover. I fall in 

love with artists quite easily. I want to tell you about him soon.” 

Chris shut the glass door. The drive home was silent—except the radio buzzing, 

tuned between stations-until Mildred stopped the car in her driveway. She 

looked at Chris and said, “What’s wrong?” 

“I hated that,” he said. “I just couldn’t see any alternatives. You know what 

I've done? I’ve become one of them-used their methods and values. I don’t want 

you to ever see me again. Everything’s gone now and I’ve got nothing inside this 

antispetic—reeking case but this charred lifeless skin.” 

“That’s not true.” 

He clicked open the door, positioned his crutches on the ground. 

“Chris.” 

“I won’t let you love my anymore; and don’t go to any of the places we used 

to go, because I’ll be there.” He slammed the door. She watched his black figure 

spider across the yard against the porch light. When she locked up the car Mildred 

was smiling. 

By dawn the next morning Chris had worked his way two blocks east to 

Magnolia Street and five blocks west on Magnolia to the corner of Baltic Avenue a 

littered asphalt lot on which stood the glassed-in orange and black pagod of 

Hardee's Hamburgers. Two gallons of red paint, dangling from a rope around his 

neck, bounced against his thighs as he shuffled on the crutches. He crossed the lot 

and laboriously climbed the narrow wood ladder to the ledge above. The vast 

white billboard was still empty. Propped on his left crutch, Chris painted in thick 

letters “Faik is a” then stopped when Mildred touched his right arm. She said, 

“I’m sorry but I saw you from my window and followed. Let me do that.” She 

knew that every move was agony for him. She heard his moans. 

“No, I've just got one more word.” He swayed near the edge. Mildred could 

hear him gasping breaths. 

“You’re too weak, Chris.” 

(“Faik is a p”). 

“Just this word.” 

(“Faik is a po”). 

He dropped off the edge, clattered below. Mildred ran down, knelt, searched 

the eyeholes. She ran to the telephone booth at the corner but came back to 
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unknot Chris’s shoe, where he kept his money, to find a dime. She called Bonnie. 

Until Faik and Bonnie drove up, Mildred hugged Chris to keep him breathing. 

Bonnie stopped beside her and Faik walked behind them saying, “The goddam 

ambulance oughta be here by now.” What surprised them was that it came with 

only a green blinking light and no screaming, but sneaked up to them. A short 

thick man in gray silk pajamas reached them ahead of the driver with the 

stretcher. 

The man said, “That’s him, my kid Caster, inside all that gauze. God, what 

happened to him?” 

Faik said, “What’s this goddam idiot talking about?” He helped the driver lift 

the broken figure onto the stretcher. 

The man walked beside them to the ambulance saying, “He left home three 

weeks ago, rode off on his Honda. We didn’t know what happened.” 

Faik slammed shut the tailgate. Mildred grabbed the man's arm as he climbed 

into the front seat. “Where will you take him?” she said, pleading. 

“To the hospital, then home.” 

“But you can’t. We’re going to get married. I love him.” 

“Love him?” The man laughed. “You haven’t even seen him. Let go, Let go!” 

Her nails cut through skin on top of his hand when he jerked it away. The 

ambulance gurgled away, leaving Mildred standing there sobbing and Faik walking 

to Bonnie who was already in the car behind the wheel. As he neared he saw her 

methodically lock all the doors. She rolled up her window but he saw that she was 

talking to him. He tapped on the window but she would not open and kept 

talking frantically inside, her gestures and face passionate. 

She was saying, “Of course, that wasn't Chris. Wouldn’t I know my own son’s 

eyes were blue and his are green?—I can't remember when I first noticed it, maybe 

the second day, but it didn't matter, because he helped me find courage to feel 

the relic of all you destroyed...” 

Faik could not hear her. He clawed and slammed his fists at the window. He 

screamed but she would not look at him, would not stop talking. 

“You numbed every emotion I ever had, but Father’s dead now. Miss 

Fitzgerald who nursed him called at four-thirty and said his last sound was a belch 

erupting-and now you'll be alone...” 

He thrust his face in front of the windshield and yelled at her to open. 

“And I used to have a dream about a lovely girl who stood naked and demure 

with a thin arc of blood shooting up from her breast and down, as if there was a 

hose inside, but she didn't feel it.” Bonnie kicked the accelerator and spun Faik 

face down onto the gravel and was gone. 
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my poems are not to 
be read 
they are 
to be made ready for reading 

take one 

[1] 



A day in the life of July 12 1968 

i am I secure enough 

to 

write this poem 

for myself 

Writing a poem about Atlanta 1968 

I have a dream 

on this stone mountain, 118th floor 

tied to a stake 

head pulled back jaws forced open 

wide 

singing. Black and White Children 

stuff pig shit into his mouth 

and that is how lbj 

Died 

I don't think 

vulgarity is where this 

society is at right now 

its much worse 

look at us 

When i sit down to write 

i can 

Is that is whats wrong 

cut 

[2] 



While pretending to take a shit and 

pretending to write a poem,... 

The bracelet unmoved sits on the above the bathroom shelf 

A thin band delicate like your finger limbs 

But unlike loving it lay parted in spots by light 

Unlike us I can see a space-there 

And its bed is wooden unlike us 

Poem about a short story: 

A girl whose identity 

is all tied up on one 

thing 

meets a guy who doesn't recognize it 

She loves him 

this 

This is a poem 

a 

poem about 

structure 

[3] 

anonymous 



Tuesday, Jan. 20, 1807, 
Evening—Despair. 

WILLIAM BLAKE 

between Two & Seven in the 

[4] 



NOW WE are looking, we are deep in the stars, and we want 
to bring it down to earth so that it will change our cities, our 
faces, our movements, our voices, our souls— we want an art 
of light. 

JONAS MEKAS 
(Where Are We-the Underground?) 

[5] 
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marsha poirier 

FOUR POEMS 

Untitled 

If you had heard a hundred times 

Of Shepetovka, wher 

Your mother’s father kept the mill. 

And the donkey turning the grinding stone, 

And the great tile stove 

Frosted with sleeping children, 

And always the beggar guest 

Tasting the Kiddush cup— 

If you had cowered for 

Meme Ruzy when the official came 

And took her for a week 

During the famine 

To a straw damp cell 

For buying sugar from a peasant 

Or did she sell it? 

It was so long ago— 

If you had watched your mother 

Cry over letters never received 

when the red black legions off the Rhine 

Burned what had ntt fled eastward— 

If her father’s father who sat 

At the Czars' Duma the year 

Of Kishiniev waits at the throne 

Of the blindfolded goddes, 

Would you not paste a dove 

On the field of your spangled banner? 

[8] 



Selling Grapes 

We used to walk, Ben and I, 

Beneath the tearless midwest sun 

Our baskets pile up to the handle 

And go from door to door and knock 

"Buy Concord grapes, lady, fresh-picked." 

Most often they would say 

"We have our own, no thank you," 

Or slam the door and leave us standing. 

Then I would pull the wagon on 

And Ben would follow, dragging feet, 

Two quarters jingling in his pocket. 

Always the last lone basket was 

The hardest one to sell, the bunches 

Settling, losing their acid smell, 

And we would take it home for jelly. 

We had to crawl between arbors 

Like two black guides in darkest jungle, 

The kitchen shears our fierce machete. 

The dank ground moldy, sunless. 

Laced with the creeping vine, 

Emerge triumphant, hair entangled, 

Web-smeared and mud and tendrils. 

Our baskets full of the misted globes. 

Essence of summer heat 

So tart within, the jellied sugar 

Purer just beneath the skin. 

We never picked the white wine grapes 

Until they all were ripe 

And never sold them—those were our father’s own. 

As August waned we gathered them 

Crushed them with wooden pestle and let 

The juice drain out through flour-sack bags. 

Sugared and set to wait in the dark fruit room 

Where rows of pickle jars and peach preserves 

Bore witness to the summer sun 

Through all the windbound winter. 

He would go down to taste from time to time 

Until at last the crock was tapped, 

A scant handful of bottles filled and sealed. 

There was no science in it 

And some years the wine was bitter, 

But mostly it was sweet and full and smelled 

Of distant vineyards under ancient skies. 

There was enough to toast a guest or two. 

The last would go at Passover, filling each cup 

Again, again, again, and Ben and I, 

Drowsy with wine, and food and song, 

Would fall adream at table. 

[9] 



Untitled 

Mistress Nekked-Nooked likes to visit at our house 

She runs about all barefoot away up to her blouse 

And sometimes she wears nothing at all ejccept her hair 

And doesn't care a candle for chill or chilly stare. 

Postscript to Emily 

I could not write a letter to the world— 

A letter must be warm and intimate 

As the curled fist of a newborn 

Around a finger. 

To dress in white and fence my life, 

To wall with books, air—even the sunniest— 

And patterned words, leaving a gate 

Of hope to nothing but the greatest null. 

Is braver far than my soul's courage. 

Rather undress before my devotees in person 

One by one, and angle for response. 

Still, to withhold the final sending stamp 

Is wiser more than brave— 

Green ears picked too soon rot 

In the weather or dry to husks. 

Between the singing miller's stones 

Fall the simplest ripe grains of experience, 

Ground into dust of whitest imagery 

And blown, airmail express, to you alone. 

[10] 



dai williams 

Untitled 

No summer is like this 

bent in froth, 

moving in me, 

in you 

running 

into the river naked 

A sign of two trees kissing 

The debris of two summers in your eyes 

A disintegrating block 

of shadow 

& a wrinkle. 

ned earles 

Sonnett 

As the woodman kindles intense his fibrous flame, 

Gentling hands guiding the stray-struck spark; 

So you cozy our love, though not by that name. 

And with light dispel the crouching forest dark. 

But Time must snuff this o'erbold fiery gleam: 

Black will ring it round, hot ashes stirred cold. 

The forms of souls that flared ethereal seem 

Bound to a slow weight, as passions grow old. 

Yet you were once adored, this you must know; 

So on that day you lie sick with world’s sin, 

Re-ignite our past blaze, take comfort from the glow— 

Let its quiet crackle soften the deafening inner din. 

Live this memory, waft new life with poignant breath; 

Carry proud the remembrance of your time unto death 

[11] 





Stephen karver 

8 POEMS 

Spring Willows 

(It is the definite time, 
when the yellow sap has suppled 
every trailing wand 
and sprung green-gold nodes 
of leaf and flower)— 

Then 
the movement is all of a piece; 
no break 

defines the parts, 
but gradually, 
as a waterspout, 
the stiff trunk 
plays out upon the rippling wind 
its slender, arching branches. 

Then 
no tree describes so well— 
in all her curves 

and floating countercurves— 
a woman, 
after bath, 
combing out her amber hair. 

[13] 



3 in the morning 

Walking 1^ miles 

thru the spring night 

I reach home 

& find 

that without you 

the bed is much colder 

than I would have thought. 

Four Love Poems 

I. Out your love goes, love, 

Nowhere unfelt or lost 

But as the ocean flux— 

A wave climbing a beach rise— 

Must return in reflux 

So thru me, love, your love. 

Like the universe, 

Turns in, back upon itself. 

As the heavens do infinitely. 

2. your shocking pear-shape 

your electrified lute-form 

your plutonium lips 

your electricstorm grin 

your uncertainty principle 

vibrating in electron fog 

your atomic hips 

made my magnetic needle spin 

you, my lover! 

my muse! 

[14] 



3 . Now don’t get offended right away, 

wait for the whole: 

You smell like the apples & tobacco 

intermingling their odors in my tin; 

not exactly the same 

Now don't get offended right away, 

wait for the whole: 

You smell like the apples & tobacco 

intermingling their odors in my tin; 

not, of course, exactly, 

but the same richness. 

4. After we've loved 

smelling of semen 

you've the odor 

of the taste of scallions; 

And, lying there 

your belly slick with sweat, 

white in the dark 

you've their look and 

color too, 

when pealed: 

moist, green & white. 

—Of course you're green, 

at least by implication. 

3/1/69-Poem 

During the night while we slept 

half a foot of snow fell. 

To get around the buses need chains. 

My house stands by the street: 

when the buses gallop by 

they make hoofed rhythms 

like horses—giant and mechanical. 

[15] 
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art mctighe 

FOLK POEMS 

L ntitled 

touch and recoil 

nanes I've heard in vacant lets 

blind mutes with rectifiers 

asking about the nisanthretes 

and the vested daze; 

hooligans in knotted britches 

kissing ladies of the tancle 

and greeting 

yesterday's blood 

on the sorrow 

Angeline 

nHg6llI16. 

I want tc feel 

your old body 

a g a nns t 

uy wrinkles; 

and let 

cn your race. 

Burlap Bus 

kingdor cone will never cone 

the jet has jmced its tracks 

tne tasetst s tecs tne creccts 

blind lector danced like an owl 

the children howled 

sccecne in the balcony said 'cn wcv’ 

yeah, that's how it was when the freight tr 

:i7; 



Ming 

I am a participant here, myself, 

and I own stocks and labors, war and causes 

(as utility will be faceless tomorrow 

as magazines explode, and sweet young things 

withdrawn are dragged in trust, 

in foam of phlagellates and decimals 

leeches and Etruscan armories 

bloody little corpses in potter's field 

as food for canonical thought, 

beset with berries- 

resurrection above the fruited plain: 

second and third degree geometrics- 

simple divisions will return the words of devils) 

I beam intelligent communication out on the starways, 

chess moves transported to the inner sanctum of Ming's chambers, 

the royal Martian throne: 

the plantagenet remembers his lead- 

he paries with an ace; Romanov- 

kissing the hacked saviors of the silent regiment; 

sweet Catherine: 

"who has no cause to continue?" 

I am somewhat of a stranger, myself, here- 

my recent arrival was not particularly expected 

by the warlords and kings 

but calculated and registered 

in the rebus chronicles and the antiphile 

monopolists have ordered my life; 

when and soon the neolithic tribesman 

will return to spread greetings on the astronomical chain, 

a dynasty of diamond purity 

continuous contageous 

and Christ-like food for worms, 

almighty God assume a form and guide me I 

I am somewhat of a terrorist, myself, here- 

my dreams have spread time machines through Egypt and Peking: 

they research the Green Dragon- 

he is smiling at scythes, 

and parades are in memory of thousands of songs; 

while mixtures of blood types 

drown the sultan in his bath 

do not allow the individual to regret his deed- 

multiply it with haste. 

There is something of tomorrow here- 

flesh or memory 

phantoms or the quakes of another planet. 



buck morgan 

POEM, PIERRE SERIES AND SPUD-MAN SERIES 

The Great Flood of the Chattahoochee 

the crutches in the basement 

that year 

outnumbered the plums in our garden; 

the bamboo grew 

the cudzu and the hybrid apple 

horse flesh burned in the pasture 

near the fence the smell of honeysuckle— 

small boys playing in the swollen creek 

the stables were crushed by tall pines 

brown needles sewn over their slate roofs 

the magnolia choked in the shade of black wires 

the house gutters flooded over 

and the highway roared over the hill 

[19] 



Pierre-French Blues Poem (no. 3) 

pierre delayed his smile just long enough so that the bartender was frozen in the cryptic 
glaze of his own faceless request, it was wine time, which was fine with pierre whose 
domestic ruminations and flair for the dramatic made excellent drinking partners, starting 
the last bottle of tinto, he felt strangely remote in this cafe battleground --he was after all 
a french tobacco worker whose hard earned sweat intermingled with enough wine to 
allow the drunken episodes so common with pierre when he happenchanced to be 
standing halfhazardly at the bar when maria was in eyeshot. 

maria was a weighty french chicken with tortose lips and flailing, chocky hips which 
shook building foundations and drove men wild with disgust, she spotted pierre corralling 
near the bar and caroused over with hot, seamy seduction. 

her motives seldom failed, pierre, whose history was just long enough to be sordid, hailed 
from a racy tradition and lived a brimful of life with every bottle he consumed, his father 
was a wanton, sleazy beast and pierre contracted his dissolution with a gusto which 
astounded even his wife, no newcomer to sloth, who slept weird hours and was seldom 
seen on or near pierre. she was a nameless face who figured little in his existential 
exploitation, there were other factors at hand--his father’s heavy, wooden cane had 
known frequent contact with pierre’s friends and sisters, but the old sot had a peculiar 
smile, endearingly senile, which seemed to whisper “i’m plotting, feeble and foul, but 
watch me burn with the passion and zest native to any frenchman worth his weight in 
wine bottles.” pierre coddled the old man and clowned freakishly whenever they met in 
the village. 

so maria, given her expansion and self-effacement, read only the most reluctant design in 
pierre’s haughty stance, he turned and warned her quietly, with all her might she 
bellowed, and relaxed-too quickly, no one had warning, and the cafe shambled, glass 
exploded and chairs and tables swept past like broken matchsticks. pierre broke for the 
door, hit the sidewalk, bounced once and merged destructively with a stampede of angry 
milkcarts. his high screams cracked in the air, his tangled body jerked in the 
bone-splintered dust, and far away in the warm naked night, a smoldering french girl 
moaned with the snakey, high-headed french blues. 

[20] 



French Poem no. 15 

pierre barred his path and was soon seated, quietly, in some corner table, drinking and 
ruminating pleasantly, content with the general chaos and disorder both in and around 
him. frenchmen and their mlle.’s cavorting madly in varying states of alcohol intensity, 
inhibition loss and unabashed candor, their bodies sought gratification, as they are wont 
to do after working ridiculously long tension and anxiety-filled hours at meaningless and 
inconsequential jobs. 

what with innocent and carefree frolicking abounding the cafe, pierre figured on relaxing 
a while, casting away old stones and walking the drunken path of fate, he was pondering 
ceasing pondering-the alcohol rushes warmed up his spine and, for a moment, he felt 
mellow and poetic, a moment where in he felt like standing up for france, proclaiming his 
existence, and maybe even making a bid for sanity. 

laughter was drowning the cafe and everybody was brimming with wine, warmth, and, at 
a few tables, perhaps a song or two broke out, intervally, suggesting some sort of group 
rapport or alcoholic unity, glasses clinked and refilled themselves. 

there was a priest, pierre spotted him. and it wasn’t grape juice he was into, but some of 
the local wine, grown by peasants, on farms surrounding the village, farms where huge 
grapes grew succulent in the sun and ripened, picked and crushed under the sweet feet of 
healthy young french girls who rejoiced and hiked up their dresses and danced while they 
worked, delighting in squishy tactile sensations, their legs supine and shapely from the 
toll of farming and carrying big wooden pails of fresh cream from the stables and 
pastures. 

such a lass was maria, who, unbeknowst to pierre, had crashdieted on the french plan and 
lost 300 lbs. of excess flesh, in fact, she was in the cafe that night and spotted pierre, 
radiating over to dazzle him with her special french mystique, secret, scorching, and 
soothing, with charms and trinkets sparkling against dark beautiful skin and 
proportionate form and grace, pierre galavanted to his feet and swooped: 

maria, ahh la la my little french chicken, run with me tonight. 

ohh silly pierre, 

maria sighed and rolled her eyes: 

what do you want? 

she laughed and slung wine in his face, 

sacre bleu! 

pierre knew this game--the old wine in the face, eh? (this was a local french custom, 
deeply involved in regional tradition, steeped in local color, it meant she was pierre’s for 
the night—it was her way of telling him this, and she did it well.) 

pierre took her hand and they rose from the table, a light, high-headed wine kiss between 
them to seal the agreement, he gave the bartender a 20 franc note and headed for the 
door with his prize, no tripping. 

in the street, it was so good as to be too good, and, on that crazy ropewalk, fate snickered 
darkly, they were arrested, quite intentionally, by an irate, off-duty gendarme, armed 
with a double-barreled milk cart. 

[21] 



French Poem no. 23 

pierre whiplashed his way to the bar and ordered several long, slick green bottles of red, 
depending on color, or white vino tinto, domestic wine, the bartender, a turbid, haughty 
fellow with brushy brows and a receding forehead, leaned heavily on charging pierre, a 
steady customer, group rates when he ordered, so execessive was his drinkings that his job 
existed merely to benefit his alcoholic cravings, and his father, who had raised pierre on 
goat’s milk, was damned if he could figure out why his son was such a light drinker. 

sacred was the art of drinking wine, for pierre’s entire family could remember being raised 
all their lives by their father and mother and they seldom quarreled, pierre’s father was a 
clubfoot and he had been banging around the house every since the family could hear, as 
a grizzled, bristly old frenchman of ninety-five, he could still drink several bottles of wine 
a day and pass out with enough sense to be in his own bed when mr. sun shone gaily 
through his window with the standard “new day” announcement, strangely enough, he 
found with every passing bottle his motor coordination improved and he was able to 
hobble around enough to keep the family in stitches as he beat them soundly with his 
heavy, barbed cane, pierre admired the old man, despite his motor aid rarities, and hoped 
when he was that old that he would have the same harmless spunk. 

so pierre was out to do the town and soon his head was spinning with the wine and maria, 
bless her struggling little heart, labored up to the bar and tapped pierre’s shoulder with a 
helpless, tragicaly fat finger, singularly, pierre went into a reeling crouch and braced 
himself for the impending chaos inherent in their situations. 

maria, a hearty assortment of abudant, fleshy carbohydrates, stockpiled sugar storage like 
an overripe canefield. she never spoke but managed an experimental grunt every now and 
again, simply to affirm her existence, as if she needed to, given her absurd proportions 
and tremendous water displacement potential. 

pierre’s stormy drinking days were over, as they stood facing each other, each hummed a 
separate tune, each in a different key, and each wishing the other would make the first 
ice-breaking decision, maria bummed a cigarette, but pierre, in a desperate match of wits, 

refused to light the trembling lip-held butt, maria, with a splitting, exonerate cry, 
destroyed four city blocks, .she hefted and the bar disentegrated, broken wine sprayed 
and the floor ripped open like a sardine can. doors unhinged and subways crumbled, 
pierre, caught up in the survival instinct, barreled out the window and was trampeled to 
death by a parade of veteran milk carts, as the dust cleared, pierre’s lonely wait touched 
the warm, naked night air, and somewhere in the dark heat, a french girl had the french 
blues. 
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Resurrection Blues: Pierre’s Escape 

pierre spat dust and cleared away the wreckage, broken milkcarts lay splintered and torn 
like angry skeleton heaps, pierre, trampled and bruised, crawled away and decided to have 
another crack at maria, he was a child and the future could wait, right now his superego 
was dormant; he could move, get out. get fuck out--he kicked his way back to the bar 
and ordered more wine. 

fat wonders never ceasing, maria was sliding her weight around like a mad sow. pierre, 
disguised as a black snake, bit her flanks and pinched her cheeks with a slashing fang and 
faded before she turned. 

haw he chortled, a taste of the grapes and his head corected. visions blurred to perspective 
and he suddenly began to sing, backwater, blues, man, mean black notes; he was 
screaming, people fainted, he took the stage and wailed, vibes bent the walls the room 
discolored and maria rolled over like a bloated frigate, her bilge pumps laboring. 

hoochie coochie man, the conqueroo; gypsy magic, the women wept and moaned, pierre 
crept across their minds with his terrible blues and they fell crying to their knees, 
swearing and praying for his soul, pierre lept through the tension, broke out the shattered 
windows and ran down to the crossroads, frozen winds blowing across his wild mind, a 
southbound freight cried by in the night, he ran alongside, grabbed an open car, and 
swung up, away from the flashing silver rails, and sprawled on the dusty floor, the moon 
rose and clouds began falling like late morning dew. his blues died. 

in atlanta, he got busted by the railroad dicks. 
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The Adventures of Spud-man and the Apple Maiden 

the motocar halted, skidding, and careened before stopping against a large tree near the 
lake, spud-man cursed loudly and crawled out the windshield, spitting broken glass and 
some internal blood which seemed to have welled up from nowhere, migod he thought 
my new benz. totaled, it was the $4,000 he was thinking of then, until he looked up and 
saw, behind the tree, an apple maiden, she frowned prettily, in obvious sympathy with his 
broken machine, he shrugged, removed his hat, and spoke: 

i am spud-man and seem to have been in an accident of some sort, do not be alarmed, no 
harm, is your tree allright? 

the apple maiden examined her tree quickly and pointed to a long gash of exposed 
under-bark, she shook her head sadly: 

you have injured my tree, but i am not oblivious to the wound you sport, for there is 
evidence of ruptured vessels. 

the apple maiden attended his wound superficially and they walked down to the lake to 
bathe, mist began rising like fog and they quickly undressed and plunged into the water 
under the guise and protection of the heavy steam blanket, spud-man, an underwater fan, 
swam out to the deep and called out to the night, his voice echoing in the hollows, the 
apple maiden, no stranger herself to aquatics, followed out in splashy pursuit, she dove 
deep and emerged behind him, so suddenly they both cried out in delight, they clutched 
and frolicked, hooting and screaming until it became quite dark and a sinister chill fell 
over the lake, they swam in long, rolling strokes, back to the shore, luminous green glow 
worms lined the bank in a squiggly, colorful array, the apple maiden balked at leaving the 
water. 

you must leave me now, a village down the road will afford you lodging, 

spud-man did not understand this strange nymph. 

i do not understand, will you not come with me? i cannot leave you here as i found you, 
alone in this night, so threatening and dangerous night. 

she shook her head in reply, spud-man climbed out onto the bank and began dressing 
himself in the shiver-still air. he turned back to her and she stood next to him, her body 
slick and streaming in the moon, she kissed him lightly on the lips and he walked back to 
the road, past his wrecked benz, past the injured tree. 

on the road, he was dreaming. 
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Spud Man no. 2 

spud man was on the road, having left the apple maiden to her own devices, up ahead a 
tiny light grew larger and became a lantern over the door a country inn. intrance found 
him in a small lobby attended by a portentious porter, smoking large cigars and hitting 
the brandy hard. 

sire, i required lodging for the night, my new benz is destroyed, down the road a bit, near 
the apple maiden’s tree, do you have a room? a single room with bath, southern exposure. 

the porter furrowed his brow and downed a large brandy. 

my good man. do you know where you are. the affrontery you display is most 
extraordinary, most, we are not accustomed to offering our services to any bounder or 
blackguard who crawls in at such an outrageous hour, when the cock crows at dawn, 

begone. 

room 25A was a dinghy, a converted scow, spud man, much too weary and confused by 
the events of the day’s waking hours, was all too happy to crawl up in the corner and shut 
his eyes, bound for a few hours of sleep and escape from the mundane surroundings 
which had rapidly gained a surreal, if not dada-like quality to them. 

dusk came, a crow squabbled in the dim light, the porter rapped loudly and burst forth 
into the room with his bottle and a fist full of cigars, they engaged briefly and spud man 
knocked the man to his knees and grabbed the near empty bottle, smashing it against the 
wall, the dinghy was thus christened and began to disengage itself from the foundations 
of the inn. spud man howled and made a mad dash for the stair, the dinghy crashed into 
the courtyard wading pool and crushed a prize school of goldfish. 

spud man hit the road and skipped back to his broken benz. the apple maiden was waiting 
quitely. 

would you care for an apple? 

hey what, imean what, what, what is the big idea of sending me down there to the inn? 
that porter was crazy. 

the apple maiden laughed lightly and held out a new apple, spud man took the apple and 
heaved it into the woods, splash in the lake. 

tribute will not hold with me. what are you doing? 

the apple maiden walked over and calmed his anxious demeanor, she took his hand and 
they hit the lake, fully clothed, spud man became an apple lad. 
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chamblee owen 

Old Man Rythum9 Got A Hold On Me 

Celluloid flick streams is the mid-way 

forest criterion; 

of empty-faced nymphs I only think of Lulabelle's 

clitoris; 

ring of half-assed flannel portmanteau's 

are strewn across her tatooed buttocks; 

the cleft-chin yellow menace has been 

trained in pleasure, 

and he keeps his condoms and pets his toys; 

across the cloying glass scratch his split fingernails 

resonant with flint-tipped screams of pink- 

coloned boys; 

"shout shout reel & rout turn about 

the gout will out." 

Narpa to Raselpchev 

When now I window at Caldonia 

frigid Mexican chili forest green 

the appleblossoms locker odor of 

phantasmorgia, 

cisterns stinks & crackerbarrel 

morlock timing rays and lowers 

alabaster and the nordic pyre of 

fissionable all and balderdash: 

mistletoe springs & the fat tomato 

in the apt. leaking golden afts. 

snowing dope within the empty cavern 

of the fraternizing flesh-toned stadium. 

Hey now, hey now, ricks of stacked 

grain spume fall from tea-leaf 

Andromeda while Casseopia laughs 

black daffodils & the orchestral 

epiphany breaks dawn over the Acropolis. 
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charles bond 

A Change of Address 

A wandering American was my father: 

A man without God, 

A man without a woman, 

A man with a briefcase full of dry tears; 

And my crying, Kathy, wet as my tears may be, 

Cannot rust my father's iron soul. 

—I weep for America, 

a country of souls like his. 

—Poor nation of sometimes citizens 

who must conjugate the axioms of patriotism 

Like verbs Lest they forget/ 

—WE are a nation of Y A w ns 

Because People 

Don't want to bite off more than they can Ch Ew. 

—WE are a swelling corps 

of summer soldiers of suburbia. 

My Kathy, I am thankful you will never march 

among the morbid widows of middle age; 

I can almost see the smile you will wear, 

being the beautiful widow of youth 

the proud widow of genius— 

and that 

whether I die 

or not. 

No delay, 

I go with my hammer in my hand: 

The address on the front door 

needs changing 

now! 

The revolution begins with numbers and nails. 
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dennis walsh 

Sand 

There is a great deal of sand in the desert 

It boggles the brain it does 

The amount of sand in the desert 

A secret of the ages 

Whispered in halls of the universe 

The amount of sand in the desert 

And 

few realize 

what we see is 

only the top of 

all 

that 

sand 

all 

that 

sand 

How far does it go? 

How much sand is there there? 

from edge to edge 

from top to bottom 

all around 

sand 

and 

how 

far 

down? 

How 

far 

down? 

all 

that 

sand 
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It is most distressing to think that 

all great deserts are built on foundations of sand 

and that the oceans are walled and held in place by sand 

How long can they last on foundations of sand? 

What structural permanence can there be on sand? 

on sand? 

(it shifts, it crumbles, it slips, it slides 

it wiggles through your fingers, it jumps in your ears, 

step right up folks-it will boggle your mind 

the amount of sand in the desert) 

But what will happen when the foundations give way 

and all the sand falls? 

No more sand 

none 

Not a speck 

No more for deserts or sandboxes 

or for mixing cement 

or to litter with beercans at beaches 

or to put in non-union gas tanks 

or to bury nuclear tests 

or to put in bags and build bunkers 

or for the badguy to throw in the goodguy's face 

or for hourglasses 

or for eggtimers 

or for sandstorms 

or for irritating oysters 

(there are a great many would-be pearls in 

average desert, just not enough cooperative oysters 

your average ocean) 

Lawrence of Arabia would be in a tough spot 

(Arabia would be in a tougher spot) 

(Israel would have a party) 

"Sandy-haired youths" would be hard put 

no more Sandman 

Sandusky Ohio would probably change its name 

There would be need for government programs for relocation and orientation 

of surviving armadillos, and gila monsters, and horned toads, and cacti, 

and vultures, and grizzled old prospectors, and lots of lizards, and some 

sandflies, and coyotes, and scorpions, and, nomads, and camels, and oases, 

and downed offpcourse flyers dying of thirst, and a couple of canals> and 

lots of rattlesnakes, and pyramids, and hot dog stands, and lots of other 

things 
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and 

Fences would have to be erected around the large holes that would remain 

in order to protect sightseers and would-be suicides 

and 

signs, too, would have to be put up to identify the gaping holes that 

would have to be fenced in 

(The Great Big Hole National Park?) 

(The Sahara Pit?) 

(The Mojave Void?) 

(Ex-Arabia?) 

Perhaps they could be filled with garbage and paved over 

for supermarket parking lots 

or drive-in movies 

or drive-in restaurants 

or drive-in swimming pools 

or drive-in mailboxes or phone booths 

or drive-in hospitals 

or drive-in hotels 

or drive-in marriages performed no waiting or barber shops 

or drive-in outhouses or drive-in drive-ins 

or drive-in fucking graveyards 

all this if the crumbling sand gives way 

which is bound to happen 

(it happens all the time 

on a smaller scale 

and people are astonished 

their minds boggled to recognize 

foundations of sand 

That supported what they thought was something stronger 

Like rock or steel or some of the newer plastics 

But was really only sand resting on sand 

Waiting to crumble 

that crumbled 

And the small voids are quickly filled in with garbage 

and paved over 

And their existence forgotten with difficulty 

with pretending they were'nt there 

with pretending it never happened 

And life goes on (in some respects) 

and the waiting continues 

for the next collapse 

and the next filling 

and the next paving 

and going on 

and waiting 

for the next collapse) . 
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alex raybin 

TWO POEMS 
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Jail Poem 

Across from the railroad tracks 

Book of Liberation, I Ching for a pillow 

green metal, roaches, dirt, there's a mouse 

starlings fly by windows, rest 

on bars, it's all so crazy, so limited 

this Bastille for conspirators of love 

and drunken bodies, no meaning 

a yell, Hey Homer, Hey, crazy heavy metal 

motherfuckers, confined in a lie by a lie 

through a lie the negative nebulous 

fear of the dead an dying creatures 

my ancestors turned themselves 

into the growing horror part89S 

a prison, prison, prison, but dreams 

escape 
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andy berlin 

3 POEMS 

Ponce 

Your father was sucked out 

last dream. 

Ground into the mattress 

(your mother made cold room for him), 

and all his precious to you pounds 

spilled from the family 

to the bedroom's thirsty wooden floor, 

so that there was no trace by morning. 

Mother cried her saline tears (as she did in Carthage) 

on his stained plank bier, 

searching in fountains, 

you must have been surprised to find the wood 

so sterile, so cruel, 

as if it bore no death. 

Your uncle, a pimp of Aorta street, avoided father, 

(they cursed away each other: charged pith balls) 

yet weeped giving the eulogy, 

thinking the charge gone. 

Sister Clotho, older than you in every way, 

loved mother, jealoused him. 

(lips pursed, she shrinks like a sponge 

on a window-sill from his memory) 

She seemed triumphant to wail loudest. 

Tasting him in masochism 

was your final bolt, hawkered down, 

a chaser of 

a 

Tasting him in masochism 

was your final bolt, hawkered down, 

a chaser of Angosturas. 

Being the miscarriage of a century's wars, 

your hatred, honest and undisguised, 

was only love, 

and your family's mourning is injustice. 
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Untitled 

Self chosen pigs, 

our mud coats nails on the riverside in tetanus burial. 

Tasting, the river’s brown tongue suffers 

wasps on dead catfish, 

culvert speaches & 

city breath. 

Twilight coughs cynical fisherman 

who curse their bait, the water's humor, 

and the silt that sucks their shoes as they piss 

between unanswered casts the residue of cans 

their lives drank as the river steals their worms. 

The river, she holds her rotgut well, 

waiting until her bay to vomit us, 

lost to antiseptics. 
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Candy 

Hands down (you won that way, remember?), 

sleepfamished bears, winterthin, 

gash wicked claws in glacier streams 

for dying Samon, heavy with roe. 

Graceful fish skeletons waste the streambanks 

like huge, perverse snowflakes. 

Here the ground stays frozen 

almost into summer. 
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patrick welch 

from Garden Walk Thoughts 

y_ 
There's a toilet behind the trellis- 

made of brick- 
I guess that means there are pipes 
Under my feet somewhere. 

Fire 

Fire breaths gentle information to my thoughts 
Of grate cradled flaking oak cinders 
And wind fallen houses on outer banks 
Where salt and sun burn brown shrubs 
Bent through years of natural tyranny. 
Of children screaming from their burning beds 
And parents searching warm water cinders 
For some little lack of evidence, in disbelief. 
Of scholars closing windows to the wind 
Blowing pages over, asking them to think. 
Of air conditioned plastic coated hallways of retreat 
That bid us enter the gothic tomb to study. 
Of flowers in the garbage and rodents and dogs 
That feast on petals and egg shells. 
Of neighbors who got hurt that you saw 
Their empty bottles on the ground between your houses 
And told you how you ought to mind your business 
While the other one quotes scripture in the note 
She sent to say you parked in her rut. 
Of worrying over broken steps and wooden chips 
And onion tops scattered round your yard. 
Of little girls you used to know 
Before you had this fire talk. 
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alan decarlo 

TWO SHORT POEMS 

Choppin 

will play for us 
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piano 

scramboli 
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LAST MAY, on the train between Cambronne and Glaciere, a 
man of about thirty, sitting opposite a very pretty girl, 
skillfully separated a magazine he was pretending to read, in 
such a way that the girl was presented with the sight of his 
penis, erect, complete and magnificent. Some fool’s discovery 
of this exhibitionist act, an act which had plunged the girl 
into a tremendous and delicious confusion, but without the 
slightest protest, was enough to cause the exhibitionist to be 
apprehended and expelled by the other passengers. We can 
only express our vehement indignation and our contempt for 
such abominable behavior against one of the purest and most 
disinterested acts a man is capable of performing in our age of 
corruption and moral degradation. 

SALVADOR DALI 
(Le Surrealisme au Service de la 

Revolution, No. 2) 
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Notes on Contributors 

ANONYMOUS left the introductory poem in my room one day. He has 

never claimed it. MARSHA POIRIER was born in Nebraska, 1939. She 

is presently married and working in the Zoology Department. DAI 

WILLIAMS is a Welsh poet who fights Her Majesty's Rule in his spare 

time. NED EARLE is a freshman at Duke. STEPHEN KARVER made exit 

to Brooklyn, 1948. Combines the sensibilities of Dionysus, Hamlet, 

Vercingetorix, and Tom Terrific. ART MCTIGHE "Born under a bad 

sign, N.J., 1947. Father said: son, you'll never get to heaven. 

Been at Duke so long it looks like up to me." BUCK MORGAN born 

Maltrie, Georgia, 1948. Got the railroaded blues from the Duke 

administration. Presently attending Oglethorpe College, Atlanta, 

Georgia. CHAMBLEE OWEN, a rather shadowy figure who has contributed 

in the past. His poetic genius has moved into more avante garde 

horizons. Last heard of, fighting with Che in Bolivia. CHARLES 

BOND is a junior majoring in English. DENNIS WALSH born under a 

car in 1947. Lost finger in fanbelt: alienated and draft deferred. 

Presently residing in the halls of Valhalla. ALEX RAYBIN, Duke's 

poetic claim to fame. Removed himself twice from Duke; the cops 

came and carried him out the third time. Married, six months old 

son. Recently published in 31 NEW AMERICAN POETS-HILL and WANG. 

ANDY BERLIN, freshman striving dilligently to complete the year. 

Took first prize in the freshman writing contest. PATRICK WELSH 

is a divinity student at Duke. ALAN DECARLO, born White Plains, 

New York. Ex-president of Italian-American Society at Duke. Is 

presently engaged on a long surrealistic poem drawing upon his 

ethnic background. 

CYNTHIA PLUMB, 'cornstalks', pencil. 

STEPHEN KARVER, 'after Kokoschka', pencil 

STEPHEN KARVER, 'after Bacon', pencil. 

FRANK EGLOFF, 'self-portrait', charcoal. 

NICK WALSH, 'nude', pen & ink. 
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B. sat to me again: six negatives exposed, all of some value, three 
outstanding, but two of the latter slightly moved. However, the one 
technically good is the one best seen. As she sat with legs bent under, I 
saw the repeated curve of thigh and calf—the shin bone, knee and thigh 
lines forming shapes not unlike great sea shells—the calf curved across 
the upper leg, the sheiks opening. I made this, cutting at waist and 
above ankle....B. has a sensitive body and responsive mind. I would 
keep on working with her. 

What is the difference between the “presentation” I would make of 
a cabbage and that made by the commercial man? The latter with 
matter-of-fact approach sees a cabbage as an unrelated fact, devoid of 
interest except as a means to sauer-kraut. I feel in the same cabbage, all 
the mystery of life force, I am amazed, emotionally stirred, and by my 
way of presentation my recognition of the reason for the cabbage form, 
its significance in relation to all forms, I am able to communicate my 
experience to others. 

I am the adventurer on a voyage of discovery, ready to receive fresh 
impressions, eager for fresh horizons...to identify myself in, and unify 
with whatever I am able to recognize as significantly part of me—the 
‘me’ of universal rhythms. 

EDWARD WESTON 
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is married and resides in Durham. 
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Let Us Go Then, You and I 

Peggy Payne 

Lynn Calder sat typing—in a little green office, in a tall gray building in a town at the edge of the 
ocean. She was absorbed in the careful pre recording of a wedding ceremony for the Mooresville 
Messenger Sunday paper. 

At the next desk Georgia was heatedly discussing family matters with her Aunt Rose on the phone. 
Georgia always sucked in her cheeks and got very bug-eyed when she was upset. She was doing this 
now. Lynn gave her an occasional glance as she typed. Lynn worked for the small North Carolina 
paper in the summers and went to Northeastern the rest of the year. Georgia worked there all the 
time. 

Lynn was finishing with the intricacies of the seeded pearls and Alencon lace and was beginning on 
names and addresses of bridesmaids. Georgia banged the receiver down on the phone. "She makes me 
so mad. So mad! She is sticking her nose in me and Bobby's business every chance she gets and I'm 
sick of it. She is calling or coming over half the week and Bobby can't stand her and I'm just not going 
to have it any more. It's not any of her business what we do." She was scrabbling around in the 
bottom of a voluminous pocketbook. "I'm going to get me a Coke. Do you want one?" 

"No thanks. I've still got half of my last one." Lynn was leaning back in her chair listening to the 
irade. 

Georgia started out the door and then came back. "Be good and I'll tell you a dirty joke when I get 
back." 

Lynn, with a short soundless laugh, watched her go. She wheeled her story out of the typewriter 
and moved quickly down the sheet with a pencil, indenting and deleting. Dropping it into the basket 
on Georgia's desk, she paused a moment watched the construction on the NCNB building next door. 
Georgia returned with Coke and flung herself into her chair. 

"Well, I think Joey will be in here shortly. I caught sight of him in the back shop and he yelled a 
few profanities at me.” 

In T shirt and tattoos, Joey appeared in the door. By this time of day his curls were coming out of 
the grease they had lain flat in all morning. "Ladies," he said, "are we going to have any pages 
tomorrow or aren't we? I mean, I don't care if you don't send 'em out and I don't set 'em and I can go 
home now. How about that? Hunh?” 

He placed an inky hand on the top of the desk and reached for the cigarette behind his ear. He lit it 
deliberately, looking at Lynn who after a greeting had returned to her work. "And I'll take you with 
me when I go," he said. "How about that, you tasty little morsel?" 

"Not today, thank you, Joey," she answered without looking up. 
He made a few lewd noises of appreciation, then turned back to Georgia. "Idiot," thrusting out his 

lower jaw, "get me some copy out now or you can set it yourself. All right? You hear?" He chewed 
gum rapidly with his mouth open and the crudely provocative glow returned to his eyes. Lynn's back 
still turned to him, he leaned over and gave her a wet loud smack on the back of her neck. 

"Joey, honestly," she said as he gave a jubilent chuckle and dashed out into the hall, giving a swat 
to the Women's Department sign hanging over the door. "Work,” he yelled as the door to the 
backshop closed behind him. 

"It's not our fault,” said Georgia. "I can't do a thing until the layout sheets come up from 
advertising. There's not a thing I can do buy you try and tell that to Joey,” she said flailing a hand 
after him and staring wide-eyed at Lynn. 

Lynn rolled paper into the machine and stared thoughtfully at the wall. It was almost time for 
Parks to come in. The sound of his deliberate footstep and inevitable whistle preceded him down the 
long dirty institutional-green hall. 



When she heard him reach the door of her office, she didn't look up until she he'd stopped. "Hi, 

darling 1 he said in a disc jockey-resonant voice. "Hey " she said, "how're you?” and lacked anything 

else to say. He still stood there smiling and looking and so she smiled back the longest time. "Oh, you 

are so beautiful, Miss Lovely Lusty Lynn.” And he went on past into the newsroom. 

She looked back at the stack of Landers copy to be edited. He certainly did seem to bother her an 

inordinate amount. Fifty years old, married and newly a grandfather, he was too disconcerting. And 

she was not easily disconcerted. She pulled a string of soft glue off the rim of the gluepot and 

thoughtfully rolled it into a ball. He was the managing editor and he was a manipulator. 

He wasn't so very good-looking really. But he was tall and arrogant in every motion. His face was 

deeply lined and deeply tanned. And most upsetting were his eyes. They were dark, sometimes fierce 
and sometimes warm mahogany. 

Her first week at work, the day she'd gotten around to asking Georgia if he was married, was the 

day his grandson was born. That was a shock. It was really a novelty to be interested in a man with a 

grandchild. He made her feel older and too young at once. 

He'd christened the over large baby Hoss in the little personal front page column he wrote. 

Sometimes she'd picked up a paper and found herself in that column. Like that Sunday afternoon at 

the beach, reading a passed-on, hours old, paper on a shaded side porch. "Like leggy girls with freckles 

on their noses." That was in between a comment on Ray Bradbury and one on dachsunds. 

She worked on through the afternoon, half waiting all the time. And he passed through always 

ith a pause and a long look or a "darling" and that smile. 

Otto Sugar was the librarian for the paper and he went on vacation for the next week. When Lynn 

came in to work on that morning, she found a little note on her typewriter that said she was going to 

run the library in his absence. She sat down disgusted. That meant sorting mail and making time tables 

and keeping up with God knows how many details. Atrocious. She threw her pocketbook on the table, 

m the library and headed downstairs to get the daily crate of mail. 

She spent all of the morning explaining to various inquirers that their letters hadn't arrived yet. 

"No Drew Perason, John. Sorry.” 

"No, the opinion polls didn't come in today, Mr. Thompson " All the time she swore she hadn't 

seen them she wondered if maybe she hadn't dropped them on the stairs. By afternoon she was very 

tired of the stuffy little morgue and the multitudes of complaints. 

When she came back after lunch, Parks was riffling through the stacks of papers that filled one 

wall. "What did you do with today's Miami Herald, Lynn?" He didn't look up from the mess he was 

making. 

"I have not seen your Miami Herald, Parks,” she said, clearly distinguishing each syllable. He 

turned around surprised "OK, OK,” he said, holding up his hands in surrender. "It wasn't important." 

He smiled and went back to the newsroom. 

In a few minutes, she looked up from the filing of newspapers. He stood in the door with a full red 

rose in his hand and a sheepish look on his face. "For milady of the library," he said, offering it to her. 

Her shoulders relaxed with a long sign and a smile broke across he reluctant face. "You sweetie," she 

said. "You really are dear." She looked around for a Coke bottle to put it in. 

"I brought you something else," he said taking his other hand from behind him. He handed her a 

picture. "Chuck got a shot of you when he was covering the Spinster's Dance last Christmas. I couldn't 

run it since you work here, so I've cherished it all spring." She was dancing with Phil in the picture. 

"Best looking girl there," he said "and a fine librarian." 

That night on a blanket on the damp-crusted beach sand, she held Phil. Phil was strong and 

twenty-two. She held him in a warm after-silence, the ocean muffled and the sea oats touching each 



other drily, and she thought about Parks some too. What if for just once he were here? No, and she 
was glad to think it, not even once. She was afriad to find him old. Better that it stay as it was. 

Mondays were never quite as interesting because Parks was off then and besides that was the day 
the brides always called to complain about misprints. Georgia was vociferous. She'd "fainted” in a 
wedding over the weekend and she held her head most of the day. 

And Tuesday came with an inexplicable happening. Parks walked in quickly with his face hard shut 
and eyes cold He said nothing and he continued like that for days. 

But there was an afternoon of his discontent when he passed by and Georgia had gone to get a 
Coke. Lynn was frowning over an unsatisfactory lead He backed up, walked in and sat down on her 
desk. Threading his long brown fingers in her hair, he held her face easily in his gaze. His sex-amused 
eyes were laughing. He released her then and he walked out, never saying a word. At the door he 
looked back with an easy smile and went on down the hall to his office. 

Damn him, damn him, she thought and she went out with Phil that night—the movie, the beach, 
and the ocean that tore crinoline out of the darkness. Phil was warm and strong with feet submerged 
in the soft wet sand and ocean rising from ankles to knees and ever subsiding again. 

"Why aren't you satisfied with just me?" he asked of the shadowy curve of her neck. 
"I'm not through with a lot of things yet," she answered the twickling pier lights. "Did you ever 

find a middle-aged woman attractive,Phil?" 
"Mmmh, mildly. Why? Who've you got a crush on?" 
"Nobody. I just wondered. Not about somebody that's crude. Did you ever like somebody that 

was kind of sleazy?" He raised is head and looked at her. "What are you getting at?" he asked. 
"Don't worry, I'm behaving. It's really strange, though. This summer my view of things has 

changed so much. I mean, before there were some thing I didn't consider, didn't even notice. You 
know? And now I've started noticing." 

"What are you talking about? You're blithering again. Start over and see if you can tell me, Lynn." 
"Well, I don't know. It's like everything has opened up and people are interesting that weren't 

before. I never liked a fifty year old man before. And Phil, did I tell you about Joey? He's this printer 
who's greasy and awful and really dear. He kind of gives me a hard time but he's so little boyish. You 
can't help but like him. Georgia says he's just gotten a divorce and he's got a little six year old girl that 
he just really loves and he doesn't see her very often. I guess that kind of makes me feel differently 
about him. And he's got a most remarkable vocabulary for anybody that looks like he does. It's 
probably because he gets to set my stories. Right?" 

"Oh, of course," he said with that characteristic and irritating isn't she-cute look. 
"Why don't you take me seriously, Phil. I'm telling you about something astonishing that's 

happening to me." She said half laughingly and, loosing herself from his arms, she leaned over to run a 
hand through the warm, dark water. 

"Anyway, Joey is the kind of guy that beats on the side of his car and whistles when you cross a 
street in front of him. And I've found out that I like him. He's really a decent guy. Now doesn't that 
interest you?" she said as they walked back up the beach. She snuggled under his arm. "Don't you 
care about my personal development?" she asked with a smile. 

"My very favorite topic," he said and ended the talk with a kiss. 
That Monday she left the library and went back down the hall again to Georgia and the social 

pages. Food pages always had to be laid out on Thursdays, so as soon as she got to work the next 
morning she headed for the filing cabinet to find a really inspiring food. 

"We have a nice bunch of peaches pictures that came in yesterday," Georgia suggested. So the 
morning was spent in thejuxtaposingof peaches and recipes. In the afternoon there was less to do and 
both were grabbing for the phone every time it rang. 



Lynn was reading the stories she'd missed in that morning's paper. The phone rang and she picked 
it up. There was no answer on the other end. She heard only a woman's irregular breathing coming 
under control. "Do you know anything about my father going to the hospital?" said the voice in sobs 
again. 

"No, no! What...? Who's your father?" Lynn stood up with the phone, pushing back the chair. 
Georgia watched her, stopped in her work. 

"Parks Todd," said the woman, childlike. "Somebody just called me and said he had an attack and 
they took him to the emergency room when he got to work. My father...," she breathed with a 
breaking voice. 

"Wait a minute," Lynn said and ran down the hall to his office. Nobody was there. She returned to 
the phone. "He's not in his office. I haven't seen him at all today. I don't think...” 

And the receiver clicked. "She's gone," she said to Georgia. "She was crying and she said Parks was 
in the hospital and she's gone. What kind of attack?" She paused a minute then walked quickly across 
the hall into the newsroom. Bill was on the desk. 

"Do you know anything about Parks getting sick?" 
He turned around quietly and nodded "Yeah, he did have another attack a little while ago. 

Ramsay and John took him to the hospital." 
"Parks? Parks? A heart attack? I can't believe it. I just can't believe it." 
She was leaning over Bill's desk and they talked in low voices. 
"Don't get everything stirred up," he said. Business was continuing as usual, with ten typewriters 

going and a few people sitting around talking. The next day's paper was taking shape in front of Bill. 
"I don't know how bad it is yet. He did have one a couple of years ago." 

That was why he walked so slow and always whistled. He wasn't fat and he looked so young and 
healthy. It seemed inconceivable. 

She walked back across the hall. "What on this earth are you doing?" said Georgia with her typical 
bug-eyed expression. 

"Parks had a heart attack a few minutes ago in his office? I just can't believe it." 
When she got home she called the hospital. "Can you tell me the condition of Mr. Parks Todd, 

please? 
There was a pause. "His condition is critical, ma'am." She was glad to find him alive. She slowly 

climbed the stairs and threw her stuff on the bed. Nobody else was home yet. She walked into the 
cool blue bathroom and started the bath water. Then sitting down on the closed top of the toilet, she 
stared blankly through the pattern of the tile floor. 

She called the hospital several times a day for the next days—until critical rose to fair and fair 
faded into good. It was right after dinner one night the next week when he finally made it to good. 
She ran out into the frontyard looking for her parents who were surveying the sprinklers in the 8:30 
daylight saving sunset. 

"Parks is OK," she yelled down to the end of the driveway. 
"Oh, I'm so glad," her mother called. They came up the circular drive together, her father in the 

business suit he never seemed to take off. They had shared the waiting with her. 
It was a long summer month that he didn't return to work. The paper got out it all went on, the 

place he'd left smoothed over a bit. People kept getting married and clubs kept meeting and Heloise 
found always more uses for old stockings. But the lack of his presence made a great dullness. It was an 
office and a job. 

But she didn't go to see him. She didn't even mean to go to see him. She passed the hospital every 
day on the way to work, glancing across the grids of windows and thought, Parks is there. But she 
never even considered stopping. 



The weeks slipped by with the work and the nightly loving of Phil. With Georgia to laugh at and 
endure and Joey always there, crudely male and unsubtle to fend off and, paradoxically, to admire. 

She'd been out to do a story on the gladdiola growers in Castle Hayne on one of those early August 
mornings. She'd spent a couple of hours talking to farmers in the wet clay furrows as long blades sliced 
the stalks and field hands heaped the flowers in trucks. It was hot and she was returning, damp, with 
an armload of the flowers. She passed Parks' office door that she was now accustomed to seeing 
closed, the clouded glass belying neither light nor movement. 

The door was open. Parks was just rising from his chair. He looked just the same, not even tired. 
She stopped halfway past the door and came back. And they smiled their smiles. 

"So you finally come with flowers." he said. "Come hua me." And he walked around the desk to 
her. She crushed flowers, face, pocketbook, and notebook against his chest. He held her in a deliberate, 
strong, uncasual embrace. 

"I was so worried about you. I was so worried. Are you all the way OK now?" She looked up at 

him. 
"I'm still a little weak, but I'll be all right now, I think. You didn't come to see me. I waited and 

waited to hear you coming down the hall and it never did happen." 
"I know. I'm sorry. I don't know why I didn't come. Because I really did miss you. He loosened his 

hold of her and stood leaning a shoulder against the door frame. She grappled with the glads and the 

notebook that she was suddenly again aware of. 
"You look justthe same." 
"You look even prettier than before.” 
Uncontrollable smiling seized them both. He gave her another little squeeze and she went back to 

the little green office in the tall gray building. She carried with her a delicate load of flowers. And the 

garden clubs kept meeting and the brides kept getting married. 



To Friends 

I 
All should know 
alienation is an impractical thing. 
To be in disunion with one's 
admittedly unpleasant world 
reaps little but 
love from other refugees. 

II 
Perhaps old, now distant friends 
(contemptuous in their seeming security) 
are only foci of laughter. 

III 
The greatest horror 
is the night ocean, 
the celestial gap, 
separating kindred 
but wounded spirits. 

IV 
Is it because 
there is a shorter leap 
to die by the sword? 
One could not call this 
a stab in the back. 
Oh, I see the face before me; 
but the mind is blurred by the 
flash of killing-steel. 

V 
It is a terror 
to feel so much, this way. 
How easy it must be for me 
to die, having so little armor. 

VI 
Competition in our oddity: 
have appearances weight here? 



VII 
This is some other world 

from money. 

This you must know. 

Transactions are in souls. 

For a token of our 

(secretly insulting, snicker-snicker) 

esteem, you could shuck 

compromised virtue, sterile lies, 

die free men. 

We have sold our souls 

to the devil in our mind. 

VIII 
What does this mean? 

Put me together! 

(Someone screams) 

IX 
nearer my god to thee 

Ed Harrison 



Deja Vu 

Amber time breathes still that 

Open hands are best. 

Yet what falls off the precipice 

I see through finger-bars 

Of hands that never learned to hold 

Living the remembered certainity of 

the always absent, the wished, but not is- 

Now, not was—of grey that says 

Have walked away, we escaped my 

Open hands. 

Shelley Smith 

Postmortem; a change. 

Like faded sheets on old furniture about to be moved, 

the morning rain traced a wind 

that probed all the city. 

We left the apartment that morning, 

my father and I, 

to bring the wooden hangers and least important leftovers 

from an old home of ours. 

It wasn’t a home anymore, not a backdrop, 

not a stage- 

I remember drawing a curtain over 

some number of different years ago 

when I wanted to be something else 

I am now again unsatisfied with. 

There in the house, we were passive; 

the house acted on us: 

doors opened and closed for us, 

the halls moved behind our feet 

and unshaded bulbs in barren rooms 

turned off and on like recollections. 

A smell of dog urine on the worn carpets 

and gaping spaces where furniture gone was left to our imaginations 

urged us to leave. 



Mother had wanted us to rescue 

a certain potted plant from the kitchen sill 

that must have meant something to her when she washed dishes. 

There was a cartonful 

of my dead Granfather’s belongings 

(half of them from Russia: 

old silver pieces he horded like aspirations, 
family pictures in dimestore plastic frames 

with a signed movie star’s portrait still lurking 

behind the family photograph) 

that we one by one discarded. 

We left a tarnished hand mirror and a broken fishing reel 

in the bareness of that house- 

perhaps for the new family’s children 

to understand ghosts by. 

Walking to the car, 

we passed young girls jumping rope 

and a dead pigeon on the sidewalk 

that has some meaning to hide before we drove off. 

A. Berlin 



THE TURQUOISE MONSTER 

As I lie here, unpeopled 

or alone, the corners of my life 

emerge as bone-hard hollows. 

My head is rocked back on 

the pelvic curve of action, 

Dropped between encrusted walls, 

Knocked and scraped on edges pink with green. 

Blown through sliding doors of color. 

As I lie here, unmoving 

or caught, my reason grows a beard 

of grey; is stalked with spreading silence 

by a furry animal of want. My staring eyes 

Wait, grasping images covered by rough class, 

Broken by the driving phallus of time, the haunt 

of shattered logics, falling quietly forever. 

Eyeless in the weightless space of the future. 

As I lie here, stunned 

or waiting, for that cataclysmic leap from 

Now to then; that mating of eternal now 

and then’s, which pounds and tears this virgin sight 

with vicious, trusting, hoary claws of fact; 

that rides and rips the open backs of dreams 

and eats the bloody, fear-filled womb of life; 

with hard hollow silence, 

I see the turquoise monster. 

John Garth 



A DUSTY TOWN 

A DUSTY TOWN of dying brown 

Leaves scarcely shows a Wind 

The silent song of dawn 

as it mows down and on. 

Unknown is the weakening sun, as lights, blinking 

On the night, settle the town’s stomach in 

Glare and Rust. 

With steaming stew and drunkards too. 

Scarecely has Mars arisen when other Stars, 

(in Lovers’ eyes) dip their spoons in short white 

Lies; strip their bones and smile like 

Evil little gnomes. 

On Playing the Game, but it’s not the same. 

The, a boy, crying from a raving drunk, 

panting on the edge of town, sees him vomit 

Like a dredge and round his eyeballs upsidedown. 

“The meaning is in the mind,” he says, and leans 

His sour face over the young brown head, 

Whose eyes are boiled black beans; 

Whose mouth is too well-fed. 

John Garth 



Won't Talk 

Ruby Planck 

Joan was a beautiful, ten-year-old girl with long, honey-colored hair that shone from brushing. She 

had a sweet pretty face and big blue eyes. I wondered what it was that gave me the shivers when she 

looked at me, until I realized—Joan did not blink. She had the steady, direct stare of a baby. I could 

not see the person in her eyes because there was a curtain behind them. A beautiful doll with no life. 

It was weird to see her turn her head and watch. She missed nothing, a person talking, a horse 

moving—but responded not at all. 

Her mother told me nothing about her, and I asked nothing. This was just another customer, a 

child who wanted to ride a horse. Of course we could not turn her loose on the trial until she had 

instruction in the ring, so Joe prepared Bay Angel and led her over. Joan co-operated. Following Joe's 

instructions, she took the reins in her left hand, placed her left foot in the stirrup and, with a little 

boost from Joe, swung up. 

Joe began the usual basic instruction, how to hold the reins, what to do with her feet. Joan obeyed 

silently. Accustomed to enthusiastic chattering, Joe was bewildered. Her mother must have noticed. 

"Don't let Joan hear you, but tell Joe not to expect an answer. Joan won't talk.” 

Not yet ready to turn his student loose, Joe was at the horses's head, holding the bridle. I stepped 

between him and the rider and, with my back to her, managed to get the bare message across. Joe 

looked a question but knew enough not to ask it. I shook my head. I did not know the answer myself. 

While Joe worked with Joan and Bay Angel in the ring, Joan's mother stood with me outside the 

rail fence, watching. I did not join the other watching mothers, hoping to give this one an opportunity 

to tell me more, but she was almost as silent as her daughter. She watched anxiously, only occasionally 

commenting on some point of instruction. She guessed correctly that Joan was doing very well. 

Most beginners are amazed and delighted when they discover that if they do as they're told, the 

horse responds. As one of them exclaimed, "The trick works!” But Joan appeared to take it all for 

granted. She obeyed Joe; the horse obeyed her. 

I was a little bit apprehensive, because Western horses like to be talked to. I wondered how the 

horse would respond to such a different rider but I knew I had no real reason for concern. Bay Angel 

was a calm, well-mannered mare. The lesson proceeded without incident. 

When it was over, Joan's mother made an appointment for next week. They came every week for 

three of four weeks, until Joan was ready for the trial. Joe said she was ready earlier but he was 

reluctant to take her out, not talking. He could visualize all sorts of consequences and couldn't 

imagine trail riding without a few words, notably "whoa,” and "easy.” But he couldn't keep the girl in 

the ring forever, and she did control her horse. He would have to take her out. 

I listened to the briefing before the trial ride. Joe described to Joan the conditions of the trail, 

emphazing the importance of immediate obedience. Joan listened gravely, pinning Joe with those dead 

blue eyes. When he finished, she mounted her horse. Joe mounted and rode up beside her. 

"Don't forget, now, hold your horse in, especially on the way back. If you let her get into a gallop 

coming down this hill, you'll never be able to stop her!" 

Joe emphasized points a lot more with Joan than with other riders because he could never be sure 

she understood. 

When they rode off, Joan had a smug smile on her face, her equivalent of utter delight. 

Calvin and Bob had beginners in the ring, so I joined them waiting mothers under the tree. I had 

given up on Joan's mother, feeling that if she had anything to say to me, she would find a way to say 

it. Still, I could not help wondering why her child would not talk. Had she always been this way? 

Evidently not, for her mother had said, "won't talk," not "can't talk.” 



Bob was instructing a new rider on Tina. The child held the reins correctly, touched the horse with 
his heels, and the horse moved. The amazement on this child's face, and the ecstacy, was the usual 
thing, and always worth standing by to watch. Glancing at the mother's face, one could see the same 
expression reflected there. 

Over and over again, working with hundreds of children, it was still sweet to see What a horse could 
do to a child-the |oy and power that controlling the large animal gave him. While I was absorbed in 
the students, time passed. 

I did remember Joan now and then, and look up at the mountain. At last I saw the two horses, the 
bay and the grey, outlined against the horizon, jogging along in the usual way, a beautiful, satisfying 
sight. They began the descent at a slow walk then, rounding the stone row, turned into the lane riding 
down hill toward the barn. 

This was the tricky place. All the horses wanted to run down this smooth hill and only strict 
control could hold them to a walk. 

I saw Bay Angel change her gait, getting ready to bolt. But Joe was alert. He had collected his horse 
and was ready to stop Bay Angel. At the same time, he shouted to Joan. 

“Hold that horse!" 
We knew from experience that an angry shout saved many a new rider from grief. Accustomed to 

gentle handling, horses and riders were brought to attention by an urgent command. 
With Joe's shout, Joan woke up to the emergency. As she had been instructed, she first pulled on 

the reins and, when that had no effect, she let them go slack then jerked, laying all she had into it. 
That jerk would have stopped Bay Angel as soon as she could break her stride but Joan didn't 

know that. With short reins, she leaned forward to give slack, then leaned back hard. 
And as she leaned back, Joan hollered loud and clear, “Whoa1" 
Bay Angel stopped cold Joan patted her on the neck, adjusted her reins and stirrups. Then she 

sighed, a deep, audible sigh and, touching Bay Angel with her heels, clicked her tongue. 
As they walked up to the gate, Joan at last had that expression of ecstacy on her face. 
Joan's mother stood by watching, tears of relief wetting her cheeks. 
Beside Joan, Joe stopped his horse and dismounted. As he turned away to open the gate, his 

expression was much the same as Joan's, but Joe said nothing. 

The way to light is through darkness; 

We travel without a candle and fear, 

Yet life goes on, 

and death is not 

j david g 



Seeing Friends Where It Wasn’t Cold 

I 

Except that it wasn’t cold. Me back thinking on a second cigarette 

and a glass of milk thinking how it wasn’t cold at all on the way- 

home back from a friend’s house. Whirled rain hurled against the 

windshield fast, flashes black and white, edge-lit sky flashed white 

and black; such a silent storming, and the rain on the porch like 

gusts of cool air only, not cold, by me, behind me curling like 

windy smoke they must have been. Such silent storming, like a 

ruffled Persian composing itself again for sleep, wild and silent, 

I black beset but determined this time to enjoy while the chance 

was, now back thinking, I wild eyed and silent eyeing the outside 

and tasting the evening and only plunging the thought that it wasn’t 

cold, not at all. 

When sun sieved this stomach of sand 

Smooth stroked by wind as flour by feather 

And maybe morning’s tide was coming in, 

Myself and a friend and two others together 

Knew not what we wanted but only what we had planned 

And proceeded to fold the disinterested day 

Behind tight eyelids and loose talk; 

Diffident, denied day’s time, bundled beach and sea behind us; 

Shed the minutes as water from oiled skin, 

Indifferent and ignorant as sloped beach to reckless waves, 

Blasphemous and blameless under the judging sun. 

As settling sun concludes day's assize, 

Tide retreats, the final fault uncovers: 

We unawared, spendthrifted each the other. 

And now and still the heart uncares, unsettles, undiscovers: 

What flood will float those tongues, salt those, these eyes? 

William Gaither 



Dove-shooting on December 25th 

I’m squatting in a cornfield 

death-brown with late December 

holding a twelve-gauge shotgun 

watching for doves in sky 

grey-white washed-out blue and 

I can feel it getting colder 

chill creeping 

under shell-belt windbreaker blue jeans; 

my hand is cramped 

from holding the shotgun; 

I'm sore from not 

moving for a long time and 

I shift a little and 

Hear dead stalks crackling and 

There’s nothing moving but 

a flock of blackbirds and 

Bare oak branches 

swaying in the wind and 

There aren't any doves here, 

They’re all shot off or 

gone south and 

I spend the barrels 

on a hawk and 

It falls into a blackwater pond 

behind an unpainted niggershack 

white smoke curling 

out the chimney, 

a Christmas tree sparkling 

red-blue-green behind 

dirty glass, 

smell of supper cooking drifting 

on the air and 

I take a last drag 

on the cigarette and 

Drop it on the ground and 

Crush it out and 

I light a cigarette and Go. 

Stand up to go because 

I’m cold and 

It’s late and 

James E. Wise 



Let Us Be Dead 

On what grave morn 

Wombed by some grey sky 

Did you see the, or glance 

Of what’s greatly born forlorn? 

Did you understand then 

Why the sickle cuts the grain, 

And how the golden wheat dims 

In the plentitude of harvest? 

All’s lost that wins 

Nearer, nearer to some end. 

But in ending we have begun, 

Having put the ends, start 

To finish, paralleled far out. 

Let our lives so paralleled 

Close nearly in some curve, 

Slanted for eternity, 

Nearing almost to the point. 

Copyright 

Robert Roscow 1969 



Zeedijk Women * 

Flower ladies line the street 

as if planted there in rows; 

each city block a windowbox 

filled with captivating blooms. 

Unlike the daybreak-budding rose, 

these flowers bloom at night; 

loose petaled under neon skies, 

long stems and leaves well shown. 

Their brightly colored faces 

tilt coquettish toward the walk, 

promising of fragrant pleasures 

and dewy softness to the touch. 

Delights within this perfumed garden 

can be purchased at fixed prices; 

men pay and take the waiting blossoms, 

then leave before the morning light. 

Guthrie 

10/69 

* Note: The Zeedijk is the red-light 

district of Amsterdam. Here, the 

girls line the street, waiting for 

the men to come by. 



On Stony Man Cliffs 

Allen, 

do you remember 

the climb we made last year, 

taking the little car 

up the hillsides 

and calling them “the Alps”; 

seeing the lovers 

up there 

laughing, clowning, 

and the picnic 

we had 

on top of the cliffs? 

Well, 

I went there again 

with someone 

let’s say 

a little more appealing 

to le km appetii; 

this time 

there being her closeness 

and a lunchpail 

that banged along the rocks 

like the clanging bell 

tied onto a milkcow. 

And you know now 

they’ve marked the trail, 

taking away all the fun 

of Frostian indecision 

there where the fork 

causes you to choose. 



The wildlife - 

about the same, 

with a few orioles 

hiding yellow-breasted in the brush 

and the laurels little changed 

by the winter winds and snow. 

This time we shared 

with the lovers 

those tufted spots of color 

so gayly caused by 

purple 

mountain thistle, 

both sunning 

in the beams 

of yellow black-eyed susans 

and then retreating 

to the shade 

brought on by rhododendrons. 

Yes, Allen 

the cliffs were quite the same, 

but this time a somehow brighter sun 

played on more vibrant colors 

as we savored sweet-dripping pears 

upon the crags and stones. 

Guthrie 

11/69 



remembering/tomorrow 

look in the fireplace 

the giant empty space 

a flame is burning now 

someone recalling how 

it was to be 

in love and free 

a childhood memory 

of pageless poetry and 

ageless prophecy 

the gracious possibility 

of finding ourselves on 

a white patterned bedspread 

the spacious fields of 

green that we need 

in the fall 

not at all 

a song that winter tells 

of a now-tattered maidenhead 

but a song of smiling seeds 

that can only yield 

the beauty within them 

the god within all men 

m smith 



winter comes to the parkinglot 

wind 

cold in the leafless trees 

sweeps the sky with 

stiff brooms and 

leaves the stars 

clean and shining 

the full moon 

lights the sky, 

strange half-day 

i shiver 

kneeling on my bed 

at the window 

feeling the cold 

lips of loneliness 

on my cheek 

spending the night 

with the wind 

m smith 

LESSON 

Children, today 

we will build a fire. 

We use green leaves 

for tinder, adding 

freshly rained on 

rotten wood. 

We use no fireplace 

build no walls 

of stone, nor clear 

the trash around us; 

we intend 

to ignite the world. 

Come, for today 

we will build a fire. 

Susan Hills 



* * * 

Oftentimes when the sun rises, 
It seems to soothe and cool 
The oozing wounds of darkness 
1 ei nu orni sittgs ©r smiles 
Save a passing stranger 
And even he will probably be shot 
Before he can build his church 
Or cut his hair 

A child is born, and again and again, 
And again 
All the while a genius suffers the 
Mistake of time and situation 
Under the unseen blows 
Of a hairy hand and a balding skull 

Does the future lie 
In the warm afternoon, 
Or in the blood soaked bars of the 
Night? 
Since you don’t have the guts 
To ask yourself 
Why not sit with the stranger? 
He might show you 
How to make the sun rise. 

Alan Russell 

COFFEE, TEA, OR HEMLOCK 

in the door-shutting 
spectrum of ivory towered 
vine growers 
the bells peal 

a message of 
electric blanket nights 
and intercom days 
and Socrates is left 

to drink alone 

Rob Huff 



6:15 a.m. 

Somehow 
a hot pink 

circle pasted 

on a gray wall 

about 15 feet hove 

a dark no-color ocean 

noglarenolight 

perfectlyroundperfectlypink 

If it were 

for a school play 

the scenery crew would 

catch hell 

Rob Huff 

to Julie @15 months 

1. She hugs her teddy bear 

-terrible rogue tamed by kapok¬ 

cradling there where lovers, children, children 

once removed assure her 

she is not alone. 

2. What she sees, see includes 

And names in feel. 

This interlude 

Retreats to me; 

A little nude, 

Most naturally 

She understands. 

Donald Byrne 



"My Lady, My Love" 
or 

"Out to Lunch" 

Shelley Smith 

"There was a Viking ship on the horizon at half-past four last Thursday, and I waited on the dock 
for it to come in, for it to take me to the Northland but it sat there, on the horizon, too far to swim to 
and never came. I stood on the dock til 5:10 and waved my arms with my long flowing skirt blowing 
back in the wind and the ship never moved. But this afternoon, Angus, I know that a flat (I suppose 
that's what they're called) will come punting down the Thames at our feet, put in, and a gentleman in 
satins and velvets, and more lace than anything else will come to me, bow, and we'll go off to his 
summer house of 5,000 acres in East Outer Northumberland. We'll ride to hounds tomorrow, invite in 
our friends of the same social ranking and have a stirrup cup of brandy. The dressmaker will come in 
the afternoon, and I'll be fitted for my gown to be worn at Lady Esther Featherbone's gala Wednesday 
week. We'll have dinner at half after eight, the ladies will retire until, oh, 10:30 and then we'll join the 
gentlemen for whist. All in all tomorrow will be quite entertaining if a bit exhausting. My role of 
hostess will be received with plaudits from all of Howard's friends who shall decide that beyond a 
shadow of a doubt he chose his young wife well. Of course, just because I'm married I shan't forget 
you, Angus. I'll have Howard employ you as an outrider or something, you can use your business 
administration courses fruitfully for once. Perhaps you could even endear yourself to Howard by 
finding something in his books bespeaking a previous mismanagement of estate funds." 

"Melba, you know I'm not a business ad major, I've told you on several occasions now that it's 
economics, economics, Melba, and that has very little, well practically nothing, to do with business 
administration. I'm not an accountant, I don't intend to spend my life nose inkstained from pressing it 
against lines registered in Howard's books, frantically trying to run around and through and over 
income tax laws. I wouldn't be able to add up the columns of figures in Howard's estate transactions 
without a calculator and they weren't invented back then. So change my role—I'll solve the problem 
deep at the root of your and Howard's marital difficulties—namely his impotency: I shall take you as 
my lover, Howard will never find out, our son will be raised as lord of the manor, I'll find it difficult 
never to know the fatherly bliss of being called Sir by the rascal, but because his life will be better as 
master of the vast estate of Witherfork, I shall relinquish my right to him and take pride from 
afar—never to be known to him as anything more intimate than Doctor Angus. But you and I shall live 
out our fateful roles in our proper places fully respecting the social order in the externals, yet shacking 
up in the gardens at every opportunity." 

"Now, Angus, it won't be sordid at all, ours will be a very pure love—we shall fall from grace but 
the once, resulting in the birth of the boy-child that shall bring such joy to us and such security to the 
townspeople. Pass the salt, this chicken needs it if you tear off the skin in order to avoid all the many 
calories. Our love shall be modeled from our present relationship of a rather spasmodically passionate 
noe-Platonic form.” 

"To continue in your present idealistic vein, it absolutely must be rather more regular in its 
moments of passion than spasmodic implies. I'm sure that summer house is quite cold. Our passion 
will serve to ward off agues and fevers resulting from the chills contracted in its damp interior. Poor 
impotent Howard's demise will be occasioned by a chill of the upper ventricle of the lung acquired 
while re-writing his moldy memoirs in the letter room on the north side of the house, hanging (a sheer 
architectural feat if ever there were) right over the wild surf of the East Sea. Did you put Lea and 
Perrins in the beans, they're quite tasty, Melba? Perhaps you should forsake Howard even before his 
punt arrives in 45 minutes and give yourself to me body and soul. You definitely should if your 



kitchenette repertoire includes anything besides this menu. I'll even marry you and make an honest 
woman of you, as it were.” 

"Do you think there is a possibility that you would have a title lurking in your background? I 
know I could carry the weight of being lady or marquesse quite well. If you did have a title, I'd marry 
you, of course, but as it isn't likely that you do I shall look around a bit more, but don't pout, you'll 
spoil the entire afternoon. Why don't people take picnics in the winter, Angus, we shouldn't have 
missed the snow. Aesthetically speaking a picnic would be far lovelier against the white. As it is, just 
look at us, we don't stand out a big against this background. In fact we are a poor second to the green 
and the flowers. I would have even been better to have come out here during the thaw. Imagine against 
mud and rivulets, we would have made a fantastic aerial shot. But this is getting me in training for 
tradition—I shall go into strict training for my future position. Being successful as a noted young wife 
depends the utmost in application to the tenets of tradition. I hope you appreciate the white linen 
cloth upon which our meal is spread. I can manage all but the clothes. Even the Goodwill doesn't 
stock gowns suitable for the period perhaps I shall just let my garments be my punctuation point.” 

Melba flung the tail of her cheesecloth shawl full force about her shoulders hugging her body with 
arms bedecked in treasures discovered in the junk jewelry boxes of grandmothers and great-aunts. 
Sitting cross legged on the cloth, she peered over picnic food at Angus across the way. Angus was 
laughing in such an uncontrollable manner that he had choked on a bite of potato salad and was now 
red-faced hopping on one foot coughing and choking while Melba sat serenely smiling, fingering a 

knife, murmuring sounds faintly reminiscent of syllables forming racheotomy. The uproar subsided, 
and Angus fell backwards in exhaustion flailing his arms and landing his bare heel conclusively into a 
pile of brownies compressing half a dozen into one large bite. 

"You rightfully should have suffocated, Angus. It's not nice to laugh at another's innermost goals.” 
"Far be it from me to giggle at your goals, I was merely expressing slight amusement at your 

uncharacteristic concern with tradition. I hate to inform you, but mayhap I should. You will make a 
fine lady of the realm and you will be most noted, but I fear not primarily, if at all, for your clothes.” 

"Oh, Angus, I know I'll be known far and wide as the unspeakable beauty of the times, but it 
shan't go to my head. I shall remain just as modest and as concerned about the welfare of the poor as I 
am now. Once a week I shall be found down in the hovels of the town providing nourishment and 
medical care from a large wicker basket I shall carry on my left arm while soothing brows with my 
right hand.” 

"Yes'm Miz O'Hara, yo sho is a fine lady, y sho is, with that lemon verbena justa floatin in the air 
behind yo. We sho is grateful to you, Miz O'Hara.” 

Melba stuck out her tongue at Angus, shrieking, "You are so funny, Angus, a real scream. I 
challenge you to a contest of honor. Pooh sticks, Pooh sticks,” and she was running over the grass to 
the small foot bridge over the stream whose banks were claimed in the name of Melba for picnics and 
long warm afternoons climaxed by a cool twilight. Angus followed her at a lanky trot sweeping up 
sticks that had caught in the grass of shallows next to the creek bank. They assumed position at the 
railing, each with a bundle of wood neatly stacked on the stones beneath their feet. 

"Now, on wordly wit, we shall see. This tournament of honor will be made even more interesting 
by stakes set, of course, by me, since I shall be the victor. He with honor on his side shall conquer. So, 
Angus, the winner will have the loser, that is to put it more simply so that you may understand, I will 
have you at my command for one boon. Whatsoever I ask you shall do with nary a tear nor pained 
look. Agreed?” 

After the formality of a handshake to seal the bargain, a formality that Melba insisted was an insult 
to gentle people, the two leaned over and down, fingertips nearly touching the water. As soon as the 
sticks were released, they turned to the other railing, bent over again to cheer. 



“Come on stick, come on. Ha, ha, Angus, I'm going to win I know it. Come on stick. No no no oh 
stick no—oh, Angus, this is just a practice, ok? OK, Angus?" 

Melba grabbed his arm jumping up and down, entreating him to have this round as preliminary 
only, for her entry had been caught in a minor turbulence, swept to the bank, and tangled in the 
mossy edge. 

“No dear, absolutely not! Look here mine comes. I win Melba, you may have honor, but my pure 
valiant spirit led my faithful stick on to victory.” Angus cheered as the twig sailed from under the 
railing down the stream. 

With much gusto Melba ordered the match to continue, but after a second loss urged Angus to 
consider the possibility of the decision's being best four out of seven instead of their usual two out of 
three. When obvious that fortune had deserted her for Angus, Melba pleaded the unfairness of lady 
luck—but to no avail. 

“All right, Angus, you won, never let it be said that I am a poor loser. By the way what time is it, 
Howard should arrive momentarily to take me away from all this—a nice girl like me in a place like 
this, like any common scullery maid. Anyway you won so tell me the boon, I shall concede the victory 
to you, although if a referee had been present, I'm sure my fair beauty would sway his decision to me, 
since I always, most of the time tend to win these matches. But go ahead, cruel one, with as much 
grace as you can muster, reap the spoils of my defeat." 

“Melba, darling girl, I realize how much Howard means to you and the life you two would have. 
But it was a contest, and if I do say so, I won, and you must grant my boon, as you said with nary a 
tear nor a pained look. So this is what I ask of you, oh fairest of all the fair, oh lady of the lake. 
Throw over Howard, marry me, and live a modest, but I swear on all that is fine and good, as happy 
and as honourable a life as any nobleman of East Outer Northumberland could give you. This is the 
boon I ask of you, my lady." 

"Oh, by all the saints, my word is my bond, and my answer can be but one. I give you my hand, in 
fact my whole body, Angus, but one small favor I must ask of your infinite goodness, husband to be. 
Could we have a re-match of Pooh sticks to decide who shall tell Howard the awful news?" 



The Doll House 

When she was six 

Her father built--of scraps, assorted nails, 

Dregwood, leavings of the shutter paint- 

An empty windowed false back castle 

Whimsey, hers to keep. 

By seven it was swollen full of names, 

Dream ladies, phantom voices, 

Strong armed plaster heroes made of sleep-- 

Eight brought in the furniture, 

Each room was named, memories chosen: 

Things not done but wanted, 

Thought-up days under fairy sun 

And tea dreams- 

Nine and ten wore thin the painted floors, 

Ghost footed plastic soles of painted shoes 

Did cadence to methodic fancy- 

Eleven rearranged a bit, 

The family grew, a daughter strayed to marry; 

Little loss and less divided at the troth, 

By then it fit so wail - 

Twelve was stories, far-flying wishes, 

Tightlipped plans spread to companions’ ears, 

Set upon the tiny chairs in twos 

By little girl committee... 

Years thereafter put the house to dust 

And darkness on some shelf; 

Indeed, 

The place lay ruined and sagging till 

At twenty, bag and baggage, plaster man and painted flowers, 

(Fancy past, real living to begin) 

A tiny knock on the little door, and 

She, at last, and Daddy evermore 

Moved in. 

John Conn 



Wednesday 

After my eluding for so long 

By means of habit, 

Hope, charity and longing 

For what there is-not 

In men’s faces 

After smuggling myself at night 

Through bleating, metronomic screams 

In slab line forests, 

waking in afternoon steam 

On the thirteenth floor 

Calling back my customs, fellows, traces 

After endless repetition 

Played to echoes, stillness 

And the backs of chairs, timed and 

Tilted gestures on a bloodless plank, 

None of which I quite understand 

Without pity, except so far 

As curiosity demand 

He is 

Time, and again 

Buried. 

And the last glimpse 

Of the last tedious eye, 

The bleeder saw 

No redness from the slapping of his wife, 

Nor imprint of pleading fingers, 

Nor anything at all, save a slightly comic 

Crease from Tuesday’s shorts 

John Conn 



MADNESS 

madness then 

becomes a palpitating flock 

of irreducible fears 

casting lots 

in ethereal rings 

of benign 

self-anointed poets 

who excrete 

dream script 

in 

blank verse 

genius 



Blackboard of the lecture class 

Is a focus for me 

Living night of concentration shapes 

A creatured and dark sea 

With swirls of smeared chalk 

That take on moving forms 

Daniel H. Donovan 

People, my pets 

I love you 

Like a soft cat 

That purrs warmly 

Who comes and goes 

As she pleases 

Or a puppy 

That follows me 

Clinging everywhere 

I enjoy you 

I abide you 

I ignore you 

But you are 

Only my pets. 

Daniel H. Donovan 

Time has past enough 

To again bring cold winds through the clouded skies 

And a sprinkling of brown leaves on the sidewalks. 

I think of the good times that I’ve had 

And of that bad mixed with the insensate, 

But the city speaks of all these days 

In the greyness of its forms 

Which have been thus for so long. 

Daniel H. Donovan 



Pale Firing Sun 

Pale-firing sun burns through the morning dew clouds 

Raising the chilled mists 

From within the stone circle peace smiles 

The new dawn has worked through the night 

Answering the call of magic 

The star keys fade with the wisdom of the moon 

And the spirits wake the sun upon a new earth. 

As the rain falls on the waving sea 

I sit sheltered, watching lightning lite 

The water running up the beach. 

Daniel H. Donovan 

With the morning 

Come thoughts of that craftiest of men 

Who was ever disbelieving, 

And I begin to wonder at; 

Worlds fall so easily 

* 

It is a thousand years since the last 

Now it is time again 

We who have been waiting are expecting 

That it shall be as before 

x- 

In the boredom of this life 

Which is such a dreary progression 

Of monochromatic frames 

We wait and work for 

The difference 
Daniel H. Donovan 



An Early-riser 

A man, an early-riser, 

walked up the street from his summer home 

to enjoy the solitude of seeing the sun 

rise over the ocean. 

He left his shoes beneath an old bench 

and walked barefoot in the sand to the edge 

of the high tide. 

The man wet his feet and ankles and stood 

motionless, staring out on the vast incomprehensible 

horizon. 

His mind worked most clearly early in the day, 

but there, he felt no need for thinking. 

The water was cold. And it was early in the day. 

The sun emerged and the man watched. And felt. 

Sometime later, he turned to his right 

and walked slowly in a haphazard direction down the beach. 

Along the shore. 

After he had gone perhaps a mile 

he heard a shout from the water. 

A person was drowning. 

The man looked out on the water and saw 

a bobbing face and the jagged waving of a 

desperate arm. 

It took him no more than a second to understand 

the situation, and he went in the water immediately. 

The water was cold. And it was early in the day. 

The face and arm had disappeared. 

He swam to where he remembered seeing them- 

but there was nothing. 

No bubbles. Only the steady swells. 

Not even a crackling sea gull. 

It was too deep to dive and impossible to see 

in the dark water. Though he tried. 

The water was cold. 



The man swam to shore. 

He stood, motionless, his feet and ankles in the water. 

And stared at where he had just been. 

He watched. And felt. 

The man was unsure. And it was early in the day. 

John Kimball 

Deserted 

The sky was merely a facade. 

And I was wrapped up in it. 

Helplessly, carelessly entwined in all 

The warm forever-smiling glory of all that 

Emanated from its center. 

Because you were there. 

Now you’re gone. 

And there is no Noah to salvage me 

From the deep flood that came 

As naturally as I thought you had. 

John Kimball 



Man in the Mud 

James E. Wise 

The crickets were the first things that Phillips noticed when they finally stopped. Front and back, 
both sides and all around, the insect chirping came out of the darkness as though with their intrusion 
they had triggered some woodland alarm system. Why won't they shut up? Phillips listened, expecting 
some guardian momentarily to materialize out of the night and discover the trespass. The cricket 
chorus was a thousand tiny hammers tapping on his nerves. He shifted his weight on the seat and 
scratched the back of his neck, licked his lips and peered through the windshield into black. 

"Gimme a beer, Phillips," Morgan said. 
Phillips started at the voice. He turned his head slowly toward his companion, stared at the form 

faintly silhouetted against the lighter darkness outside. Frozen for a moment, he stared at Morgan, as 
if awaiting explanation; his eyes flipped down for a moment and he mumbled, "Yeah," and reached 
into the footwell. He pulled one can out of the pack and handed it across the seat. 

"Gimme." Morgan snatched the can away. "Get you one." He resettled himself into the corner of 
the seat and fumbled with the opener ring, "Man, Phillips, this is the way to live." He jerked the tab, 
pulling it only partially open; a stream of foam fountained up into his face and dribbled from his nose 
and chin onto his lap. "Goddammit.” 

The spell was broken Laughing, Phillips said "Morgan, can't you even open a can of beer?" 
"Goddammit, Phillips, you shook it. Don't you know better'n t' shake beer? Stupid jerk." He 

pulled his shirttail out of his pants and wiped off his face. He rolled his window down and sat back, 
resting his arm on the steering wheel, and took a sip from his can. He licked his lips and sighed heavily. 

"I didn't shake it, Morgan." Phillips drew the tab from his own can and tossed it out the window. 
It rustled through the leaves of a bush and for a second it seemed that the crickets went silent. Then 
the chirping came back if anything louder than before. "It was coming down that road that shook it, 
Morgan. It was your idea to come out here to drink." 

"Shuddup. We'd 'a got caught if we hadn't come out here." Morgan took another sip and dug into 
the hip pocket of the pants he had been wearing for two weeks to find his cigarettes. He brought one 
out, bent and dripping shreds of tobacco. He set the beer can on the dashboard and cupped his hands 
around a match, his face briefly illuminated in the yellow glare—dense pockets of shadow beneath 
shaggy eyebrows, highlights on sloping forehead and puffy beardless cheeks—then reduced to a 
featureless silhouette when he blew out the flame and puffed contented. 

"We could have gone someplace else, Morgan. Christ. I thought this heap was going to fall apart 
with all those bumps." His beer can hung between thumb and forefinger; he swung it gently, the liquid 
softly splashing inside with the motion. His eyes flicked away from Morgan to the can. He 
half-reclined against the door, watching the can swaying hypnotically in the filtered grey moonlight. 

"Whaddayou mean, 'heap'?" Morgan blew smoke toward Phillips. "This's a damn good car. Bet I 
can take your Falcon with it. Bet I can take damn near any car at school with this." He struck the 
dashboard with his beer can. "Drink your goddam beer." 

"You couldn't take a roller skate in this thing, Morgan." Phillips put the can to his mouth and 
drank. He almost choked on the lukewarm brew. He forced it down and took a deep breath. "This 
stuff tastes like piss, Morgan " 

"You didn't hafta come, Phillips.” Morgan drained his own can and threw it over his shoulder out 



the window. It made a soft clang hitting on the grass that grew in the middle of the much-unused dirt 
track where rain wetness glistened in the moonlight; it rolled for a short distance then slid without a 
splash into a redwater puddle. 

"I know, Morgan,” Phillips said. He tried another mouthful; prepared this time, he took it down 
without choking. 

"Can't you drink beer, Phillips?” Morgan was watching him. "God, Phillips, I been drinkin' beer 
since I was six years old Ain't you never drank before?” 

"I can drink beer, Morgan. Shut up about it.” To prove his point, Phillips drank a third time, 
audibly swallowing great gulps. He set the can on the floor and glared across the seat at Morgan; he 
belched. "Give me a weed Morgan” 

Morgan dug in his pants again and tossed a crumbling cigarette to Phillips. He bent over into the 
footwell and took another can for himself. "You coulda just stayed home, or sat in Johnny Rebel's 
Drive-In all night 'stead of cornin' drinkin'. Or you coulda gone over t' see old Linus Russell. Bet you 
an' ol' Linus could have a good time, huh Phillips? Huh?” He slapped Phillips on the shoulder. 

"Knock it off, Morgan, God damn it.” Phillips drank again, emptying his can; he tossed it out, 
listened to it crashing through leaves and pine straw, a sudden motion sound as some animal ran from 
the commotion. Already he could feel effect from the alcohol. Roughly he shoved Morgan's hand 
away. 

Morgan laughed and sat back with his beer. "Wonder what old Russell is doin' tonight,” he said. 
"We oughta go by his house later on " 

"I think he had a date," Phillips said. "What that Erma what's-her face.” 
Morgan stared. "You kiddin'? That greasy fat thing? God. That really hurts, Phillips. He always 

goes out with the girls nobody else would touch." He lit another cigarette and scratched his crotch. "I 
guess that's the best old Pimple puss can get.” 

"I don't know," Phillips said slowly. He left a weighty silence at the end of his statement. He 
continued, "I heard she really knows what to do.” 

Morgan gagged. "Old Erma? You kiddin', Phillips7 Who'd do anything with her, f' God's sake?” 
Phillips shrugged He sipped his second beer, contemplating the question. Finally he said, "Maybe 

Russell's been teaching her. He's dated her three times, he must be getting something.” 
Morgan snorted "Russell ain't got nothin' t' teach with. 'Cept maybe his flute.” He tilted his can, 

letting beer flow freely down his throat, overflow trickles forming at the corners of his mouth and 
running down his chin and neck. The can drained, he dropped his cigarette butt into it and sent it 
flying after his first one. "I tell you, Phillips,” he said "I'm gonna get me a good piece tonight, yes sir. 
Go by Johnny Rebel's and pick me up some nice little babe." He slapped his leg. "Yep." 

"What're you waiting for, Morgan7” Phillips discarded his beer can half emptied out the window. 
"Have me a few of these first,” Morgan said, tapping his third can. "Get in the mood first. It's still 

early. I tell you, Phillips, I got some pride. I ain't like old Russell, I ain't gonaa go out with just 
anybody. Uh uh.'' He shook his head vigorously. "Me, I got some taste.” 

"Who do you go out with, Morgan7” 
Morgan shrugged drinking and rubbing his stomach. He said, "Depends on how I feel, Phillips. I 

usually just pick up some good lookin' babe when I see one I like.” 
"Then how come you don't have a date now?” 
Morgan looked at him, scowling. "I gotta get drunk first, Phillips. Ain't no decent babe gonna go 

out with you if you don't get drunk. Think you're some kind of a queer or somethin'. Lookit old 
Russell. He don't ever get drunk; he don't know how t' have fun. Bet he never does nothing'.” He 
nodded to himself and drank, as though he had effectively closed the subject. 

"Yeah, Morgan,” Phillips said. 
"Wait an' see, Phillips. That's all I got to say, you just wait and see. How do you know, you don't 



never do nothin'. Girl sees you drunk, she knows you know how t' have a good time. You wait an' see 
if I don't get me some." 

"Go do it, then Morgan." 
"Shuddup, dammit. Lemme drink in peace. You wanna go, you can walk back. I'm gonna have me 

some fun tonight." The subject closed. Silence fell, enveloping with the humid night. The sudden 
blanket stunned Phillips for a moment; as if he had gone deaf, there was no-sound, loud and awful, 
foreboding, pressing upon him. He sat tensed, waiting. Then chirps, the crickets, always out there, 
covered for a while by the closer, louder sound of voices but always present, waiting to reestablish 
their claim on the place and time, beneath the surface-sound, out in the dark trees chirping, chirping. 
Phillips relaxed and scratched his neck. He seemed to itch everywhere; he squirmed in the seat, 
rubbing first his neck, then his scalp then his leg—the itch leap-frogged over him, always one move 
ahead of his hand. It was hard to breathe; the air was thick with summer heat and moisture, cigarette 
smoke and sour beer smell. Phillips cleared his throat and spat out the window. 

As his ears now adjusted to the silence, his eyes had adjusted to the dark. Moonlight, spilling 
through wispy clouds and still tree branches, painted the woods in grey and black, the scene beyond 
the windshield a photographic negative Puddles and streaks of rainwater were highlights in the dirt 
track they had taken, pulling off the road here under shelter and camouflage of trees and brush. Water 
dripping from the trees, spattering furiously on the hood and roof and glass as if a cloudburst had 
suddenly come up, then abruptly finished when the leaves were drained of their excess weight. He 
watched the stillness, startled when a flicker of motion broke the aura of tomb. Something—a rabbit 
probably—crossed the road in a blurred flash and was swallowed under a bush. 

He turned his attention back inside and watched Morgan. Morgan was sitting slumped in his corner, 
holding his beer can perched on his stomach, his cigarette dangling limp from the corner of his mouth, 
its tip a sharp point of orange. Smoke rose filmy off the cigarette, wafting out through the window 
and dissipating in the air outside. The beer can rose and fell with his breathing, slow, methodical. The 
moonlight revealed a slight smile twisting his lips, his eyes closed so that they were mere darker slits in 
the general grey of his face. Phillips sat watching. He glanced at his watch but could not tell the 
position of the hands in the gloom; he wound it, jerking the knob until it would not tur/i any more, 
and signed looking down toward the floor where the last can of beer lay on its side. He toyed with the 
can, rolling it on the mat with his toe, lulled by the monotonous sound of its movement, the gentle 
sloshing of the beer inside. 

"Quit that, you're shakin' it." 
Morgan's eyes were full open, staring at Phillips. "If you ain't gonna drink it, don't mess it up, 

Phillips. I want it." 
"Hurry up, Morgan." Phillips stopped playing with the can and set it upright on the seat. He 

squirmed and drummed his fingernails on the dashboard. 
"I toldya, if you wanna go, go. I ain't ready to go yet." He closed his eyes again. 
Yeah, you told me a lot fatso. Let's see you try to pick up some, Morgan. I heardabout the bitch in 

Covington last fall the one you tried to pick up at the ball game and she threw a Coke in your face. 
Phillips laughed at the thought. Beer in your face maybe. Morgan yawned and stretched, the fat on his 
arms quivering. He smacked his lips at some vision passing through and shifted his position, so that the 
top of his egg-shaped head was sharp against the trees just outside the window. 

Suddenly Morgan came upright; the beer can toppled off his stomach and fell onto the floorboard, 
spilling out its contents. Phillips started to ask, but Morgan slapped him to be silent. Morgan was 
frozen, eyes staring straight ahead but not seeing, ears tensed, breathing halted. Phillips thought he 
heard a sound from the road. Morgan's nostrils dilated as if here were sniffing out a trial. His head 
turned, slowly very slowly, until he faced the back windshield and held there, watching. He breathed 
once, deeply. Phillips felt his stomach cramping. He tried to speak again, but Morgan hissed for silence 



and he turned to watch with Morgan, not knowing what he watching for, waiting, wondering, his eyes 
flicking back and forth between the road and his companion. 

"Somebody's cornin'," Morgan said. Phillips listened; straining, he heard an engine and bumping 
sounds of something moving on the dirt road 

"So?" he asked. 
"Stupid, they may see us," Morgan snapped. "Shut up ” 
The noise of the engine became louder, closer. Phillips saw lights appearing and reappearing among 

the trees farther back along the road. His own breathing was rapid; he chewed his lower lip and rubbed 
his stomach. 

"It's a cop," Morgan said "Oh, Christ, I know it's a goddam cop." 
"You and your damn big ideas," Phillips said. 
"Shuddup.” 
The other car was upon them. It came into full view, rounding a sharp turn, its headlights glaring. 

Phillips ducked behind the back of the seat. He could feel the headlights, saw them stark, white lances 
probing the trees. They're coming they're coming oh Christ now what. Cowing, tensed, he waited to 
be discovered. 

A hand slapped hard on his shoulder. He jerked back looking up. Only Morgan. "What happened7" 
Morgan was scowling. "You goddam chicken, Phillips," he said. "Get up, you stupid bastaid. It 

ain't nothin'." 
The headlights were gone. Slowly Phillips rose 10 his knees. Morgan pointed out the back. 
"It's just some guy come parking, you fool," he said, "Phillips, you're the biggest chicken I ever 

saw. I ain't never bringin' you drinkin' with me again, you chicken." 
A hundred feet back up the road, the card had pulled to the side and stopped. It sat lifeless on the 

side, shrouded in heavy shadow, almost invisible when a cloud passed before the moon. Phillips stared 
at the car. It was old; he could make out the fame lines of the body when the moonlight broke 
through again. He felt a twinge of recognition. Where was it . . . 

"Good God!" Morgan exclaimed "Oh, no!" He reeled back, laughing. Phillips, shocked out of his 

reverie, turned toward Morgan, watching him thrashing in his mirth. Gasping for air, Morgan 
controlled himself enough to say, "That's Linus Russell's car1” 

"What!" Phillips looked again. Morgan was right; it had to be Russell's car; an extransensory aura 
personalized it; set it appart, and Phillips knew. He strained his vision; he thought that he saw 
movement inside, heard voices. Morgan had stopped laughing and now watched with him. 

"So old Linus is gonna make a little time," Morgan whispered. The contended smile was replaced 
by a broad, gaping grin. He scratched his crotch and licked his lips. "We're gonna have some 
fun,Phillips.” 

"Huh?" 
"Shut up, Wait. They ain't seen us." 
Voices from the other car were low, unintelligible; rustling in the darkness. Morgan's hand moved 

to the door handle and slowly, soundless, raised it and pushed the door out. "Come on, Phillips," he 
hissed. "Be quiet." 

"Morgan . . 
"Shut up, you chicken. Come on, don't you wanna have any fun?" Morgan left his door open and 

crept along the side of his car, holding the shadow, padding on hands and knees, occasionally raising 
his head to check on the newcomers. Phillips waited for a few moments, then, goaded, he slid out 
through Morgan's door and followed. 

He caught up to Morgan at the edge of the road, cloaked in the shade of an oak trunk, crouching 
still, watching. They were still fifty feet from Russell's car. The voices were more distinct, but Phillips 
could not pick out the separate words. The ground was wet from the afternoon's rain; he felt 



dampness seeping through the cloth of his britches where he knelt on the pine straw mat, his shirt 
clinging to his skin in the rank atmosphere. 

"Maybe he's got a bottle," Phillips ventured to whisper. 
"Old Russell's a real mover," Morgan whispered. "Yep. Come on, and be quiet. We get across the 

road, and we can come up on Russell's side of the car." With that he moved out, running softly in a 
crouch across the open space, blending into the trees on the other side. Phillips went after, keeping 
low, almost falling when he caught his foot in a hole; he jumped free and gained the trees with his 
leap, grabbing a thin pine to regain his balance. The young tree shook with his weight, its branches 
rustling, breaking the stillness, an alarm of invasion. Morgan grabbed his shirt and pulled him to the 
ground. 

"You goddam spastic!" Morgan hissed "Get down and be quiet!" 
They lay on the ground, in the mouldy damp, time slowing for Phillips to take full note of his 

discomfort, the itches where he dared not move to scratch, the pine straw tickling his face, the seat on 
his back taunting. His clothing lay heavy upon him. Morgan's breathing was loud in his ears, sour in his 
nostrils. He listened tense; the voices had stopped. They know. 

He raised his head to look through low branches and gloom. The car was still there; he could see 
twin shadow-phantoms inside. A voice, high-pitched then the others; the low conversation resumed. 
Morgan stood tapping Phillips on the shoulder. 

"They musta thought you was a animal," Morgan whispered. He lit a cigarette, hiding the flame 
with his hands. He stepped out of his shoes. "Now come on, and quit bein' such a spastic chicken." 

They moved again, picking their way gingerly among trees and brush and fallen twigs. A sudden 
breeze came up, covering the sound of their passage with crackling and sighing of leaves and waving 
limbs. They were close enough to easily discern figures when Morgan halted again. 

"God, look how far apart they're sittin'," he said into Phillips' ear. "Old Linus is havin' himself a 
hot old time." 

Phillips looked toward the car. "They're just talkin'," he muttered. "God!" 
"Erma she really knows what to do, huh?" Morgan laughed silently. "Come on. Quiet." Still 

silent, padding, Morgan approached. Phillips hung back for a moment, watching the couple. Then he 
followed. 

Morgan came up on Russell's side of the car. Russell's window was lowered, his arm dangling 
outside. Morgan arrived unnoticed and leaned on the door, blowing smoke in Russell's face. 

"What'cha doin'?" he asked. 
The girl screamed. Russell swung around to confront Morgan. Morgan's face filled the window, 

leering at the girl, grinning with his front teeth clamped on his lower lip. He blew smoke at Russell and 
flipped ashes on the seat. 

"Get out of here, Morgan!" Russell yelled The voice had been unmistakable. 
"Hidy, Erma," Morgan said He reached inside and turned on the overhead light. 
"Go away," she said. Her face was red almost matching her hair. Her eyes shot fury at Morgan 

from behind her thick glasses. Morgan laughed 
"Havin' a good time. Pimple-puss?" He addressed Russell. "Out here in the woods with your babe, 

huh? Got you a bottle, huh? Gimme a drink, Linus." 
"What do you want, Morgan? Get out of here!” Russell tried to open the door but Morgan's bulk 

it shut. "Get out, Morgan!" 
"Shut up," Morgan said He flicked his cigarette into the right footwell. The girl crushed it out. 

"Hey, Phillips!" he called. "Come look at old Linus and his babe." 
Phillips came and stood behind Morgan. He glanced into the car and grunted, stepping away. "Ain't 

even sittin' together," Morgan-said. "Look at 'em, Phillips. Hey, Linus, want a real man t' show you 
what t' do?" 



"Why don't you go away?" the girl said "Go away, Morgan." 
"You come wit' me, I will," Morgan said. "Old Linus don't know nothin'. Come on. I'll show ya 

how t' have fun. We'll go get us some beer, huh, Erma?" 
"Come on, Morgan," Phillips muttered 
Morgan did not hear him. Phillips had retired to the shadows, but remained, watching. He saw 

Morgan rubbing his belly and heard him say "Erma, you're just my kinda woman. Let's you'n me go 
off. Huh? Huh? What's she like, Linus? Any good?" 

Russell hit at him, missing. Morgan stepped back and grabbed Russell's wrist. "Get-out-of-here\" 
Russell shouted. 

"You wanna make me? Huh? Huh?" Morgan sucked his stomach in and stood over Russell. "Huh, 
Linus, huh?" 

Russell threw the door open and jumped out. Morgan stepped backwards. "Get lost, Morgan. You 
get out of here and leave us alone. Right now!" 

Morgan stepped back "Jeeze, Linus, can't you take a joke? Jeeze, what a lousy sport, Russell. You 
see that, Phillips? Old Russell can't even take a joke. All I wanted t' do was show you how t' have a 
good time, Linus." He was grinning, taunting Russell who stood scowling furiously impotent up at 
Morgan. 

"Let's go, Morgan Phillips said. 
"Shut up." Morgan poked Russell in the chest. "You stink, Russell. What are, you a queer or 

somethin'?" 
Russell swung at him, missing again. Morgan started to hit back, but Phillips grabbed his arm and 

pulled him away. Off balance, Morgan fell over backwards in the pine straw. 
"God damn it, what'd ya do that for?" Morgan stood up, his fat shaking with his anger, and 

waddled toward Phillips. "You bastard, Phillips!" 
"Shut up!" Phillips yelled. "Why don't you let him alone, Morgan?" 
"Cause I don't feel like it, Phillips!" Neither noticed that Russell had started his car and was 

backing into the road. Morgan glared at Phillips, his face on fire, voice trembling. 
The car was in the road its headlights stabbing into the woods. Russell thurst his head out the 

window. "You just wait, Morgan! You're going to get it!" Morgan spun, shaking his first as Russell 
shifted gears and accelerated out of sight, bumping and splashing muddy water to either side. Morgan 
grabbed a dirt clod and sent it hurtling after the car. 

He turned back on Phillips. "You goddam chicken," he said, breathing beer-tobacco odor into 
Phillips' face. "You stupid bastard Phillips, we coulda had some fun with him. What's th' matter with 
you?" 

"Oh, shut up, Morgan!" Phillips started to walk away Morgan grabbed his shoulder, spinning him 
around, and held Phillips upright and shoved his fist into Phillips' flat stomach; Phillips gasped stun¬ 

ned and Morgan threw him away. He stumbled falling backwards, spinning through sharp brush and 
pine needles, finally falling face-down in a big mud puddle at the side of the road. He raised his head, 
gulping air, pain: twisting his stomach, sharp on scraped arms and face; mud dripping in fat gobs from 
his cheeks and neck to plop back into the puddle. 

He dimly heard Morgan's feet walking away; heard the sound of Morgan's engine coughing to life, 
sputtering; gears grinding and tires bumping as Morgan drove out of the hiding place, turned, and 
splashed by. He looked up to see the car go past, and watched its taillights dwindle and finally vanish 
behind the trees. Then the engine noise was gone, too, and he was left with the crickets, chirping 
triumphant, loud all around as he picked himself up from the mud and started walking out. 



On Man and Nature 

Once I saw a peacock with a splendidly feathered rear 
But she folded up her rainbow tail the minute I came near. 
I only wished to look awhile 
And show a child with tender smile 
That nature’s beauty seems so free 
To be observed by you and me 
Though hidden in reality 

I hastened then to fields of green 
The grass grew wild, untouched, serene 
One rose only could I see 
White as only white could be 
Bui' v/hy is only one rose there 
Standing stiffly in the air 
Could only man have planted this 
Or is nature’s hand the cause of it 
I want to take it for awhile 
But the rose fought-back in thorny style 
I realized then when she defended 
Nature’s battle is not yet ended 
The beauty that the world beholds 
Perhaps posterity can unfold. 

Gary Cohen 



OF DUBIOUS PEACE 

I waited for the stars to come out this evening 
But they never showed 
Even the moon only intermittantly glowed 
The clouds just went on rushing by 
The moon advancing through the sky 
And all of this before my eyes 

Are the clouds in battle with the moon 
Perhaps the stars form their own platoon 
And will shine tomorrow in victorious array 
And comfort all that curse the day 

But no! I’m looking far too deep 
The Lord made the heavens and the Earth to keep 
Why should one be against the other 
When in reality they all are brothers 
Conceived the same 
It’s all a game 
They play it well 

Gary Cohen 

TOAST 

Whose essence is mystery, veiled and exquisite, 
The promise whereof is perfection. Or is it? 
Whose charm is unequaled. Whose lure is forever. 
Whose youth is eternal. Whose presence is never. 
Whose beauty is flawless, unblemished by sorrow. 
Whose name is immortal. I give you Tomorrow! 

Margaret Tod Ritter 



The two of us 

Wintry winds we felt 

as we walked 

along the worn-bare path of grass 

with oak and maple trees on either side 

and it was November. 

The leaves on the ground had begun to 

decompose 

and the grass was lifeless and 

old. 

The sky was near overhead and grey. 

Clouds were far off in the distance. 

We heard a few squirrels chatter and 

scurry through brittle branches 

and along the ground groping for food to 

store. 

We didn't see a bird. 

Or a butterfly. 

Wintry winds pushed along. 

All of nature had hidden itself away 

in readiness for the cold. 

Snow and ice. 

And winter wind. 

We walked holding hands. 

Unprepared. 

And 

who cared? 

John Kimball 



Hymn 

Elsewhere, leaves bright from sapflow 

Flutter on the tips of twigs, like pigeons 

Beholding the first hound of morning. 

Gleeful dryads bustle about with bark and branches. 

Blossoms spread their quickening sneeze 

Through acres of sun and silence and seed. 

Crumbling rock walls reek musk and flowers. 

The growth of grasses marks the hours. 

Dreams of lacypleasure feed the fat sun. 

If the end comes near, and the inevitable 

Sits on the palm of your hand 

Brown, quivering, covered with fur, 

Treat it as an old old wineglass, preciously. 

We still survive, bursting with the flavor of the moon, 

Wreathed with halos shaped from the sound of stars! 

We still survive! 

O sing the tree, the branchy tree, 

As real as ripe, in time, as plane as we. 

Skyward rearing, boldly bearing 

The secret of the shroud. The shroud is tearing! 

Thunder bolder than a demon’s daring 

Rules the world’s vibration. 

Let us lift the new libation 

Watered wine, in exaltation 

To the salvation of the mind, 

So long uncombined. 

Steve Davies 



To Afternoon Music No. 2 

surely in all the logic of the world 

that illustrious well-thought-out 

stuff 

some man in his deep thoughts 

and chairs 

has said 

why I can sit across a small room 

from you 

and write something like this 

something not at all logical 

something puny 

poetry? 

about you for you to you 

when with chosen contractions 

in particular places 

I could without logic or 

perhaps even poetry 

move to somewhere across a small room 

to you in your sounds 

but I would want to carry some message 

of course I’m not enough 

alone 

Ed Harrison 



heads 

My sister and I 

must have fallen on 

our respective heads 

at early and tender ages. 

We seldom make sense 

or order except when hard-pushed 

as by a hard surface on which 

one falls and hits 

one’s respective head 

at an early and tender age. 

Just ask us. 

Ed Harrison 

To Sharon on the Occasion of Her Smile 

That tall girl who swims always in a 

Sea of Sadness- 

she was petting fondling 

the large and shaggy black dog 

in the afternoon sunset 

“all you want is a” and she 

patted the black dog’s chest 

and smiled eyes and all 

The tide if it goes out at sunset 
unveils glistening sands, diamonds through and 

through, stars, eyes 

She smiled eyes and all 

Ed Harrison 



fairytale/for carla and don 

from the land of white beaches she came 

hand in hand with a teacher of letters 

who implied that she was only together with herself 

in the still-covered wealth of the 

Spanish name the Spanish main 

the numbing strain of wanting to 

open her doors to the haunting blue 

fountain of youth river of truth 

the quiet refrain of 

someone touch me 

he came maybe from the swamps and pine trees 

coming to play in the sand to find a better 

side of himself, in white armor on a stallion of star-flung night 

he sought a lover quietly in the 

full-moon’s shadows the soft tune’s meadows 

not really knowing that they were 

only the doors to the soft brown earth 

the smiling first moment of mutual worth 

the candlelight glow of 

someone has touched me 

dreams are fine 

and so is starshine 

for together maybe they can bring 

every Spanish maiden 

and pine tree knight 

a song to sing 

together maybe then they can bring 

two people to touching 

they left definitely for the hills 

to wander together touching for a while 

over the meadows and sand in the 

knowing smile of the bay 

indefinitely to stay in the 

castle walls despite the lonely halls 

and the merchant’s call of come and buy 

they will live together knowing why 

the hawkers cry and the bidders sigh 

somehow seeing all people want 

someone to touch me . . 
m smith 



sunset and your bells 

smokefilled room 
through the gloom 
sinks the tune 
of your bells 
jingling windchimes 
tingling thin times 
of trance-thrown eyes 
a sudden funeral knell 

reaching out 
teaching how 
to go about 
making love to a tree 
taking of the leaves 
rustling brown seas 
mother nature shouts 
quiet she’s asleep 

melaine 
open your eyes 
let me see 
your real disguise 
here we’re free 
while our clothes dry 

blue water shines 
the moon in a line 
with a friend of mine 
and her lover 
here we are 
the evening star 
isn’t far above 
isn’t florida love? 



Lovesong 

Robert Blake 

Maureen could look pretty impressive with very little effort—with her straight blond hair curling at 
the shoulders, her friendly blue eyes, her dimpled pre-college smile, and with a blue dress, she was as 
appropriately harmonious as the Swedish flag: a popular cheerleader type, the type one likes to be 
seen talking to. But she had more than a graceful and stellar appearance; she had a smiling presence 
and a certain unplanned realness. And although she had a very pleasing five foot four figure, one was 
hit at first meeting more by a conquering amicability than a jealously-kept sexiness. The popular status 
she gained in high school more than lingered at the state university, and her physical beauty and quiet, 
intoxicating enthusiasm were even rather well accepted credentials for shorts encounters with the 
college sophisticates. But although she was intelligent and avidly stylish, she lacked something in the 
latter associations. 

The floral shop was located on a corner of two shaded, Victorian-looking streets of a small town 
enclave in a suburban sprawl. A young man, wearing conservatively checked wool pants and a rather 
preppy expression of simultaneous boyishness and extreme self-confidence, turned the corner from 
the side street, running along the left side of the floral shop, and approached the door of the shop, 
while thinking of his date with Maureen for that evening's party of his college group at Norman 
Thomas House: Maureen was a product of the suburban beauty pageant school of thought and not 
exactly up to the intellectual par of the group or their dates, but she was beautiful—certainly that 
would be appreciated—and that should compensate for her gaps of silence during the introductory chit 
chat. After dropping assorted comments on the brainlessness of some bestseller or of Broadway this 
season, everyone could relax over a scotch (although Maureen hated scotch and probably whiskey 
sours too) without too much threat of further Michelangelic recitations aux polysyllables. After 
this trialsome prologue, the party could begin. 

He thought of that botany-minded freak whom he blind dated for the Christmas affair. He 
shuddered: the whole thing was almost embarrassing. But Maureen would be a hit. 

Entering the shop, which was quite small for the amount of flowers, he looked rather mapped out 
in his matching pants and vest suit and his long (though very unbohemian), well-placed, light brown 
hair, but he lit up a sudden wry smile across his face as he saw what was apparently the shopmistress 
leaning over to cut the bud off a potted rose plant. At the sound of the door, she stood up, giving 
more definition to her loosely fitting pale blue and white patterned cotton dress, and turned toward 
her customer with—for some reason—a face of surprise. Her iron gray hair and the lines under her eyes 
gave her a grandmaternal visage. Her steely eyes were friendly but in a fatigued sort of way. 

For over two years, her life had consisted of babying her flowers. Two years and six months ago, 
she received the telegram telling of her son's death in the war; three months later, her husband died, 
leaving her alone. For the many months since, she suffered in lineliness with a pain augmented by the 
memory of her husband's bitterness at losing his only child, a bitterness which added an 
unconquerable feeling of guilt to her misery. 

"Hello.'' 
"I called earlier for a white orchid," he said with slightly raised eyebrows. He realized that an 

orchid for tonight's affair was not exactly appropriate; in fact it wasn't: but why not show her what 
life is like outside State U? "The name's Pendleton " 

"Oh yes..." she replied and then hesitated He noticed in the center of her cheek a bead of blood 
apparently not coming from a scratch but just a sore. Suppressing a grimace, he turned his head and 



tried to look casually at one of the many pots of chrysanthemums on the floor. Embarrassed, she 
raised her hand with a shakey motion and placed it half-cupped on her cheek as if in an informal 
conversation pose. "It's...just about ready." 

Turning toward the glass-doored refrigerator behind her, she wiped away the bleed with her hand. 
When she resumed her position behind the counter facing her customer, she offered a fresh smile and 
held before him the flower. Her motions were those of a slow and unsteady grandmother. 

"Beautiful," he commented very flatly. 
"Yes, isn't it?" she said reaching under the counter for some green tissue paper. 
"You go to school?" she inquired even though the answer was obvious. 
He told her where he went: some Ivy League sounding place which the woman could not have 

recalled five minutes later. 
"Oh, a grand place." 
"Yes, grand ” he replied almost tauntingly 
"Well, you're out tonight for a party?" she observed—again rhetorically—with a somewhat high 

inflected voice. 
"Yes." 
She waited a silent moment. 
"How much does this come to?" he asked rather impatiently as she finished packing the flower in 

the box. 
"Six ninety-two." That was much less than he had expected 
He gave her a twenty and while waiting for the change, picked up the pencil on the counter and 

twirled it for a few seconds but quickly put it down as she handed him the money. 

"Well...have fun...'wish..." The following second of silence seemed awkwardly long because the old 
lady's lips indicated a further comment, and yet she just stood saying nothing. 

"Thank you." Although impatient with her, he managed to maintain the low pitch in his voice. 
As he walked from he counter, he reflected the thoughts of the evening ahead with a smile, a 

straightened spine, and an impuslive pat to the hair on his forehead. He liked the thought of taking 
Maureen to the group's party He saw her in the blue dress with the white orchid...she would be a hit; 
he knew it. 

The lady watched him leave and then stood alone in the shop, now silent like a house in the 
morning after everyone has left for work. Feeling again a drop of blood forming on her cheek, she 
broke her reverie to glance under the register to find a kleenex. 

A few seconds later, the lady careful not to brush against the potted chrysanthemums on the 
floor, walked to the door and then outside with deliberate speed. 

The street was empty She first glanced one way, down the street as it ran past the stopsign facing 
the side street, and then peered in the opposite direction. With small quick steps, she went out into the 
street, into the dark patch of shade in front of the shop, and long and earnestly followed the street 
again to the right of the shopfront. 

From the side street, the mustang suddenly raced around the corner with no hesitation for the 
stopsign and continued to accelerate into the shade. 



Ahead lies an archway 

Of neon lamp-poles 

Guiding me to a city 

But I shan’t be stopping 

Being too much of the road; 

There’s half of the night 

And a dawn to go. 

Down the streets 

Under the stop lights 

Up building-packed hills 

Out again, on the asphalt river 

Slithering over the curving land. 

All is a solitude that rings 

The collar of pride. 

With each shaking 

Society’s hold is weakened 

Skins of pretense are shed 

The sleep of the world comes 

One turns mythic, 

Fusing with the motion, car, and road 

Rolling on to the south 

Blown up against the counter 

Of an all-night diner 

The disgarded people of life 

Crumpled and pale 

From one more of many nights 

Regard your arrival 

Ashamed at being found 

Hostile for the intrusion 

It is so easy to read each 

As you sit with your coffee 

Observing and comprehending 

At a time when stories 

Cannot be concealed 

Daniel H. Donovan 



The bastioned cynic sits 

Waiting in isolation 

For death to come his way. 

Across a desk six by four 

He deals with the facts 

And only talks in the law. 

I cross mountains, islands, rocks 

I talk serpent, speaking lies 

Trading bartered, monger wares 

With the creatures of the wood 

I prey on them with deceit 

And earn my dues of fear 

The lands I blight with salt 

As black birds flocking, follow. 

Sitting round the stove 

Trying to keep warm 

Some are telling stories 

To pass the time along 

But it all goes so slowly 

My eyes begin to close 

And I feel that I know 

The sleep is coming on. 

Daniel H. Donovan 



MY MOTHER IS A FISH 

I keep her in a goldfish bowl. 

She sings aquatic songs; 

Plaintive she complains: 

A musical carp. 

Waves: as in all seas, 

Waves as time passing 

And time sucking back 

Burdened 

Contiguous waves from all coasts 

To all beaches 

The constant racket of the moon. 

She cannot reach the moon 

From her encapsulating sphere 

But being bowled she feels the moon, 

Its pull 

The sway of time 

And stars’ catastrophes; 

And her own glassy embowlment. 

That she is not alone 

In being bowled alone, she sees, 

For though the water is clouded, 

The glass is clear, 

And the moon moves separate tides together. 

Burke Davis III 
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CONTINENTAL DINING 

1213 EAST FRANKLIN STREET CHAPEL HILL, N. C. 
Open 5:30-10:30 PM 

For Reservations Call 942-2266 

Closed Sunday 



OPEN 5 P.M. TIL MIGNIGHT 

'1004 W, Main St. — Prey Parking is« Rear T<-3 602-9663 

Something New 

The Stein Club — Join Now 

1. Own your own Siein 

2. Discount on Evening Meals 

3. Special Charge Account 

This is one Club yon con save 
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STOP-OFF 

By James Wise 

The cork plopped into the lake, trailing near-invisible line that drifted on the wind and 
wafted with luxuriant slowness to the green water. Ripples spread from the cork.tossing 
the line and bits of scum and a school of fall-yellow leaves floating motionless where the 
last gust had carried them, waiting now for another breeze to send them off in some other 
way, silhouetted on the glare made by sun striking low through the trees across the lake, 

rising-falling-rising as the wavelets expanded and passed. 
He spun the reel handle one time, hard, and sat back on his heels watching the cork 

and squinting into the sun. One of the bream gave a final jerk on the stringer, stirring 
water made briefly brown with blood and disturbed sediment. He reeled the line in a bit 
more, the cork abruptly submerging then reappearing to resume its lopsided float, the line 
for a moment taut, water springing off in glistening drops, then relaxing as the cork 
drifted closer to the bank. He shifted his weight, his shoes sliding in the mud so that he 
nearly fell over backwards. He grabbed out instinctively with his right hand, found a 
patch of dry clay were water had not reached; his feet sank in the mud, anchoring 
themselves. Steadied, he pushed himself up and stood, squinting at the still cork. He 
sighed and spat into the water, and brought the line all the way in. 

Something had been interested; half of the thin cricket dangled from the hook. He 
held the hook up, scowling, and flicked what was left of the bait into the water. Shielding 
his eyes, he looked across the water at the trees, golden glory in fading sunlight, 
contemplating another cast; but it was late, even through the trees he could pick out the 
fat red disk sitting partially below the horizon, flickering through branches waving, 
tossing dry leaves in the sudden gust which had come up from somewhere and threw chill 
into his face, tossing his hair back and bringing tears that stung in the cold. He ducked his 
head out of the full blow, wiping his eyes on his sleeve, and plucked the stringer out of 
the water. It came, dripping, four bream hanging by their gills, limp, eyes and mouths 
stupidly gaping, their scales reflecting-points of brilliance as they swung and twirled in the 
sunlight. Reward, for three hours squatting here on the mud bank, swatting at gnats and 
dabbing at sweat brought out by even this late-autumn sun, squinting against the glare 
until his eyes literally ached watching the cork for some sign of life underwater; slowly 
spun, water beads flipping off, dangling on the dirty-white cord. He balked at the thought 
of cleaning them; making a mess and killing time over four fish which would probably get 
lost in a wet confusion of scales, bones, and heads, and which were big enough for 
perhaps four mouthfuls apiece. He could just give them to Elnora, whose big black face 
would light up and yellow eyes go wide and she would say, “Oh, thank you Mist' Joe! 
Oh, dese is nice ones! We have dese faw suppah to-marrah1” and wrap them in newspapers 
and put them away to take home. One time it would have been something to look 
forward to, after spending an afternoon watching his father with John Spender and Mr. 
Powell sitting sometimes on the bank, sometimes in the boat, talking crops or lumber or 
football, suddenly one caught in a spasm of action, jerking back on his pole, the line 
drawn tight, out in the lake a fish jumping, thrashing, brought frantic out of the water 
and the stringer passed through its gill; to go running across twilit fields ripe with summer 
cotton up the back steps into the kitchen and exclaim, “I brought you a fish, Elnora!” 
and watch the face, old even then, spread into a smile and hear again, “Ooh, dat a big ‘un! 
Thank you, suh!” and feel what he learned later was pride; he had not caught it, later he 
would catch them and catch a lot of them, but then it was still his gift and his thanks, and 



his role in the day. One time it was, this time it would be something to do with what he 
had caught, reeled in and strung, mesmerized by the stillness and cold, the steady rippling 
motion of lake water dulling thought, drowning memory, senses dead except for that bit , 
focused on the cork; this time there would be no pride; Mr. Powell lay in a box under six 
feet of red clay, John Spender was probably drunk at the VFW Club, his father would be 
sitting in his rocking chair on the front porch, watching gloaming creep over the pines and 
oaks on the front lawn and wash up to envelop him and this time he was alone, feeling 
fatigue oozing through his limbs as he stood, ache in his legs and back as he began to 
walk, the sore hollowness returning to his chest and throat when he looked up and away 
and the spell of the lake and woods was broken. 

The stringer wrapped around his hand, the fish swung with his motion, slapping his leg, 
bouncing off to fall back again, the back spines sometimes catching in his britches leg and 
pricking his skin. He walked along the bank, keeping to the solid strip back from the 
water where the footing was better and there was no undergrowth in his way. The narrow 
clay beach stretched a quarter of the way around the lake in front of him, terminating at 
a stubby peninsula thick with young pine trees and high weeds which hid the old 
boathouse from view. His father had told him that it was still there, but locked up and 
the keys lost; anyway, the docks and boats, which he remembered new, smelling of paint 
and sap, were long unused and probably rotted through, and the building itself likely 
infested with snakes. He jerked to a halt at some rustling in the brush along the bank, 
expecting next to hear the buzz of a rattler; there was brief quiet, then more rustling and 

he saw a rabbit bounding off in a grey blur. He kicked a dirt clod into the water and went 
on. 

The road came down to the lake, the twin red tracks abruptly cut off by the edge of 
the grey-green. Grass grew high in the center, yellow and dusty, a wide strip separating 
the wheel ruts of rock-strewn clay that rose sharply to mount the low hill along the 
lakeside, then disappeared into the gully, then appeared again a hundred yards farther on 
topping the next hill before spilling into the cotton field beyond. Trees, pine-oak-hickory, 
grew close on either side of the road, the ground thick with weeds and brush. Dusk lay 
heavy in the woods, shadows stretching long but lost in the general grey, twining and 
blending and flowing as wind tossed branches overhead, stark against the purpling sky. 
The wind was at his back after he turned intq the road, it came across the lake announced 
by the lapping of wavelets on the bank then invaded the woods with thrashing and sighing 
of boughs and sharp crackling as leaves were blown to earth. 

He walked slowly, almost shuffling, at each step raising dust which hung in the air then 
sifted down to settle on the track. The rod bobbed with his gait, the cork bouncing as if it 
floated on distrurbed water, the fish a third partner, swimming, slapping, spinning on 
their string, in a formless dance to the rhythm of his walk. He was over the first rise, then 
abruptly in deeper gloom, the sun blocked out by the hill and trees behind, the gully 
hung in dusty grey, the trees thickening along the now-dry watercourse leading from the 
spillway, leaves lying undisturbed over the road, thick and brown and moist carpet, 
residue of many autumns, lying mixed with pine straw and underbrush about the trees, 
partially covering one pine which had been broken in a storm and had lain rotting into 
the earth as that earth reclaimed its own. His feet found their own way; they knew the 
road, every twist and pothole, rain channel and rock, from hazy summer evenings running 
ahead of the others, clutching the fish tight so it would not be dropped and spoilt with 
dirt covering the bright scales, from fall afternoons walking slow with his parents, caught 
up in the wonderland of red and gold under a sky clear and deep, deep blue, from a 
winter morning of stumbling and sliding in snow, scrambling up the hill to stand in 
confused delight seeing the lake no longer deep rippling green but solid, bluish calm, 
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petrified between eye-dazzling white; and from that Thanksgiving, not very but too-long 
ago, walking under bare branches and leaden sky, cracking leaves and twigs underfoot, the 
air cold but he not feeling it, numb to it with the warmth of her, huddled close under his 
arm, enveloping them in the moment and tinging the memory with a blurring but 
protecting golden haze. The warmth hung in his head as the tightness grew in his throat; 
he coughed and spat, trying to clear it, but it made no difference. What constricted his 
throat, made his chest an aching cavity, was no simple congestion and lay beyond 
remedy; he breathed deeply of the cold evening air, almost choking on it, looking up the 
road toward the next summit, where sky made a blue cleft in the blackness of the woods. 
The fish on his left hand, the rod and tackle box in his right, weighed heavy; the fatigue 
was sharp in his back, his shoulders slumped at the thought of the climb before him and 
the winding length of road after that leading into the back yard. He mumbled a curse of 
resignation and shuffled forward, holding his eyes on the slice of blue ahead. 

The hill was longer now; on a summer morning it had been short, running down from 
the house ecstatic in summer freedom, sometimes alone, sometimes with others, running, 
exploring; celebration of rebirth in the dew-damp wilderness at the bottom of the gully, 
crawling in green branches not daring to look down until secure on the firm boards nailed 
between two gnarled boughs of an ancient oak, feeling warm wind, hearing it blow the 
trees and canvas walls, drinking sun and believing whatever suited the moment. They were 
Indians, standing lookout in the tree for intruders; and Time fell away and it was all new 
and fresh, untouched and unknown, he and they the first to probe and discover, and revel 
in newness of a captured frog or the smell of earth and growing things or a secret place 
hiding unknown monsters; and they were hunters, parting underbrush, peering among 
trees, groping together sharing the unspoken fear-thought that something might actually 
be found lurking under the next log or behind the next tree. Lying in the leaf carpet, 
studying the pattern of branches overhead; or, emboldened by numbers or prodded by 
curiosity, creeping up the hill to ponder in silence the mystery of the mossy stones and 
unfamiliar legends in the cemetery at the top, where he stood now in the twilight, fish 
and tackle set down, visions forming and dissipating with the wispy cigarette smoke that 
curled grey from his fingers, writhing in the still-again air. 

"Things just don’t last,” she had said; the catch phrase that covered everything, 
summarized and finalized, simple and all-enclusive. He squatted at the edge of the 
graveyard, blocked out from the woods by a low brick wall and rusting grillework, 
looking from one headstone to another, the oldest ones crazily aslant, thrust out of their 
beds by the roots of a chinaberry tree, the newer ones low and solid, not yet blackended 
by weather and encrusted with lichen. He dug with his left hand and felt wet dirt trickling 
through his fingers, the dirt which his fathers had claimed and won from the forest, 
fought on and died on, fought for and died for, the red men, then the Yankees and their 
retinue, coming and falling away in their turn, and Nature a threat always hanging; the 
dirt which now held them, received their dust into its own, which nurtured the irreverent 
chinaberry tree and the weeds growing rampant, the moss and vines steadily creeping 
toward their eventual triumph, the dirt which was his-his father had told him first when 
he was three, and too young to understand, but repeated it and drilled it until he knew in 
his brain and felt in his heart-which came as birthright, came with his blood and his 
name as it had come to his father and to those before for over century, fed and rooted by 
it, growing with its spirit imbedded deep in them marking and moulding them, holding 
them now forever. He held up a handful of earth and let it sift down, feeling but not 
watching it ooze between his fingers and over his palm; his eyes, half-closed, watched 
another space, where Time had fallen away again and the vision was misty and not wholly 
real. 
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The first time she had said it had been in a haze, of alcohol and drowsy sensuality and 

looking backward even then. She had said it curled in his arm, her head nestled on his 
shoulder, when they sat long into the night on McGinnis’ balcony, huddled, warming each 
other against the cold of late December, their voices very low, indeed superfluous to the 
greater rapport which held them. She had sought him out hours before, when he sat in a 
corner with his glass, not really seeing the pages of the magazine in his lap, and the others 
at the party had swirled around them in peripheral fog until they had moved outside into 
the clear chill and quiet. Her voice seeming disconnected from the warmth and softness 
under his hand, she spoke of the one before, but not long enough before, the one whom 

she had clung to but who had been retaken by the wife he wished to leave and the child 

whom he could never leave; and he held her there and kissed her, feeling her come 
suddenly alive in the long embrace, grasping in return as if to hold onto the life which had 
found her again. 

She had been correct then, that night. The theme reappeared, voiced in late evenings 
and dogwood-hung afternoons, sensed in reflective moments and nights tossing sleepless 
in a dead dormitory room; drilled in as his father had drilled in the land, until he with her 
knew it and felt it, waiting patient for its time as he clung to her through the spring 
waiting for something he knew would come at its own whim. He dug another clump of 
mossy earth and let it flow off his hand. He sensed it present the last night, at the end of 
the term, knowing that there would be no next year when they had said their good-night 
and aloneness closed in, haunting him; confirmation come, in the word of her engagement 
three months later, over three hundred miles of telephone cable and another distance 
beyond the power of electrons to span. 

Gloaming was a smoky grey blanket, descending over the graveyard, sending long 
fingers probing through the trees and beyond them into the cotton field, red hills rising 
dark and waiting to the east, dead black stalks, with a few passed-over tufts of white 
hanging on long after picking time in hot September, stretching in neat rows over the hills 
and through the cuts. A figure appeared silhouetted on a ridge; he stood, inhaling deep on 
the cigarette, the air chilling as the sun fell, cold seeping in through his jacket and tingling 
on his skin, and watched the figure descend the slope, almost lost in the shadow on the 
field but discerned by its motion, crossing right to left toward the cabin at the far edge of 
the field where a plume of smoke and light in a window proclaimed life and warmth and 
supper cooking. This would be Calhoun, Elnora’s youngest boy, headed home to his wife 
and children in the shack where he had been born and where his parents had lived and his 
grandparents before them and back for the century the line bound to the land in soul if 
not in law, they in the land and the land in them as firmly as it was in the white men they 
served; Calhoun carried on the tie, his brothers scattered to Atlanta and New Orleans and 
Detroit, as one of his sons would remain after him, after he was laid with his fathers as 
the white men were laid with theirs and the earth erased all distinctions from the dust. 
Calhoun picked his way through the plants, night settling rapidly, enclosing him and the 
field and the graveyard where he stood watching, chain smoking, even after Calhoun had 

passed out of view behind a hill. 
He had returned to Athens in the fall, the place now a soulless shell, familiarity 

rubbing him callused and numb, functioning as directed, drifting and hardly noticing 
seasons passing while he closed back into himself. The truth of her slogan recurred, 
stronger each time, with the sale of part of the property, with his mother’s death in 
January, with the sudden realization, one night lost in Platonic dialogue, of creeping age 
and the fact of childhood done forever, and with her return, divorced, at the beginning of 
the summer quarter to pick up pieces and find another sanctuary. 

She had voiced it, shrugging, finally after five months willingjojemember; walking 
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together but on opposite sides of an intangible wall which she would not and he dared 
not, yet, attempt to cross. The sunset pink and golden, glorious on cotton-boll clouds, on 
a crackling early October afternoon when the first fallen leaves lay ray on lawns and 
walks, she talked and he had listened, quiet, until she had said, “Things just don’t last” 
and something inside him had rebelled and denied, demanding that for once it not be 
true. He had believed, and, his certainty contagious, she had been caught up in it, and it 
had carried and bolstered them through the year following and on into their marriage 
until, patient, inevitable, the fact ghostlike reappeared and makebelieve dissolved. 

Cigarette smoke rose like a phantom dancer mocking him and he threw the butt onto 
the road. She would not return this time; she had left without a word when the divorce 
was final, going some-no-one-knew-where for the next stand. And he had come here, 
knowing that his own next times were over and that the land awaited him as it would 
forever wait for the son he would not have. He threw the last grains of dirt on his hand at 
one of the headstones, hearing it brush there and sprinkle among the weeds. Nothing did 
last; again he felt Time working and the land was calling as it had called and received all 
the others. Tomorrow he would begin picking up his own pieces, return to his job and 
move into the smaller apartment, and wait for the time when he would come back home 
for good. He looked for a long moment at the marker on his great-great-grandfather’s 
grave, the oldest one, of the man who had come up from the coast and taken this land to 
be finally taken by it; the marker was almost black, and a vine had found its way around 
the base and up the side. He reflected on the wisdom she had left with him, which he 
would not put off again, watching the vine’s leaves sway as the wind came up. He picked 
up the fish and tackle and stood looking for a second longer, first at the grave, then out at 
the field; he kicked a rock, which sailed out of the plot crashing into the dry leaves 

beyond, and jumped down into the road. 



Poem poem; 
some kind of funky mirror 

Sidewalk sewer. 
Is an image embossed like a seal, 
a watermark in your mind? 
What do you see? 
I'll tell you how it came. 
I walked and thought lost, felt empty, 
wanted to write a poem to tell you, 
so first I picked those words. 
How do you say you’re lost? 
Well, that tree over there in my head 
stands alone in a field. 
I can gnarl the tree and show it desolate, 
forsake it with dry and mournful words; 
then you see something. Here: 

Upon a later plain, 
burnt out with summer, 
one scar of living, 
more like a fossil than a tree 
is wasted. 

What’s it to you? 
Do you identify with my metaphor; 
I’m telling you it’s a metaphor. 
Go and fit meanings to it; 
string it with popcorn necklaces 
and hang colorful glass balls from its branches, 
make it your own, you do. 
Perhaps that’s not it, 
the tree and the plain. 
Perhaps it’s something gruesome- 
a rat bitten child; 
maybe it’s pleasantly melancholic, poetic- 
an empty old net-of-the wind barn; 
or it’s corny - 
a nightingale 
See these in your mind. 
I might have done better taking a photograph of myself; 
high contrast black and white, very grainy, 
a forsaken expression on my chemically reproduced face. 
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But I said, “Sidewalk sewer"; 

a somewhat redundant alliteration, two trochees 

The image could be part of a larger one- 

it could be spouting steam at night over rainshined cobblestones 

in an old world city. 

It could be flooded, or stopped, 

or full of all the rubber balls you lost as a kid. 

Anything I don’t say, it is, 

and even then, not the same as I see and say. 

You see, I am what you think; 

I in my mind doesn’t matter to you. 

And you are the bearers of the eyes that read this page. 

I can't see you. 

It should be like a whorehouse mirror, 

you know, a one way job 

where you intrude in a scene 

and get your catharsis from interpreting 

what sights you can't help see plain and obnoxious. 

You think, you thought all along 
that you were looking through that mirror 
seeing someone else do it, didn’t you? 
Well, your eyes were watching your mind. 
Some kind of funky mirror, huh? 
I haven’t told you anything. 

Andy Berlin 
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Pig’s Head 

How we loved to be pirates and to play in meadows 

Even if the snow gave you a blanket of scarfs 

You were always kind enough to find a spot of fur 

Where I could nestle my head. 

Feeding the grain and a circle of corn stalks, 

Wisps of nuisance and the taste of your shadow. 

I looked for you in an alley while I waited with desire. 

I was sure today was the last day of rituals. 

You were going to submit to a trance 

And afterward you would cover your vagina 

With a host and a chalice. 

You were a scene and a view of constant nakedness. 

I could be relatively sure that a bumblebee 

Would land on your breast, 

The afternoon of the gentle auction. 

How we loved the breakfast of locust winds and ambrosia. 

Whenever the noises broke the glass shutters 

You were always aside to find security 

Holding the feet of golden monkeys. 

Scrapping your womb and a momentary river of blood, 

Flashes of pain and the tart bite of freezing. 

I was aware that gestation is forever as I expected depression. 

I became confused as the second hand stole your grace. 

You refused it enchantment 

And withdrew it exploding the present of sound 

before nave and congregation. 

You were grease and glue covering your midriff. 

I was uncertain whether you had been silences 

Or serene, 

That morning at the market. 

A.McTighe 
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Invisibility 

Today I feel the sun low within our lives, 

and yet I see no long cast shadows. 

Are we so withered as to block out nothing; 

are we parched by that we chased? 

Mary, I believe that if you were to hold me, 

your arms would close on almost nothing. 

I think you notice me as a different shadow, 

cast dim in the past of your mind. 

In now, we have been stretched; 

dried like jerky. 

This evening or another, 

(wait, for we’d want a nightfall 

both complete and undramatic) 

at sunset, you’ll not see me. 

Andy Berlin 



Bluetip Woman 

Old bluetip woman, 

you bother all my visions; 

you talk of besting stars, well 

that’s no brilliance when there’s sunlight. 

This flameproof room may have its mirrors, 

but your sight is not your fire. 

You’ve got to touch somebody 

who will enter your combustion, 

who will burn with you tomorrow 

and savor self destruction. 

Andy Berlin 
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Noontime 

I sleep whenever 

I get the chance, 

what a drag, 

pulling the boredom 

off my head, 

opening my eyes at noon, 

going to sleep for another day. 

“Today really can be: 

the first day in the rest of your life," 

blurted 

blurted the radio promising 5/4%. 

What I want to know radioman, 

is tomorrow going to be the second? 

Wynn Randy Schwartz 



Waiting to Come Down; Cause I was 

There are moments: 

bright bursts like the sudden green cast 

of the sun, 

low on the sky through trees, 

when everything is clear 

sharpened and understood, 

and complete 

and false, 

making you feel so good 

understanding all and nothing. 

Someday when I know the music 

I’ll write a song. 

Now I just dig the confusion, 

I’m not going crazy, 

I’m just a little bored with the scene. 

I don’t want to go back 

don’t want to 

won't, 
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so I'll just scratch any cat’s belly 

that happens to come along 

and hope for 

one 

long 

completely together 

purr. 

Wynn Randy Schwartz 



"Poem” 

Prologue 

Sun-shafts stream warm 

over the skeletal city, 

and it murmurs, 

yawns, 

rolls over on its side 

and falls, again, 

asleep. 

I. 
Between the bones of the city, 

in the full belly of the city, 

a heart beats from a homely pocket 

and pumps life to a dishevelled head. 

The pocket is empty 

except for the heart, 

pulsing useless blood 

to a gnawing central abyss. 

II. 

Hurrying down the street: 

‘‘sleep, dawn. 

work, yawn. 

catch the bus. 

weekday rush. 

coffee, coffee...” 

III. 

Eye meets eye, 

crossing the worlds 

as a silver eagle shatters the pavement 

and waits, calmly gleaming, 

for a possessor. 
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IV. 
Thick hands grasp the bird, 

and place it in a fabric cage 

soon the man is gone. 

V. 

But,I, 
who look at other things; 

I, who wonder of other things.... 

I wonder what might have been, 

what might have been. 

Susan Tifft 



THE OoSPHERE 

She sits on a straight-back chair, there, 

With cup on suspended saucer... 

She waits for a step on the stair, 

With her fingers assures her hair, 

The black chignon a gloss. Her 

Days like the years are still bare; 

The hours like a serpent slide by; 

Chopin, once a friend, brings a sigh. 

Soon dusk will be here-she'll toss her 

Robe with a tear to the cold floor 

And silently lock the old door, 

And dream the dry sleep and will die. 

D.H. Madsen 
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Apt.; no. 2 

Sun’s sunshadow stale and tired 

Hours filter crusty lace 

Inside the Greystone, Thirties sired 

Rusting days, trusting face 

Liquid seconds elongated 

Erdgeist breast satiated 

Younger I than truth would say. 

“Ah, come again again and stay.” 

Wet the white but dirty tiles 

Hide the child from cancers 

Innovate the rancid smiles 

Titillate the dancers 

Even Eve did stop to pray when she knew the answers. 

D.H. Madsen 



THE EMPRESS 

“...je suis l’omnipotente! 

When you’ve killed the unicorn, 

When you start the dance; 

Drink the venom from the horn, 

Try to stop the chants! 

Feel the burning sable blood 

Rush into the breast; 

Hear the coming of the flood 

In its black hair tressed 

With gold and rivulets of chains: 

Tyranny’s dark crest... 

See her disperse the dole of pain: 

Try now to protest. 

Execrate the supine access 

While you make the thrust; 

Desecrate the pulpy recess- 

Retire with disgust; 

Kneel to Girce and invade her, 

Heed your master's call; 

Make of your mouth the sepulcher: 

There the worm will crawl. 

Now spit out the icy venom 

Running through your veins-- 

You cannot; it is the plenum 

That over you reigns. 

D.H. Madsen 



ANSWERING PAST LAKE WATER 
19 

Michael J. Matros 

When sand was a more prominent feature than the grass that now spread over the 
hundred yards of open terrain on the east shore of the lake, Cherokee Hill people called it 
a beach. Not far from the shore, a raft, about twenty feet square, still struggled against 
the pull of the water where it started to become deep. One of the raft’s flotation barrels 
had rusted through and filled, leaving that corner covered with mud-green water. Under a 
half-grown moon two naked figures lay face-down on the raft, dark against the white 
paint remaining after four years of erosion. The girl's chin rested on her crossed wrists as 
she stared at the sunken corner almost level with her eyes. Her companion was inches 
away, also facing downhill toward his hand that slowly swirled the inch of water on the 
boards, water so cold that these two swimmers had pulled themselves to the raft’s dryness 
hard enough to leave them breathless as they first lay on their backs and then rolled over 
to be closer, warmer. 

“The wind’s not so bad once you get dried off.” The girl said this, placing her cheek 
where her chin had been and turning half-open eyes to see the side of the other’s face. 

He lay still for a moment looking at his hand through the wet hair over his eyes. Then 
he answered, “No, it’s not.” He seemed mermerized by the water’s rippling over the raft 
in front of him, and when she lay an arm across his back and said, “David, I love you,” he 
could only respond automatically, feeling nothing but his chin digging into the back of 
the hand that supported it. “I love you, Jane.” His eyes did not move. The water was 
fascinating. 

She rolled over and shifted her body to be again within inches of his. “It’s beautiful, 
isn’t it?” 

Still no movement but the hand in the coolness of the water. "Yeah. It really is.” He 
lifted a finger from the liquid and, when the first drop formed on its tip, he lowered it to 
the surface, watching that insignificant portion merge back into its source. 

The girl needed a response. Turning on her side, she replaced her right hand on his 
shoulder and pressed herself against his hip. “I wish Daddy would let me go with you. I 
could get a job in town. And an apartment somewhere. You could say there with me. I’d 
let you study and all that. I just want to be near you.” 

“Your father’s not going to let you do something like that,” he said deliberately, 
impatiently. 

“I don’t care. There’s no reason I can’t go anyway. I don’t need him for money 
anymore. I could live on what I make now at Lenny’s if I wanted to. Don’t you think I 
could get a job?” 

“That’s not the point.” The boy was now on his side, facing her. “You can’t leave 
your family. Anyway, it might not be so bad. I’ll be able to get home now and then. But 
you can’t just leave home like that.” 

“Yes, I can. Daddy’d understand. It’s not like he doesn’t approve of us." 
"Look, we’ve already talked about it over and over. All right?" 
“All right, all right.” She turned her body against the raft. Spumed, she pouted, not 

angrily, but hurt, waiting for an apology or a caress, afraid it wouldn’t come. 
The boy rose and stepped to the opposite corner of the raft where it jutted into the air 

like a prow. He sprang twice on his toes. With delayed action the corner rose under his 
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feet and pushed him into a high, narrow parabola. The second of anticipation gave way to 
infusing, utter cold, and he stayed under the surface, relishing his purgation, propelling 
himself with rapid bursts away from the beach and the raft until his lungs ached and he 
broke the surface. A bullfrog, grown husky over the summer, bellowed a call a hundred 
feet in front of him at the edge of the isolated bank that climbed suddenly from the 
water into a darkness of trees, a forest stretching over the hill and back for miles over 
other hills, protecting the single narrow stream that fed the lake. 

He made for the bank, alternately on his side and back, growing breathless from the 
cold. A few yards out he touched a foot onto the mud bottom and felt it sink up to the 
ankle. Struggling rapidly to the edge, he grabbed a sapling and pulled himself into the 
thick growth that enwrapped him as soon as his feet touched the solid earth. He was 
unable to stand; the branches offered no clearance. Wild strawberry leaves clung to the 
ground, transmitting the earth's coldness to his feet. He started to climb. Low branches 
scratched along his legs and body as he bent them, pointing them toward where he 
struggled until they were suddenly released as he surpassed their reach and felt more 
stings from the live, gouging fingers. 

His nakedness was painful, but the climb shared the invigoration of his swimming. He 
groped quicker and quicker through the thickness, finding only one opening at a time and 
rushing through it immediately, instinctively, like a confident fox eluding the pack. When 
he reached the hill’s summit, he stopped. Below him, through less dense growth, the 
stream ran maniacally, searching for the lake. He could see the path of the flow, but, 
more, he heard its rush drowning the noise of insects hidden in the undergrowth. 
Running, slipping down the slope through the entanglements, he narrowly stopped at the 
stream’s edge. The bank leveled at the bottom into a sand plateau that stretched at one 
point into the water’s onslaught which it forced into a bottleneck against the opposite 
shore. The boy stopped onto the sand and stooped to whirl his hand in the current. He 
rescued brown waterlogged leaves and rubbed them slowly over his chest, feeling their 
cool against his sweating skin. Turning, he saw downstream some rapids where the water 
glazed the rounded, jutting rocks and boulders. He lurched toward them, feeling the 

exhilarating cold on his feet, until he reached them and kicked an unseen rock that 

tripped him face-down onto the water and the hard, irregular mosaic of stones. 
His head jerked sideways and he gasped as he began to push himself up. Then he 

stopped and let himself slowly back into the water. As the pain came his muscles 
tightened. His face had fallen into a small crevice and escaped with scratches on the 
cheeks and forehead, but the cold intensified these injuries, and his breath pounded from 

him left him sprawled helpless on the rocks. 

It was quieter now. The rushing noise had become a tamer gurgle as it caressed him 
where he lay regaining his breath. Slowly he turned over and found a hollow for his back 
and a flat rock where he could rest his head on his hands. Through his feet he saw the 
sand plateau and, upstream, the branches curving into the stream where they jerked 
erratically in the flow. The hills on both sides were still and black, and the sky reached 
down to fill the night. 
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Seascape 

The dawn breaks over the trackless sand 

And a seagull lifts its voice to the wind. 

We have come here often, you and I, 

To watch the sun paint the far-off horizon 

With hues of red ans and gold; 

But somehow this time is different, 

Somehow the music in your eu eyes 

Was never so sweet as now, 

And the glistening cascade of hair 

Upon your shoulders never so lovely. 

We gaze in silence at the beauty of the sea; 

Your hand holds mine as silently we tell of our love. 

And in all the world nothong exists nothing 

But us and the sapphire sea. 

J.R. Ferguson 



22 Two Plus One Equals One Plus One Plus One 

Two, two days, the trip, 

passing friends, passed by. 

The road falls forward 

strained with the rigour of thought; 

longer stretches spent-How? 

freewheeling, unthinking, 

interminable. The mind refuses 

to land on any point, 

yet one scene is caught 
in this photograph, developing: 

first, vague shades oscillate 

tighter, tighter, lines form, 

run into others, there are areas 

where there are no lines-light! 

a tree, a shack, an animal-horse! 

fence, the dirt road, chickens, 

the open door in the center which is 

forever open, because no one 

comes out into this world 

to close it. we stood half-way down 

that poor drive, camera ready 

(photos of people was the idea) 

but then, the man! 

lingering, afraid, I waved, said "Hi!”, 

as we turned, 

ashamed, two backs framed 

in his dooryard, one old man 

of the mountains saw what it was 

we were afraid to see: 

two people afraid to give too much 

and receiving nothing in return, 

two who pass lightly, secretly, 

offering the shadows of smiles and laughs 

reserved for some one never met. 

M.S. Lyle 
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you, a thin Modigliani 

water-color 
sun-burnt reds and palest greens, 
skinny pointed elbows 

and startled night-eyes, 

perhaps he could have touched 

light, lightly with brush 

the green-goldness of glances, 

before they fly 

out of windows into metalled blues 

and lonely streets invaded by space, 

or the half-choked laugh-sighs 

when I fold you to me 

-pain pinch 

high in my nose- 

in the morning with your hair 

sprayed on my face, 

the itch of the dry web 

in my eyes, the waking-sunlight- 

thoughts race, feel you cool 

naked, smell that smell 

like sour yellow wine 

fill my bones. I press my face 

against your neck and feel the tears gush. 

You know, I could fall in love with your picture, 

but your body wont let me. 

you see you protect me 

from many deaths (this is only one) 

I am soaked in smell, tears, juices, 

your cool china whiteness 
and hot wet womb. 

These things possess the mind and mock thought 

since I broke beneath you. 

the future for me now 

is a slow, unpredictable, 

yet certain, 

surfacing withing you, 

like a smile. 

M.S. Lyle 



Spirits of the Dead 

ice-blue 

jagged patterns 

in the leaves.. 

one of those bacon-smoke 

autumnal days. 

two strangers 

flexed on the river bed 

and flashed into the biting silver light 

like brown oval pearls, 

pealing laughter for hours; 

thoughtless, wild, inseparable, 

we wound the formless hilarity 

only later to be haunted by echoes 

and the subterranean sound that 

wells up, faraway, inconceivable, 

fearful, we dressed and walked 

through the wheat on the hillside, 

looking for arrowheads, not speaking, 

unaware of our bodies; I only know 

that you were kind, at least 

as kind as I, and weak. 

there is grace in receiving, 

yet graceless our thighs swept 

the moaning wheat; filled 

with the ache of plenty, 

we gazed listlessly into the valley. 

light shed from light 

crinkles beyond space and thought 

accompanies the rill on the stream, 

the clinking of stones under water 

passing fiercely over 

dead snakes coiled in the mud. 

such light, like ammonia, 

diffuses through mountain, 

wind, two figures in the wheatfield, 
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but is gathered inexplicably 

at dusk so not to torment 
the night with constant shining, 

and the river, the effacing flow 

of all this, unsheathed 
out of the mountains, forever 

runs out of itself 

and into the horizon. 

M.S. Lyle 
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Poem 

Words I have had- 

Faggots dropping mold-damp 

On delicate flame, 

Indurate fragments of the once lived, 

Fossil sounds unyielding, unconsumed, 

Spreading ashen wetness in a thin, dark line. 

I have had your words- 

Poor little sorry truly 

Dust prints 

Coughed away by pigeons, 

Written thin in wind with flaying arm, 

Spoken, gone. 

I have seen yellow beaded sap 

Oozing at the plushy orifice, 

Strained through swollen violet blisters: 

Your deadly roundnub darts 

In timid spurts dislodged 

From the quivering mass. 

I have watched your dredger's smile, falling 

On thick scoopfuls of the apropos, 

Grinning at the gush of bubbly stench, 

Derelict sought leavings 

Of others’ excavation, rain-shorn, 

River-worn, brought up now for fill. 

1 have had speech and speaking, 

Echoes in dried throats, 

The slobbering suck of armless young 

Muzzling in twelves 

At the octeat corpse of meaning; 

I have had words. 

John Conn 



The Second Annual William M. Blackburn Literary Festival Presents 27 

James Applewhite reading from his poetry in Zener Auditorium on 

April 3 at 7 o’clock. Mr. Applewhite is teaching creative writing at 

the University of North Carolina, Greensboro. 

Louis Simpson reading from his poetry in Zener Auditorium on April 4 

at 7:30. Mr. Simpson is teaching English at the University of New York 

at Stonybrook. In 1964, he received the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry for his 

book At the End of the Open Road. 

W.D. Snodgrass reading from his poetry in Baldwin Auditorium on 

April 10 at 7:30. Mr. Snodgrass is teaching at the University of New 

York at Syracuse. In 1960, he received the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry 

for his book Heart's Needle. 

Fred Chappell reading from his poetry and fiction in Baldwin 

Auditorium on April 17 at 7 o'clock. He is teaching creative writing 

at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. He has published 

three novels, and a fourth will be out soon, as well as a book of poems. 

Mr. Chappell, frankly, is being asked to return and read again because 

of popular demand. 

.and, to put a tin lid on it all 

The Second Annual William Blackburn Literary Festival Presents on April 18 

at 7 o’clock sharp in Page Auditorium 

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS. 

Need we say anymore? Oh, yeah, it’s all free. 



At The RECORD BAR we have these arranged to fit “your” mood. 



CONTINENTAL DINING 

1213 EAST FRANKLIN STREET CHAPEL HILL, N. C. 
Open 5--30 - 1030 PM 

For Reservations Call 942-226o 

Closed Sunday 



Cosmopolitan Room 

of the Ivy Room Restaurant 

Something New 

The Stein Club - Join Now 

1. Own your own Stein 

2. Discount on Evening Meals 

3. Special Charge Account 

OPEN 5P.M. TIL MIDNIGHT 

1004 W. Main St. — Free Parking in Rear — Tel. 682-9663 

This is one Club 

you can save money by belonging to! 
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DeWitt 

—Mother, where did you put my plaid shirt? 
— In the bottom drawer of your chest. You 

going out to the ranch? 
—Yeah. 
—Who with? 
—Oh, John and DeWitt. 
—That'll be real nice of you, Mike, to take old 

DeWitt with you. Poor thing, he sure will 
appreciate the chance to get some extra food. Now 
you all be careful. 

—Yes, ma'am. 
Freed from the usual inquisiton, I put on the 

shirt, picked up my shotgun, a couple of boxes of 
shells, and a hat and walked past my mother to the 
door. She smiled proudly and a little anxiously as I 
went out to the car. That same smile had been 
following me out of our house for as long as I 
could remember. 

I put my things in the car and started toward 
John's house. John Jackson Cleburn lived only a 
couple of blocks from my house and had been my 
closest friend from the time I started walking until 
I went to college. My family owned one half of our 
little Texas town and his the other half. My mother 
and his were best friends and were in all of the 
same clubs, and when my father was alive, our 
fathers had hunted, played poker, and gotten 
drunk together. They had probably chased women 
together, too, but we would never have a chance to 
hear about it if they had. It was hard to connect 
John's father, now the balding president of the 
town's bank, with the stories told about his youth. 

I parked my car under the gigantic pecan tree 
which had been the home of several tree houses 
during our childhood and walked across the 
immaculately trimmed St. Augustine grass to the 
back door. 

John, as usual, wasn't anywhere near ready. He 
had been changing when I came in, so I fidgeted 
around his room and admired his gun collection 
while he carefully combed every hair on his head 
into place. 

—Come on, John. Doves don't give a damn if 
your hair's combed or not. 

—Don't worry about it. It's only three and 
nothing ever comes in 'til four. 

I had to yield on that point, so I turned back 
toward his gun cabinet. His shotgun was a new 
Browning over-and-under 12 guage. My Browning 
was old and showed it and therefore had less 
prestige than his, something I really didn't give a 
damn about except that I knew that he felt 
superior because of it. 

He eventually finished getting dressed, and then 

we had to pass inspection from his mother before 
leaving. 

—Bye, Mom. 

—Goodbye, John. Now be careful and don't 
shoot yourself. Supper will be at seven o'clock 
sharp. 

—Yes ma'am. 
—Mike, you be careful, too, and watch after 

John. 
—Yes ma'am. 
We finally got outside. As soon as we were past 

earshot we glanced at each other, and we each 
knew what the other was thinking. That didn't 
happen much between us any more. 

—Why the hell does she always do that? 
—Jesus, my ol' lady gave me the same act when 

I left. They need to feel like we still need them. 
Say, you want to go in my cars or yours? 

—Mine's clean, so you get the honors. 
His car was always clean, as was everything else 

he owned. The whole Cleburn family was like that. 
They never threw anything away and never let 
anything they had show use. 

As I drove my dusty, but nonetheless flashy, 
Mustang down Crockett Street, John turned the 
radio up full blast and traced his finger along the 
stitching on the top of his boots. We cruised past a 
long line of large, solid homes with neatly kept 
yards in which stately old pecan trees and oak trees 
provided shade for the wide front porches. After 
the houses came the high school and then the 
business district. When I turned north at the square 
instead of continuing west toward my ranch, John 
quit studying his cowboy boots and looked over at 
me. 

—Where we headed? 
—I'm gonna pick up DeWitt and take him with 

us. 
—Come on, Mike, what do you want to do that 

for? 
—DeWitt worked for us for forty years and 

took goddamn good care of me when I used to 
work in the hay fields every summer. Besides, you 
know that we have to have somebody at all the 
pools to keep the birds up. 

—Yeah, I guess DeWitt is a good nigger, and 
you're right about the pools. 

— Look, couldn't you at least say "Negro”? 
Even "nigra" or "colored man" would sound 
better than "nigger." 

—O.K., O.K., I'll say knee-grow. Shit, man, next 
thing we know you'll have hair like a girl's. 

—Don't hold your breath 'til I do, smartass. 
He grinned, knowing that he had made me mad. 
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grassroots water 

A small puddle floats on some mud 
Purporting to reflect the world. 
Sky mostly, grayish pale, cloudy. 
And passing faces, hurried, blurred. 
Fresh drops bombard it now and then 
Deepening, broadening its realm. 

Make waves while you can, silly puddle 
For tomorrow's sun will burn you dry. 

C A. Snartemo 

He also knew that as bad as he was, he was still 
way ahead of the other local kids our age because 
he had at least made it to college. And he knew 
that I either ran around with him when I came 
home, or I had to fight the town's boredom all 
alone. 

The feeling that I had been the loser in our 
exchange made me even angrier than had his use of 
"nigger”, but I managed to fake a good mood 
when we crossed the invisible boundary between 
the poor-white neighborhood and the black 
neighborhood. DeWitt Coleman's house was about 
average for his section of the town. The paint was 
peeling off, and the tips of the boards on the front 
porch were rotting away. The narrow lot contained 
one scrawny tree, and an intricate pattern of cracks 
ran across the bare, black-dirt yard. DeWitt's 
battered Ford was parked beside his four room 
home, so I knew he was there. 

John was about to call out for DeWitt, but I 
knocked on the door before he had a chance. 
DeWitt appeared after a minute or two. He was a 
large man whose slow easiness of movement made 
him seem even larger. His skin was as dark as an old 
walnut chest, and his face bore a striking 
resemblance to Louis Armstrong. Up until his heart 

attack two years ago, he had always looked 
younger than he actually was, but now he showed 
all of his sixty years. He no longer wore the blue 
denim overalls that I remembered from the days 
when he was foreman of our ranch but had on an 
old pair of wool slacks, a frayed cotton shirt, and a 
sweat-stained gray felt hat. His clothes were 
probably given to him by my uncle, who was 
almost as big as DeWitt, at least now that DeWitt 
had lost weight from his illness. His shotgun was an 
old Browning 16 guage automatic that my father 
had used in the thirties. The barrel was slightly 
rusted, and the stock was scratched, dirty, and 
chipped. But the action was clean and wore a dull 

glaze from being oiled. 
We all exchanged greetings after he came out. 

John adopted the joking tone that is customary. 
DeWitt responded as if he enjoyed it. —Hey, 
DeeWhit, do you really think you're gonna git any 
birds with that old thing? 

—Naw, John, this ol' thing shoots purty good. I 
kin recollect when Mister James got's many as 
fo'ty birds in a day with this gun. 

DeWitt looked toward me and smiled at the 
mention of my father. Mr. Cleburn was one of the 
best deer hunters around but never had been much 
good with a shotgun. Starting when John was 
about eight, his father had taken him out every day 
of each deer season. He got his first buck two 
seasons later, and his father, following tradition, 
pushed John's face into the pool of blood where 
the wound had drained on the ground. My father 
had been the best wing shot in the county and had 
raised me on bird hunting instead of larger game. 

John didn't try to take his kidding any further. 
We went ahead and got into the car. None of us 
said very much on the way out to the ranch. I 
turned around a few times and asked DeWitt how 
he was feeling and about what his sons were doing 
now, but it was hard to drive and talk to somebody 
in the back seat at the same time. I mainly just 
watched the road. The ranch was only ten miles 
away from town. The road was paved all the way 
out, so it didn't take long to get there. 

We had to drive through fields for a mile or so 
to get to the first pool that was good for doves. 
John opened the gates separating each thirty to 
fifty acre pasture. There hadn't been any rain for a 
month, and the ground was hard and rough. As we 
drove slowly toward the back part of the ranch, 
John watched nervously for the sight of a dove on 
a fence wire or in the air. DeWitt and I studied the 
cattle and the grass, out of habit mostly, and 
talked. 

—Them's awful scraggly Bra'mer cows that Mr. 
Avery has. Lord, Mike, look at them fences. An' 
I'd bet you a dollar there ain't been a bush hog on 

them weeds for a year or more. 
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I niversitv of Oxford , England: 

Trinity College Ghost 

You ask of ghosts, and they will say: 

"She dances on the altar there. 
Dances through the Chapel pews. 
Yes, very late on moonlit nights 
When everyone's asleep, she comes. 

The wife, we think, 
Of Trinity's first President, 
Who swore she would return to haunt 
When damned for her adultery. 

Oh, there have been reports 
Of figures seen on windowpanes 
When moonlight floods across the pews 
Casting shadows on the milky glass. 
Even heard are some discordant sounds 
As she plays the organ keys." 

Just someone's fancy, you reply. 

"There have been cases," they will say. 

Arthur Guthrie 
3/70 

—Yeah, you lease a place like this, and it falls 
apart in no time. People never care about 
somebody else's stuff. 

—Yore daddy woulda kicked my ass if I ever let 
things git like this. He shore would hate to see this 
ol' place run down so. 

My father had never really had anything to do 
with the quality of our land. He was always too 
busy with business matters in town to worry about 
our herd of Santa Gertrudis cattle. The ranch had 
been a diversion to us, though certainly a 
profitable one. It also provided a place to hunt on 
and to keep me out of trouble in the summers. 
DeWitt had been the one who cared. He made the 
hands keep everything in good shape, and he 
usually acted as if he were the owner. When I was 
younger, I always felt like a visitor to somebody's 
home when I came out to the ranch with my 
father, who never upset my feeling by acting like 
the boss. He felt it was best to humor DeWitt as it 
would be hard to find as good a foreman for $55 a 
week. 

We finally reached the first pool and dropped 
DeWitt off there. The thousand acres which made 
up the back part of the ranch contained three 
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man-made pools. Each of the pools was about 
thirty yards across and was a perfect place for 
shooting doves as they came in for a drink in the 
late afternoon before going to roost. To make 
things a little more certain, we baited each pool 
with seed. 

I left John at a pool on the opposite side of the 
same pasture that DeWitt was in and then drove 
around ten acres of overgrown oak and bois d'arc 
to reach the pool that I had picked for myself. 
There weren't necessarily more birds to be found 
at my pool, but there were two nice shade trees on 
the west bank. Early September in Texas is still 
hot. 

To avoid scaring any birds that might already 
be getting a drink, I parked the car a hundred yards 
away and approached the pool quietly with my 
gun ready. Two doves started just as I reached the 
top of the bank, and I fired instinctively, without 
aiming, just as I had been taught. One of them 
dropped over the opposite side. It took me a few 
minutes to find the grayish brown bird in among 
the dry grass which covered the banks, and it was 
still alive when I found it. You have to jerk their 
heads off if they aren't killed by the shot. I held it 
at arm's length to avoid being splattered by the 
blood that spurted out of its neck. Its body 
quivered in my hand for a few seconds. When it 
stopped bleeding, I lowered my arm and walked 
back to sit down under the trees. 

The excitement of the kill kept me alert and 
tense during the first thirty minutes of waiting. 
After that I began to get bored. Not one single 
dove had tried to come in to the pool since I had 
been there. I looked at my watch: quarter to five. 
It was still too early for them to be coming in. The 
sun wouldn't go down until after six-thirty. I tried 
to entertain myself by watching some sparrows 
chase each other between the two trees that I was 
sitting under. There had been a breeze when I had 
first come, but the wind had completely died by 
now. I was becoming stiff from sitting in one place 
for so long. I read all of the numbers and names 
stamped on the barrel of my gun. Then I studied 
the rigid, headless body at my feet. I had to move 
it every once in a while to keep the ants from 
finding it. Watching for birds became more and 
more difficult. 

Wonder how John is doing? Haven't heart but a 
couple of shots. I guess DeWitt is too far off to 
hear. DeWhit, DeeWhit, funny how that sounds 
when one of us says it. People at school would say 
deWit. I don't guess that means that we should 
change. 

Old DeWitt, never forget the time that Billy Joe 
and Dixie Mac pulled knives that day after work. 
That Dixie Mac was mean, kept making fun of 



Billy Joe 'til he had to stand up to him. There they 
were circling around, Dixie Mac grinning and trying 
to stick Billy Joe, and Billy Joe scared shitless from 
trying to keep out of the way of Dixie Mac's knife, 
and then DeWitt snuck up behind Dixie Mac and 
laid him out with a hammer. When was that, must 
of been five years ago, I couldn't of been more 
than fourteen? 

Billy Joe was pretty damn smart; he must of 
been mostly white his skin was so light. That used 
to feel funny sometimes, me working right along 
with them but being the only white person out 
here. I can still taste their homemade beer. White 
and thick, but it tasted just like beer. Sure was 
good after driving a tractor over those hot fields all 
day. Christ, the dust was awful. Damn that DeWitt, 
he never would sleep past one when he took his 
nap after lunch. But I could always drive too fast 
and break the mower and then everybody'd have 
to quit while DeWitt fixed it. 

It's hotter'n hell out here. Wish a dove would 
come. 

Wonder how DeWitt gets by now that he can't 
work? I guess Uncle Henry takes care of him, gives 
him clothes and stuff. I think we paid most of the 
doctor bill when he got sick. That's something that 
the radicals at school don't know about, the way 
we take care of our black folks. If Daddy was still 
alive, we'd take even better care of DeWitt. Shit, 
there's a dove! 

I yanked the gun to my shoulder and emptied 
both barrels. The bird had come in over the trees 
and was flying as fast as he could. I didn't even lift 
a tail feather. Missing the dove like that, I resolved 
to pay closer attention, especially now that it was 
the right time for them to be finishing their feeding 
for the day. I soon began to hear some shots from 
the direction of John's pool and knew that we had 
the birds moving by now. The ones that we missed 
at one pool would fly to one of the others, and we 
would have a second chance at them. 

By six thirty I had seven doves heaped in a little 
pile at my feet. There was another one somewhere 
in the grass behind me, but I hadn't been able to 
find it. Altogether it had been a good afternoon. 
Ten was the limit on mourning doves, though none 
of us ever bothered to observe the limit. I had only 
shot one of my birds while it was on a branch in 
the tree beside me. After picking up all seven birds 
by their feet, I walked over to the car with my kill 
in one hand and my gun in the other. 

John was waiting under a pecan tree close to his 
pool. He had five birds and had used a full box of 
shells. I had only shot about fifteen times, but I 
didn't tell John that. While we drove across the 
pasture to pick up DeWitt, we talked about the 
more difficult shots we had made. When we got 

there, DeWitt was still sitting in the middle of the 
broom weed which covered the pool bank. He had 
eleven doves. When I asked him how many shells 
he had used, he told me sixteen. 

John and I kidded DeWitt a little about his 
luck. Then we put all of the birds in a grocery bag 
and started back to town. John and I didn't talk on 

the way home. We watched the deep red sunset 
and listened to DeWitt tell stories about hunting 
trips he had made with my father. When we got to 
DeWitt's house, John let him out of the back seat. 
After thanking us for taking him along, DeWitt 
started toward his porch but stopped when I got 
out of the car and took out the grocery sack. 

—DeWitt, don't you need these doves? 
—Naw, suh, I gits by fine like I is. 
I almost dropped the sack. 
—You sure you don't want these birds? 
—Thank you kindly, but there jus' ain't enough 

meat on one of them things f'r a man to git hold 
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of. V'all take it easy now. 
He smiled politely at me for a few seconds, 

-hen turned around and walked into his house, into 
rooms which I had never seen. 

I was furious. I stood alone in the barren yard 
for a minute trying to calm down and then got into 
the car. 

—John, did you see that? He wouldn't take the 
doves. Here we keep him going all these years, and 
he doesn't even appreciate it. 

—Yeah, you never can tell what one of them's 
likely to do. Com on, Mike, let's git a move on. I'll 
be late for supper. 

—O.K. Say, do you want the game? 
—Naw. They taste like liver to me. I just like to 

shoot them. 
—Me too. I know what. I'll take them back to 

school in an ice chest. My friends will think they're 
some kind of delicacy. 

Pat Black 

A Classroom Situation 

Characters: 

Wash Jones 
Quentin Compson 
Professor Erudite 
Chorus of Students 

Stage Scene: 

A podium and chair are placed about fifteen 
feet apart on the stage with their sides facing the 
audience. In a semi-circle behind them are hung 
white sheets behind which are at least ten chairs 
which also have been placed along the line of the 
semi-circle. The sheets are lighted from the back so 
that the chorus behind them in the chairs is 
silhouetted. Professor Erudite is standing at the 
podium lecturing to his class. Quentin is seated in 
the chair and behind him the chorus is seated. 

Prof. Eurdite: In Absalom, Absalom the pathos of 
the novel is developed by Faulkner's use of 
leitmotifs and various imagery. Through 
these techniques he has subtly sustained 
the reader's int... 

(From stage left the ghost of Wash Jones appears 
dragging a scythe behind him.) 

Prof. Erudite: Ugh, sir. Would you please identify 
yourself. This is not a common happening 
in my class. 

Wash: I'ze be Wash Jones's ghost. 

Prof. Erudite: Surely you jest? 

(The chorus stands up.) 
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Chorus: In a dream-lull our lives are passed; all, all 
that round us lies is visionary, void. Yet got 
we by rare fortune at our birth Man's 
shape, that is hard to get. 

(The chorus sits down.) 

Wash: No, sir. It's me. Wash Jones. 

Prof. Erudite: Well, you are fictional. You are not 
reai. 

Wash: No, sir. I'z created jist like you from the 
mud, the fire of the hearth, the wind that 
blows the corn, and the space that I'z in 
now. 

(The chorus stands up.) 

Chorus: But all is fictional. Words full of sound 
and fury signifying nothing. 

(The chorus sits down.) 

Prof. Erudite: Well if you are real, saying you are a 
real man, what do you want with me? 

Wash: Nothin particular, guess you might say. Jist 
one thing. 

Prof. Erudite: Well, my man, what is that? Be 
quick. 

Wash: I'z come to kill you. 

Prof Erudite: But why? What have I done to you 
that you should want to kill me? 



Wash: You have killed me. 

Prof. Erudite: No. I did not kill you. Major de 
Spain and those others in the book killed 
you. What am I saying? You are not real let 
alone alive. 

Wash: That's what I mean. See you'ze killed me. 
You killed my death, my dying. As long as 
you is liv'n, I died in vain. Ain't no one 
goi'n ta believe I kiit Sutpen fer a reason. 

Prof. Erudite: You did not kill him for a reason. 
You killed out of passion for what he said 
about your granddaughter. You were 
emotionally upset. 

Wash: That's a reason. 

Prof. Erudite:Mo, passion is irrational. You cannot 
bear out your argument on irrational 
grounds. Get out of here. You have no 
reason for being here. 

(Quentin rises from his chair and comes up to the 
podium.) 

Quentin: Yes he does, sir. 

Prof. Erudite: What? 

Quentin: He has come to save me. 

Prof Erudite: To save you? 

Wash: Who's you? 

Quentin: The waki. 

Wash: The what? 

Quentin: Quentin. I have searched for the meaning 
of life, the reason to liv% and you have 
brought it to me. 

Wash: No, sir. I hasn't. I'z come to kill him. 

Prof. Erudite: What is this? Some pagan rite? If 
you do not stop this nonsense, I will have 
both of you arrested by the police. 

Quentin: Who would believe you? That you have a 
ghost in your room threatening to kill you. 
Who would believe that your lectures on 
motifs and imagery killed a man's death? 

Prof. Erudite: Stop it. You both are crazy. 

Quentin: Are we? We just believe in the absurdity 
of man. Does that sound erudite enough, 
Professor Erudite? 

Prof. Erudite: You fool. 

(The chorus stands up.) 

Chorus: He's a fool; you're a fool; everyone to the 
pool of fools!! 

(The chorus sits down.) 

Wash: Now, sir, I'z gonna kill ya. You sez the hos 
imagy raveals pride? 

Prof. Erudite: Stand back. Don't you touch me. 

(The chorus jumps up.) 

Chorus: Page number! Page number! Lines! Lines!? 

(The chorus quickly sits down.) 

Wash: I'm going to tech you, Profesir. 

Prof. Erudite: Stand back, Wash. 

(Wash raises the scythe and sweeps it downward 
into the professor's chest, killing the professor who 
falls behind his podium.) 

Wash: Now I has my death. 

(Wash falls with the bloody scythe to the stage, 
dead.) 

(Quentin faces the audience.) 

Quentin: I am as alone as before. No passion that is 
true. That he might have led me into the 
Path of Truth, into the Path of Truth. 

(The chorus rises.) 

Chorus: But he will flunk, but he will flunk, but he 
will flunk... 

(Quentin bows his head in grief.) 

The End 

Robert F. Roscow 
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The Disgrace Of Orphee; A Heroi-Comical Poem 

"Cela s'appelle: 'Nudisme'. . . mo ins ridicule que si 
ces pages etaient couverts de textes ridicules . . 
// * 

—Cocteau 

To most contemporary poets 

Has Judgment come, and this the final day? 
How come such crowds that push to make their 

way? 
0 Muse, look out and see unnumbered throngs 
That rush to pray, atoning for their wrongs. 
But no, look close, they're running after proof, 
Like mice to cheese ... a hunk of smelling truth. 

0 Muse, wise Muse, undone, bemused, and 
shocked, 

I'm sure to you it's no amusing thought: 
You're out of date and yet but such is fate 
That splendor leaves too soon, and we too late. 

So, proud and stubborn Muse; so, lost Orphee 
Come follow honest Jacques; come, make thy way 
To join the endless numbers of his train. 
To bow and praise, to sing his holy name. 
Enough of pretty words, of well-wrought verse 

And subtle truth. For genius be thy curse 
And art, thy proof of guilt. You've missed your 

age: 
You put too many words upon each page 
And then you rhyme them in iambic verse 
And give them sense and grace. Oh, how perverse! 
For don't you know The Age of Reason's gone? 
Now beats and back street bards can sing new 

songs; 
Now bumb and derelicts, and children too, 
Though deaf and dumb, all share the poet's due; 
For all are poets now, and artists sure, 
(Untouched, untaught, uncluttered minds still 

pure) 
Who scatter words about (it's all the rage) 
And leave a trail of verbs on down the page. 
To love ... to hate ... to feel . . . they're good and 

terse. 
So admirably blunt, adept at free verse. 

II 
These droppings of an age, these psalms devout, 
They'll vanquish time (they'll see us dead) no 

doubt. 
So come Orphee and join the frantic quest 
And search from joint to joint for Jacques Cegeste. 
Unite apostles, pilgrims, poets, wits, 
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Behiskered muses, avant-garde critics, 
And all prepare, repair, withdraw yourselves 
To smoky rooms of pot and coffee smells, 
To dank, dark chambers, to monkish retreats, 
To cafe hide-a ways. And here will meet 
Harbingers of an era, a new art, 
Keepers of the covenant, bearing the Ark. 

III 
Beery thy fate, O bitter soul, and yet 
Call not to Jean Cocteau, "geni de tete,'' 
Great king of Wit, and thy creating force, 
Who left you here unarmed, alone, divorced 
From all salvation, help and hope. The course 
Of time has altered flow and changed the source 
Of flooding rivers. Fretting time is your 
Undoing; beauty's splashed and drunk and poured 
From new-tapped kegs. Look 'round and see thy 

peers: 
Pale priests of pallid verse, baptised in beer. 
Bemoan thy fate, but not their splendid verse; 
Smoke pot, burn incense; bend and bow and purse 
Thy lips to kiss this art of colored lights, 
This art of sleepy days and drunken nights, 
Of hazy hours and shapeless smoking dreams, 

Of faces in the table's beer-slick sheer,. 

IV 
The cafe scene was hot and close; the hosts 
Of young but honest Jacquest Cegeste (who most 
Proclaimed and praised as pope and poet both) 
Had come alike from east and western coasts, 
Had ventured far and wide and free from parts 
Untold, to sing and spread the strange and sacred 

art, 
Endorse the tables, sign and seal the laws, 
And scratch their poet's name on cafe walls. 
An awesome sight: when Jacques and gods 

conjoint 
Arose to speak. A hush ensouled the joint 
And he began to chant his awful verse. 
But gods, o hateful gods! Could they do worse 
To cursed Orphee, but rob him of that gift 
To hear and learn, for every word he missed, 
And every sound escaped his ears, save those 
Of heavy breathing, coughs and sighs that rose 



Alike in one sweet harmony, throughout 
The room—a numble prayer and rite devout. 
But then Orphee purloined the silent song 
Away: he rose and shouted to the throng, 
"What's this but artists with no art? Say how 
A songless bard, a speechless wit, and thou, 
A wordless writer, boasts to talk the truth?" 
Then silence ruled again until the youth 
Cegeste bespoke his first words of the day, 
"It's called 'Nudisme,' don't you see?" and say 
Another word he wouldn't, but began 
Again to read from empty sheets and scan 
The bare white pages of his verse. Alas, 
Orphee in final, fiendish, vain harass 
Screamed out, "For all the verse you've spoke 

writ, 

And fondled fondly, fretting for your wit. 
That it would sure expire, your empty heads 
Breed empty verse, and shallow minds that shed 
And.shit their curse of silly thoughts, do worse 
To wound my very soul. I hide and nurse 
My wounds. But now enough; begone, aroint, 
I've had my fill, o gods, burn down this joint." 

V 
And yet, not one among the crowd could hear 
Orphee, so silent was the room. And queer 
It was you say, but mark: their pantomime 
Is better yet than that insipid rhyme 
That comes from silly minds. So, quick, away, 

and Stay not good gentle soul, for Judgment Day, 
But come and hurry, danger's in delay, 
Though hurt you be. 0 cursed and sad Orphee. 

—Harry C. Stokes 

3 — The Muse refers to Orphee, the middle-aged, 
rather traditional, and very successful poet who 
had to fight the avant-garde critics and the rising 
popularity of their leader, young Jacques Cegeste, 
in Cocteau's drama and screenplay, "Orphee." 

*"Cela s'appelle ... ridicules": "That is called 
'Nudity' ... less foolish than if these pages were 
covered with foolish texts." 

12 — Jacques Cegeste was giving a reading of his 
poetry at the Cafe of Poets (in the first scene of 
Cocteau's drama) to a group of fellow artists. 
Orphee got hold of a copy of the young poet's 
verses and was amazed to find the sheets of paper 
blank. The poetry was entitled "Nudisme". Orphee 
laughed at the poetry and soon enough Cegeste's 
disciples and fellow poets began to riot. The older, 
more dignified Orphee was obliged to sneak off. 
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The Prostitute And The Gentleman 

A Comedy in One Act 

"To be delivered from this combrous flesh, 
From this gross, detestable, filthy mesh, 
And merely given to the cold, bleak air. 
Have mercy, goddess! Circe, feel my prayer!" 

Endymion— John Keats 

The Characters 
THE PROSTITUTE 
THE GENTLEMAN 

the Gentleman and begins to wash herself 
ceremoniously, or perhaps methodically, from a 
basin. As she washes the Gentleman speaks. 

SCENE: Brothel on Thirty mark Alley in the St. 
Pauli district, Hamburg. Single room with bed, 
bureau, lounge chair, sofa, rugs, etc. Large full 
length mirror to one side of the rear wall. Door in 
the middle and no windows. 

Cutain rises to find the Prostitute seated on the 
sofa facing the audience. She is in her early 
twenties, perhaps, and is dressed seductively in a 
fashion that compliments her plentiful supply of 
natural beauty. She is filing her nails. She walks to 
the bureau and takes a cigarette from a pack there 
and lights it. She smokes like a lady. She goes back 
to the sofa. All her actions are done in a leisurely 
manner, giving an impression of neither 
anticipation nor anxiety. Perhaps boredom. 

A large clock facing the audience strikes three. 

A light knock on the door. As the Prostitute 
rises the Gentleman enters. He is forty-five. He is 
dressed in a manner that emphasizes his air of 
authority. A rather large man. Handsome. 

Prostitute. Good evening, sir. 

Gentleman. Guten aband, fraulein. 

Prostitute. Won't you sit down? 

Gentleman. Wie viel? 

Prostitute. Thirty marks, sir. 

Gentleman. Seven fifty? Very well. 

He sits on the sofa watching the Prostitute as 
she stands in front of the mirror and undresses. 
When she is undressed she goes to a stand opposite 

Gentleman. Seven fifty. A nice price to sell one's 
body. Especially a beautiful body. 
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The Prostitute looks at the Gentleman, and 
f'eir eyes meet for an instant. She looks away. He 
stares. 

Gentleman. You're German, are you? 

Prostitute. No, sir. I am French. 

Gentleman. French? Then why are you in 
Hamburg? Prefer German sausage to 
French, do you? 

Prostitute. I... (Pause. Their eyes are fixed.) I 
prefer German prices... 

Gentleman. Ah, yes! It is a business. One must 
always remember that. 

Prostitute. And German laws, sir. 

The Prostitute finishes washing and walks to 
where the Gentleman is seated. 

Prostitute. May I take your coat, sir? 

Gentleman. And my pants? 

Prostitute. If you wish. 

Gentleman. No. Please robe yourself, fraulein, and 
sit down. 

The Prostitute goes to the mirror and puts on a 
light gown. Returns to sit beside the Gentleman. 

Gentleman. Cigarette? 

Prostitute. Thank you. 

The Gentleman lights first his own cigarette and 
then hers. They smoke. 

Gentleman. Let us talk. 

Prostitute. Sir? 

Gentleman. How many men today? 

Prostitute. A few. 

Gentleman. Yes. I can imagine. Poor devils who 
can't get their ashes hauled anywhere else. 

Pause. The Gentleman rises and walks away 
from the sofa. The Prostitute watches him closely, 
and as he turns their eyes meet. She stares at him 
throughout the following conversation. The 

Gentleman walks around, glancing at her 
occasionally. He speaks with authority and, at 
times, even harshly. She answers with a mixture of 
fear and humility, but without guilt. 

Gentleman. Tell me, fraulein. Do you enjoy your 
work? Or is it really work? Do you give 
yourself to any man who can pay because 
you wish to satisfy his needs? Or because 
you enjoy the feeling of his manhood 
inside you? 

Slight pause. 

Prostitute. The money, sir... 

Gentleman. The money? Oh, yes. One must 
remember the money. But only thirty 
marks? Is that all you get? 

Prostitute. Occasionally gifts, sir, but... 

Gentleman. Gifts, you say. But is that all you take? 
(More or less to himself.) You and your 
washing. Your shameless nakedness. 
Alluring. That's what you are. You lure. 
Then you take the manhood inside you and 
defile it. (Slight pause. Their eyes meet.) 
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A Cheerful One and Not Ambiguous (for Mary ) 

There were three philosophers down by the sea 
With Billy and Buddy and Benny and me; 
They bowed to the breakers and bandied about 
The words that philosophers can't do without. 

"A seashell/' one shouted, "is nought but a house, 
But fit for no warthog, fit for no grouse!” 
"You're wrong,” said the second, "I must disagree! 
There are grice and warthogs deep down in the 

sea!" 

(We're gypsies, we're artists, we're scoundrels, 
we're tarts; 

There's very few people like us in these parts.) 
So Billy he gave them a wink of his eye, 
A touch on the hand to remember him by. 

"Oh phoo!” said the third one, "Who cares if 
you're wrong? 

Let's gambol, go dancing, and sing out a song!" 
"Let's dance! Yes, we'll dance!" they all shouted 

with glee, 
And tumbled and frolicked and sang by the sea. 

A carrot's a camel, a killer's a saint, 
And everything is just whatever it ain't; 
And we did all our rambling that year by the sea, 
Just Billy and Buddy and Benny and me. 

— Michael Brondoli 

You're wicked, my dear. You are 
thoroughly wicked. 

Prostitute. (Rising.) Please, sir, won't you come to 
bed? 

Gentleman. And let you make an animal of me? 

Prostitute. No sir. But if you pay, I owe you your 
pleasure. 

Gentleman. My pleasure? 

Pause. The Gentleman walks to the bureau and 
puts out his cigarette in a tray. He turns and looks 
at himself in the mirror. The Prostitute watches 
him as he moves. The Gentleman turns towards 
her. 

Gentleman. What is my pleasure, fraulein? What 
have you to please me? Your body? Yes. 

That can be bought. And it is pleasing to 
look at. Perhaps it is pleasing to touch. 
(Slight pause. Louder.) But I am not a 
young man, fraulein! I have seen life! 
(Almost parenthetically.) And death! And I 
have seen men throw away love for 
pleasure. I have seen men buy their 
pleasure from whores in whorehouses. 
Where women turn men into swine. 
Grovelling swine. For thirty marks. 

Prostitute. (Who has been standing quietly.) I don't 
understand. 

Gentleman. What is there to understand, fraulein? 

Prostitute. (Sitting.) Why did you come here? 

Gentleman. (Staring at the Gentleman. She speaks 
more strongly than before. Perhaps 
defensively.) I know what I am, sir. I know 
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what I do. I give pleasure... 

Gentleman. For a price. 

Prostitute. For a price. 

Gentleman. For thirty marks. 

Prostitute. Yes. 

Gentleman. And why do you sell yourself, 
fraulein? 

Prostitute. (Standing.) Because I am wanted! I am 
desired! Men come to me. I don't lure them 
here. They come. 

Gentleman. Because they need you? 

Prostitute. Perhaps. 

Gentleman. And because you need them? 

Slight pause. 

Prostitute. Do I? 

Gentleman. (Loud but controlled.) Swine at your 
feet! Money in your hand! Prick in your 
belly! Whore! 

The Prostitute has been staring at the 
Gentleman. Now she looks away. She seems almost 
beaten down. The Gentleman lights a cigarette. He 
walks to the sofa and sits down. The Prostitute 
speaks softly, looking at the audience and standing 
near the Gentleman. 

Prostitute. What should I do? 

Gentleman. (Matter of factly.) You should not 
whore, my dear. You should not drag men 
to your den of loveless pleasure. 

The Prostitute walks across to the mirror. She 
looks at herself. When she turns back to the 
Gentleman she seems to have regained her strength. 
As she speaks she walks slowly to the rear of the 
sofa, behind the Gentleman, who smokes and 
listens. 

Prostitute. I give pleasure. I give pleasure, sir. That 
is what I do. And that is what I should do. 
What do you give, sir? What do you get? 
(Slight pause.) If I make men into animals, 
I give them pleasure in return. They pay 
me, and I give service. My love is not for 

sale. But my body is. 

Gentleman. (Losing control of the situation.) But 
it is wrong. 

Prostitute. Is it wrong? 

The Prostitute is now behind the Gentleman. 
She looks down at him. He looks straight ahead. 

Gentleman. It is wrong for you to... 

Pause. The Gentleman thinks. 

Prostitute. For me to turn men into lustful swine? 

Gentleman. Yes. 

Prostitute. Do you think I am beautiful? 

Pause. 

Gentleman. Yes. 

Prostitute. Do you love me? (Slight pause. 
Seductively.) I could give you much 
pleasure, sir. 

Gentleman. (Softly.) Yes. 

The Prostitute leans over and kisses the 
Gentleman. He pulls her around the sofa to his 
arms, growing more and more passionate. The robe 
slips off the Prostitute's shoulders. As the clock 
strikes the half hour, the Prostitute slowly frees 
herself and walks across to the mirror. She dresses. 

Gentleman. (His air of authority not so apparent.) 
My time is up? 

Prostitute. Yes. 

Gentleman. May I come again? 

Prostitute. Yes. 

Gentleman. And stay longer? 

Prostitute. If you wish, sir. 

The Gentleman walks to the door and turns to 
the Prostitute before going out. 

Gentleman. I am a man, you know. 

Prostitute. They are all men. 
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Gentleman. Not a swine. 

Prostitute. A swine? (Slight pause.) No more than 
you should be. 

The Gentleman leaves without paying. The 
Prostitute lights a cigarette. She looks at herself in 
the mirror. She walks back to the sofa and sits 
down. 

Gentleman. Yes. CURTAIN 

John Huff 
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Old Man 

He would catch them at it this time. The 
streetlight glinted in his glasses as he peered 
through the brittle leaves on the trellis which he 
had attached as a young man to the end of his 
front porch. The old man still couldn't make out 
any movement in what he called his 
"backyard"—which actually extended from the 
side of the house. Although the night was without 
stars or moon, he could see each detail of the yard 
as clearly as if it was midday; bordering the yard, 
the flower plots still barren from winter; on the 
right, the looming skeleton of the cherry tree, 
there before he was; on the left, the stunted oak 
still clutching its dead leaves and beyond it her 
spruce, defiantly verdant. At the far end of his tall 
hedge, which was along the sidewalk, there would 
be a rustling, then whispers, then their low sounds, 
the sounds of their dark struggle. That boy was 
never of any account anyway, the old man 
thought. Never would be, the way his parents let 
him run free as a tomcat all his life. 

Anxiety washed through the old man. 
Staggering a little, he walked to his aluminum 
storm door, opened it, and penetrated the darkness 
of the brick bungalow. The walls were two bricks 
thick—none like it made anymore. He clenched his 
hands together. For a moment he paused as he 
reached the door to the living room on the left. 
Attentively he identified the familiar sounds of the 
grandfather clock he had made for her. Cherry 
wood it was. Hand-finished by him. Three hundred 
and five hours of work. Yet nobody knew the 
ticking the way she did. She would listen to it as 
she sat in the bay window, the afternoon sun 
streaming in. She knew its ticking better than he, 
knew the gear-sound which corresponded to every 
point in the pendulum's arc. 

He continued along the hall into the kitchen. 
Without turning on the lights and without 
premeditation, he opened the Frigidaire and got a 
Coke. He pried the cap off on the chewed handle 
of the refrigerator, then closed it. He blinked away 
the brightness of the refrigerator light. Without 
moving he downed the drink in several gulps, and 
then he hurled the bottle into the dark corner, 
where it clanged into the trash can without 
shattering. The noise shocked him out of his 
fogginess. The luminous hands of the stove clock 
told him it was almost midnight. He went to the 
desk, beside the refrigerator, pulled the short brass 
chain to turn on the lamp with its red shade, and 
sat down. He took a piece of stationery and wrote: 

My dearest Ginny, 

My heart breaks all over again every day. You 
know / can't be happy without you. I'm about to 
explode. It's so quiet and lonely here. / don't even 
watch the television anymore, not even the 
wrestling matches. / haven't done any carpenter 
work all week. My projects are just collecting dust. 
/ haven't been downtown or to the shopping 
center. All my meals are just hot dogs which / fix 
here. / know you said it was no good and they 
would give me gas and no health but / don't care. 

Pastor Miller and his wife came visiting this 

p.m. You should have been here to see Sarah. The 
arthritis has got her toes curled right back under 
her feet. But she was as snooty as ever. You would 
have gotten a laugh out of her. 

Do you remember Charlie Fisk who lived up 
the street? The one who had the motorcycle. He's 
got a girl now and they come to our yard and He 
down in the grass back there in the corner behind 
your spruce tree. You know how that hurts my 
heart. Well, I'll get rid of them tonight. 

Missing you as always, 
Your loving husband, 
Paul 

Carefully he folded the letter, put it in an 
envelope, sealed it. Then he dropped it into the 
middle desk drawer with the others. With a 
shudder of pain—the hernia again; they couldn't 
operate because of his heart—he got up, shut the 
light, and started back out to the porch. He eyes 
stung as if somebody had rubbed salt into them. 
They were watering. For an instant he saw his 
shadow walking toward the mirror. He saw the 
reality of his age—the labor of his movements, the 
way his shoulders seemed caved in. He looked 
away. He felt moisture on his head and lifted his 
right hand to wipe it off. But his palm recoiled 
from the feel of the wrinkled scalp. 

He remebered him and Jimmy Fletcher playing 
ball. They were damn good, he at shortstop and 
Jimmy at second. He remembered the ball searing 
toward him and if he got it they would win the 
championship: and then his heart stopped and he 
knew he mad to merge his own existence into that 
of the ball and they both leaped toward third base, 
he blindly lunging into that moment of unity and 
accepting the ball and hurling it unseeing to 
Jimmy. When she saw that they had won, Ginny 
ran out and hugged herself into his stinking sweat, 
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seemed to want that sweat to cover her too. Then 
she recovered herself and started acting like a lady 
again, blushing at the way she had been. But he 
had thrilled to feel her so excited and knew what 
he had wanted to know—the way she would be if 
he married her. So he asked her to, and she agreed. 
His own father didn't like it, because she had been 
on her own as a secretary for two years, and 
claimed his bursitis was acting up too bad for him 
to go to the wedding. They had the wedding the 
day before Christmas, 1920—the decorations were 
already up in the church. Helen Itnyre played the 
organ, which had a foot pedal stuck down all the 
way through. The seven people who came ran after 

them in the snow all the way back to his house, 
this house, rented from Mrs. Bardies until she died, 
then bought at auction. He remembered that night 
with special pain. Her giving had torn at him in its 
wonder, like some flower opening with that abject 
predetermined trust that love will be accepted with 
equal measure of love and honor. He had the job 
then, fourteen dollars per week at the Boliek Shoe 
Company. She would bring him cold chicken wings 
and pickled eggs for lunch and they would cross 
the street to the park. She fed stale bread to the 
mallards while he ate and watched her, almost 
wishing she hadn't come because of the aching 
inside she caused. Once, always once each time, she 
would look at him straight into his heart the way 

she did at night when he was undressing her and he 
had to look away almost crying. 

He was crying now, thinking of her dead these 
two years, the tears running down his parched face, 
wending through the three-day stubble. They 
thought they could take her away. There had been 
a time when he couldn't go for ten hours without 
shaving, but now it didn't matter if he left it for 
two days, three days. He opened the front door. 
The clouds had blown off to the west, and the 
night was clear and silent, the stars unwavering. He 
walked out to the porch steps and looked onto the 
quiet street. Somewhere a child's cry broke the 
brittle spell. 

You're the same to me, Ginny, he had said. 
You're not all dried up—stop saying that—and I 
don't care we never had any kids. He could not 
stop her sobbing, the strange way of crying she 
had, just standing there looking him straight in the 
face with her arms stiff by her sides and tears 
squeezing from her eyes, wide open eyes. Don't 
look at me like that. Go to bed. You're tired. All 
those people at the church supper tonight. All 
those kids there, he had thought, and she so 
knotted up inside. Go to bed. I'll be up directly. 
Then he had seen that vast blackness rising up 
before him, growing out of the floor and heaving 
up over him like that wave when they had the 

cottage at the beach during the hurricane. Then, 
gasping for breath, he had watched the back of her 
slowly climb the stairs. 

He had never been anything. But was she 
disappointed? He had been honest and 
hardworking and had a lot of friends like himself. 
But his friends' wives were nothing like her. They 
were common and homely, and he was the only 
one who never bragged about bedding down with 
another woman —the way Jess was always 
mouthing about Goldie. You had to nudge him 
twice just to get him to notice another woman, 
There were none like Ginny anymore. The women 
now run wild before they're married and after it 
too. She had come pure to his bed. His bed. 

He went back in and put on his coat. He felt 
the cold press of his inside pocket, where for ten 
years he had kept the small bottle of pills for his 
heart. What are they made of? she had asked. The 
doctor said nitroglycerin. She had laughed and 
said, You never needed any nitroglycerin before; 
I'll say that much for you. He had smiled and said, 
And I don't need it now. But I'm an old woman, 
she had said and then had begun whispering his 
name. 

He smiled and walked back out to the porch. 
He took the rake from beside the door and went 
again to the trellis to watch. It shouldn't be long 
now. For a moment he saw nothing but darkness, 
but then his vision cleared and he could make out 
every detail of the yard. He watched the insects 
swarming to the streetlight. 
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His body reacted to the sound before he was 
conscious of hearing it: a faint rustling. He 
glimpsed their forms as they passed in front of the 
whitewashed tool shed. He glimpsed their forms as 
they passed in front of the whitewashed tool shed. 
He coughed violently and then looked to see if 
they had heard. No, they had disappeared behind 

the spruce. He gave them five minutes and then 
walked down the porch steps with the rake over his 
shoulder. He continued along the sidewalk until he 
was at the point where they had gone through the 
hedge. He could hear them whispering, laughing 
gently, the spreading of the blanket, the scurry of 
lips. He almost turned away, but the girl laughed 
from deep within and the sound pulled him 
through the grasping hedge. The two looked up at 
him. The girl started to shiver and pulled at her 
blouse but didn't have the steadiness to button it. 
He saw no fear in the boy's face, only two eyes 
burning in defiance. "Okay, okay, we're leaving," 

the boy said. He couldn't see the old man's face, 
just his stark towering form, the rake above his 
shoulder, the streetlight behind. Without looking 
away from the old man's darkened face, the boy 
stood—and noticed as he did that the man seemed 
to shrink—and motioned the girl to get up. The 
boy squatted and grabbed up the blanket. The girl 
was crying but kept looking at the old man. The 
boy said, "Are you gonna let us go?" His lank 
straw hair fell across his forehead. The old man was 
still silent: he walked to the girl and stood looking 
directly at her. "What are you doing, old man?" 
the boy said. Gently the old man touched her neck 
with his right index finger and continued along her 
shoulder, loosening her blouse from it. "Hey, leave 
her alone! What in hell do you think ... Let's get 
out of here! He's crazy," the boy said and grabbed 
her arm. She was still staring into the old man's 
face. The boy jerked her away, but the old man 
had seen them, seen the freckles, a dozen freckles 
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on her shoulder. That was all he wanted. They 
were to the hedge now. The boy yelled, "Why 
didn't you leave us alone? It doesn't matter to you. 
You don't need anymore. We're young. We need 
each other.'' Why was their need so great? the old 
man wondered. Had they seen the blackness 
already? Had they felt it? "I feel sorry for you, old 
man. You don't even know what love is." The rage 
that he had not permitted because of the girl now 
surged through him. The fury took hold of him 
and twisted him about, the rake in his hands. 
Blindly he ran and flailed the instrument at the 
boy. They were gone, but the rake kept whirring 
around and around above his head. The thing sent 
beams from the streetlight flickering crazily into 
the yard. Suddenly there was a gurgling which he 
heard before he felt. With his last pulse of strength 
he flung the rake away and crumpled to the ground 
and fumbled in his coat for the pills. Two under 
the tongue: let them dissolve and they will explode 

the blood clot out of your heart. He scooped the 
bottle onto the ground. The pills spilled into the 
grass. He pincered a bit of grass and dirt into his 
mouth and felt the sting of the pills beginning to 
dissolve. Then he saw the black carpet of the 
ground raise up about two yards away. With a gasp 
he threw himself onto it, trying to force it down, 
but it seemed made of steel and continued to rise 
inexorably. He kept struggling, although he knew it 
was no use, kept struggling—yet there was no 
longer any despair in him, for he had seen her 
shoulder and it had all stopped; he left suspended 
there beyond nothing in the wet blades of grass. 

The ground heaved up a final time and then 
began its awful curl downward. The old man felt 
the absolute crush of it about him. As the cocoon 
rolled back to the base of the spruce tree, it cut a 
deep enough swat to uncover a hand of her 
skeleton. 

Michael Bronooli 
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5 Poems 

july 30, 1969 
clocks, blackboards, a nun, umbrellas, 

EXIT 
people, books, 

NO SMOKING 
legs, 

seats and seats, pens, a man talking at— 
people, chairs 

sounds of people watching 
Learning—to explicate Frost 

june 19, 1969 
Men have curious thoughts 
Philosophers think they think, 
Rulers think they rule, 
and people order people about; 

but strangest of all, men have thought 
they could own other men— 

A storm thundered on a clear ocean— A man never owns one slave 

forty days if not nights 

I may not be a weatherman, 
but I am no weathervane 

. . . and the sky will clear 

I exist in time, 
through time, with time, 

without time, 
suffering time- 

being time 
no one notices 

july 30, 1969 
beginning again, beginning again 
I try to talk to her—no, with her, 

for, with, to talk, touch 
But will she; and I? 

j David " 
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Poet Emeritus 

1 

I told her once I liked dolphins, 
"Tursiops Truncatus/' and she was impressed, 
Me being a poet and all. 
For her that was all that mattered 
And I did wear my clothes a wee tattered. 

But then she brought me a sorrow; 
So I went and drowned in the dolphinless sea, 
A pod for a pod, a pea tor a pea. 

m 
I! 

1. Retired or honorably discharged from active duty 
because of age, infirmity, or long service, 

but retained on the rolls. 

American College Dictionary 

Robert Roscow 
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